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HOGARTH AS A SATIRIST.

What is true of nearly all great men, is especially true of great satirists ; the world

arrives but slowly at a right appreciation of their highest qualities, and does them

imperfect justice till long after their time. The satirist to his contemporaries is*

firstly and mainly an amusing man. Few care to inquire what kind of face lies behind

the comic mask, or what sort of heart prompts the indignant tongue. They laugh with,

and are influenced by him, unconsciously, without comprehending his relation to the

society and movement of their age. We may be sure that it would be difficult to

explain to an ordinary Athenian play-goer the importance which Aristophanes bears

in the eyes of modern critics ; or to a Roman of Augustus's reign the value of

Horace as a painter of moral lessons and scenes. Rabelais, if Rabelais were to be

estimated by tradition, would rank amongst us as a buffoon. Perhaps there is

something in the very commonness and universality of laughter which robs it of its own

dignity and depth in the eyes of the vulgar. Certainly it has generally required the

criticism of very great and serious men, indeed, to induce the herd to respect properly

a genius who has amused them. What Boileau's good word had to do for Moliere,

was first properly done for Hogarth by Coleridge. His talent, and the solidity of his

talent, were, indeed, amply recognised by Walpole. But Coleridge, and Lamb,

who was a disciple as much as a friend of Coleridge's, rendered to the painter the

serious homage that he deserved ;—pointed out the poetic and moral greatness in his

genius. The popularity of a man does not necessarily imply any general recognition

of this element in him ; some are popular without it ; some miss popularity, who,

notwithstanding, possess it. But the union of the two qualities, of that which delights

the many, with that which it requires the few to discern, constitutes the rarest sort

of faculty, and secures the most enduring kind of fame. Accordingly, that of Hogarth

has been steadily increasing during this generation ; floating too, on a higher level

(so to speak) than the fame which accompanied him from his manhood to his grave.

We still enjoy in him the truly humourous faculty which set our forefathers laughing

more than a hundred years ago; but this enjoyment is tempered by a graver respect

than they felt for him. His depth of feeling—depth of thought—the tragical

part of his genius—are seen more clearly, and contemplated more reverently now. And,

with regard to the private man himself, Time, in its usual kindly way, has given

a tinge, not exactly of romance, but of the nameless something which constitutes

the picturesque, to his homely figure. The sturdy British bourgeois, full of the

prejudices of his class and position, hating the French, despising the old masters,

jealous of men of superior education ; this is one portrait of Hogarth, but an incom-

plete one: and the vulgarity of which grows dim, when we reflect how little of his

a



U HOGARTH AS A SATIRIST.

rare genius it illustrates or explains. We rather, by this time, dwell on the pleasant

side of those traits, as noted by his contemporaries, and view them with the kindliness

with which we view the peculiarities of Johnson; knowing, well, what an inner

life breathed within them all, and still breathes for us in many a picture and engraving.

In fact, Hogarth is now taking his proper place among the great humorists, satirists,

and moralists, of the world; among those who have united, we should rather say,

these three cognate characters in one.

The object of the present essay is to attempt to define his relation to other great

satirists (a task which may incidentally help us to understand the true nature of satire

itself) ; and to illustrate his genius by an occasional examination of his mode of execu-

tion. It is premised, that we undertake the task, not from the artists' but from the

man of letters' point of view. Hogarth himself would have permitted this, for he says,

I have endeavoured to treat my subjects as a Dramatic Writer ; my picture as my

stage; and men and women as my players." Indeed, it would not be possible to discuss

his works, artist as he was, at any length, without running to literature for comparisons

and illustrations, which his own words in this passage so honourably challenge us to do.

Hogarth, then, may fairly be looked at, in the first instance, as one of those English

humorists of the eighteenth century, amongst whom an illustrious writer of our own

time has classed him. This is the group to which he belongs in history,—a group which,

if painted as one of those " Conversation Pieces" that he used to produce, would take in

Swift, and Pope, and Fielding ; virtually contemporaries, though the novelist was the

youngest of the three. Hogarth wore the costume of these men, and had that general

moral resemblance to them, which marks the characters of each age with a common

likeness ; such as exists between the coins of each reign. .Fifty years earlier or later, he

would have been something unlike what that age made him ; and hence the propriety of

first viewing him in that relation.

Now it is of great importance to observe, that during the period covered by Hogarth's

career, our satirical literature attained complete artistic perfection. He was born while

Dryden was still living ( 1698); and he died in the same year as Churchill (1764).

Every age produces some satire. In England, for instance, we had our Mapes' school

in the twelfth century— a school of jolly Latin rhymers, well acquainted with the manu-

scripts of Juvenal ; fond of quizzing ecclesiastics ; shrewd, sparkling, gay ; harbingers,

like certain lively sea-birds, of the storms that were by-and-bye to shake the power of

Rome. Then we had the old-fashioned, ponderous ridicule of Pierse Ploughman ; and

the occasional keen, wise, banter of Chaucer (not to mention endless ballads, on one side

or the other, of our great political struggles) ; Skelton's roaring ribaldry, under Henry

VII J.; the dry, sometimes laboured, lucubrations—after the classic model—of Donne

and Hall ; with the pungent quips of Tom Nash ; and the sour savagery of the mar-

prelat men. The civil wars produced an immense crop of literary stinging-nettles,^

quite apart from the teasing invective of Cleveland, and the rich, quaint fanciful humour

of the great author of Hudibras. At last came Dryden, full of an easy, noble vigour
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in his satire, as in everything else; and who left to Pope only the task of perfecting the

art, by a patient, cruel, and laborious refinement.

But, abundantly clear as this imperfect summary makes it, that a turn for satire

ran in the English blood all along, there is another fact of great significance to be

noted with regard to the satire of the generation to which Hogarth belonged. The

genius of that age was pre-eminently satirical ; and if it perfected the art, it was

because it loved the tendency. Men believed then in the philosophy of satire. The

celebrated essay of Shaftesbury on Wit and Humour was intended to show the utility

of ridicule ; and the pious Berkeley employed the gift, in his Minute Philosopher,

in the defence of truth. Great men and little men were equally enamoured of it;

kindly men and harsh men alike practised it. Satire was the predominant tendency X~

of a great serious intellect like Swift; as of a light sportive one like Gay; nor did

Swift show a more genuine relish for exposing the baseness of contemporaries, than

Addison for laughing at their foibles. If the age of Elizabeth was poetical, and that of

her immediate successors philosophical, so the age of Anne was distinguished by the

ascendancy of practical sense, and satirical humour.

We must guard ourselves, nevertheless, from attributing to the memorable men

among whom Hogarth grew up, the undue levity, the harshness and censoriousness,

the wantonness of temper and lack of feeling for the tranquil and the lovely, all of which

might be hastily imputed to them, on our showing, if we did not explain ourselves, 01.

this point, a little more fully. Some of these faults did appear among their immediate

predecessors, the lively wits, who pelted each other with epigrams for the bon-bons,

during the literary carnival of Charles the Second's reign ; and they are, probably, always to

be found among individuals during periods of satirical activity. But when we say that the

literature of what is called the Anne period was a satirical literature, we are thinking

of the best characteristics and aspects of satire ; we are claiming for it an honourable

and even a lofty place ; we are remembering that Plato admired Aristophanes, and

that St. Paul has quoted Menander; that the Reformation was aided by Erasmus,

Von Hutten, and Sir David Lindsay ; and that one of the favourite authors of

Hume was Lucian. Unless the reader is kind enough to bear in mind facts like these,

and all that they imply—unless he is willing to recognise the voice of satire in

the bitter denunciations which we find in scripture against the fool—unless, too, he will

take the trouble of distinguishing between the high and low species of satire itself

—

liow are we to avoid the suspicion of having depreciated the age which bred Hogarth,

by describing its literature in such words as we have used ?

Who, however, can doubt, that in the list of the great satirists are found the names ±

of some of the greatest writers in the world ? Or, how can we reasonably deny to

satire a share of influence in the world's history? It is, indeed, a very subtle, as well as

a very powerful agency; sometimes it works by laughter, and purifies the atmosphere

as by a fresh genial breeze; sometimes by indignation, and purifies it as by a storm.

These are its two great divisions. But we meet with varieties of each, and with

a 2
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combinations of both. There is the satire which is melancholy in its mockery, like the

skull of death; there is that which is merry in its anger, like a malignant sprite.

"^One satirist is a bee who keeps his sting to guard his honey of wisdom ; another, like

a hornet, is only cruel and torturing. In a word, it is the the literature of chastisement,

and there are a thousand kinds of it ; but, of course, it must be tried by the moral law,

like every other power that plays its part in the world.

While the satirist, then, is one whose speciality is a power of castigation, whose talent

^j consists in discerning the base and the ridiculous, and exposing them in such a way that

^ they shall be seen in all their hatefulness and absurdity, he is, also, one who impera-

tively needs very solid qualities besides his speciality. To know when to hate, he must^
know when to love ; to know when to laugh, he must know when to be serious. He
must avoid the imputation of malignity, and, not less carefully, the name of a buffoon.

Hence, the great satirist is, of necessity, a. moralist likewise. We find the maxims of

Horace and Juvenal quoted as often as their epigrams. Such men are links between

the preacher and the artist. They occupy chairs that might be placed between the pulpit

and the stage ; to which we may add, that if solid judgment and right instincts are inse-

parable from great eminence in this class of men, so neither, in spite of their occupation,

is there any evidence that they are generally ill-natured or unfair people. The warmth^/

of temperament which makes a keen satirist, helps to make him an ardent friend. His

eye for character shows him what is good, hearty, and true, as faithfully as what is rot-

ten, mean, and worthless. Horace and Pope are famous for their friendships, and have

celebrated them in immortal lines. Juvenal's Eleventh Satire is warm with a cordial

humanity ; the tidings of Churchill's death killed one of his intimates. Turn to the

writings of these denouncers of mankind, and we find Aristophanes and Horace poets
;

Rabelais conspicuous for a jolly sympathy with the homeliest enjoyment of every-day

life; Erasmus defending the poor; Swift amusing an old crony with nonsense-verses.

It would seem as if there were something in Humour which was incompatible, not, indeed,

with vices or failings, but with a low, narrow, churlish, unkindly nature, in a man. Two
satirists, out of three, have been good fellows—to use a significant phrase ;—the third, to

whom the world would deny the appellation, has, probably, like Swift, suffered under

some terrible physical ban, the mere thought of which ought to close the mouths of cri-

tics, unless it teaches them to qualify their criticism with pity and tenderness.

To describe, then, the Hogarth epoch as a satirical epoch, is not, according to our

view, derogatory or uncomplimentary ; and we may study, beneficially, the causes which

made it so. Satire, though it begins with very early periods, is perfected only in late

ones : when society grows complex, and civilization has a tendency to over-ripen, when jf
common sense, rather than imagination, is the talent in fashion, when the virtues become

common-place, and the vices mean ; and such in many respects, though with a great-

ness of its own, was the Hogarthian period. Its society had neither the idealist and poetic

aspirations of that of Elizabeth's reign, nor the tinge of romantic gallantry which be-

longed to the Charles I. men. On the other hand, it had not the respectability, nor the
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utilitarian pretensions, of our own ago; but was grosser and ruder; it was less poetic

than the earlier times, and less decorous than the later ones. England was in a tran-

sition from the feudal to the modern state of life, and partook of the bad character-

istics, as of some of the good ones, of both. Tts liMrajure^more critical, more directly

addressed to the world at large, than it had been before, became satirical*, naturally ; and

from the good, as well as the bad side of human nature. Serious men grew ano-ry at-^

the wicked things they saw ; and gay men were amused by ridiculing the foolish things.

We call the age of Pope and Swift the Augustan age, sometimes, and not without

reason ;<rit was an age of much social corruption, and of great literary activity, working

abreast of, and upon each other ; but its very satire is a proof of the restorative action

cooing on within it, an element which did not exist in the Augustan world. Hogarth

often suggests Juvenal, and makes us feel that there was a downward tendency, such as

led that old world to ruin, in his England ; beneath, however, the crust of corruption,

which alarmed Berkeley, and disgusted Swift, lay the sound old stuff of Christian Eno--

land, with its feudal traditions, and noble industry. After a few generations, we have

seen a revival of poetry, philosophy, and art, and an unbounded advance of science and

discovery ; and we can look on some of Hogarth's most terrible delineations as things

that scarcely belong to the English world at all. The danger rather is, now, that in our

gratitude for the kind of improvements which we have attained, we may over-rate our-

selves, at our ancestors' expense. A wise man will remember, that those great-oreat-

grandfathers of his, who figure in Hogarth's pages, had their own good qualities, too

;

and, as nature works by action and re-action, that some of these may have flourished

more vividly, then, than now.

Prominent among such, are the courage and candour with which the satirical work of

. that age was done. Swift and Pope, Hogarth and Fielding, are alike conspicuous for

• the directness, and frankness, with which they conduct their assaults ; we call them coarse

;

bu t, in truth, they were only more natural than we are ; they spoke out, and hit out,

in a_ manful^Jboisj&ron s way; not w ith the glih,-jsgvert, sneer, in fashion now, but V
fiercely, roughly, openly. Sentimentalism was a later growth of the eighteenth cen-

tury ; and Hogarth's time had the boldness of previous times, with a cleverness of its

own. Manners were, indeed, everywhere, though statelier in form, simpler at heart,

than in our age. It is a great mistake to confound these things, by the way. Cere-

mony may co-exist with homeliness of sentiment; and outward plainness with artifi-

ciality of mind. Society, now, is Horace's Pyrrha, whose apparent simplicity was

deceptive ; we are less formal, and yet we are less hearty, than our forefathers ; we do

not assail each other as they did, yet it is not because we love each other more.

The age of Hogarth is open to endless- criticisms, but the frank, manly and thorough

way in which it did its business, and the jolly homeliness of its English life, are its

>leasantest features. In his pictui-es-for instance
, (and the same thing is true of the

works of his contemporaries,) what strikes one more than the honesty of jjjgrn^Jheir '^f

fearless sti-aightforwarduess ? He brings the solid pluck of the Westmoreland yeomen,
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his ancestors, into the art; he cannot be happy as an imitator of schools, whose

s^timent he has never felt ; and as this imitation is what he finds in fashion, he has

to create a kind of art for himself. But out of an inferior branch of art, the

caricature, he rises into morals, pathos, and poetry; he studies the everyday life of

London, and places his thoughts about it before the world ; there is nothing timid or

conventional in his way of doing this. The Rake, the Harlot, Gin Lane, Midnight

Conversation—such is his class of subjects, and he treats them in a style assuredly the

reverse of squeamish. The Queen Anne men had strong nerves, and not less

strong stomachs ; they faced the gallows or Bedlam, the dissecting-room and the

dead-room, with a coolness which is now only expected from chaplains and surgeons

;

their art was muscular and sinewy ; the pillory and the jail were constant subjects of

their humour. Swift's ballads, Pope's Dunciad, and the Beggar's Opera, may be

studied from this point of view, as companion pictures to Hogarth's Apprentices,

Marriage-a-la-Mode, and the Progress of Cruelty. They never mind shocking

anybody these men ; but if they seek a moral or a joke, they descend for it to the depths

of suffering and degradation, to the lowest regions of the horrible. Hogarth exhibits

a vile rout of people drinking round the coffin of the dead harlot, with the same

firmness of hand that Swift brings to the delineation of the Yahoos, or Pope to that of the

foot-race in which Curl falls in the Dunciad. It is sometimes objected to Swift that

he loved coarse and terrible subjects for their own sake ; but it was not the fashion of

that school to shirk the ugly side of life at any time ; they were all realists, which

ought to be in their favour just at this moment when art is realistic again ; and after all,

truth is so priceless, and so welcome in every shape, that we must be content to honour

it under whatever form it comes to us. Tf the London of a hundred and forty years

ago was what Swift and Pope and Hogarth describe it, shall we not be glad to study it ?

It is not the pleasantest chapter in our annals perhaps; we may like better to

contemplate Sir Roger de Coverley, at quarter-sessions, or to hear Thomson describing

a rich landscape with its woods basking in a summer haze ; but we cannot but hear

in the distance, the hum of the great city, and have a longing to know something of its

infinitely various life; there lies the great problem of what society is to be in this

modern civilization ; and surely it needs no less genius to paint the dramatic life of

that society, than to paint summer stream and distant mountain, the manor-house with

its dove-cote and bell-tower, or the farm-house with its group of yellow stacks.

London had been much described before the days of which we ar,e speaking,

and especially by the comic writers of Charles the Second's time ; but there is a depth of

philosophical humour in the way that Hogarth and his contemporaries undertake this

task, such as had not been brought to bear upon it before. From their era, dates town

literature and town art ; nor can we easily trace beyond it the pedigree of a Dickens

or a Leech ; they did not paint Nature well, that is, if we limit the term Nature, as

Wordsworth's school is apt to do, to the external world—to landscape and sky. Hogarth

is not strong at rural life ; when he is comparing England with France he misses
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a good opportunity of illustrating our agricultural superiority. Pope, as we all know,

failed in the moonlight scene in his Homer, and wrote Pastorals as unreal in their

epigrammatic prettiness, as the stone apples of a mantel-piece. The country had little

charm for any of these men ; but their grasp of moral nature was potent and comprehen-

sive; their knowledge of the world, their eye for character, as character is moulded

by an artificial state of society, can hardly be admired too much. If we take, together,

Pope's Satires and Moral Essays, Swift's verses on Poetry, and His Own Death,

Hogarth's pictures, and the novels of Fielding, where shall we get a body of material

which from this point of view can compare with them? The absence of many of our

restraints (restraints which may be bad or good, but which, at least fetter genius),

forbids the hope of our rivalling these men in force. The satire and comedy of

modern times are poor and colourless in comparison ; they are, besides, occupied with

petty and trivial subjects, and shrink from facing truth or facing power as these were

once faced. The satirist of Hogarth/s_age was a man who, as Aristophanes says

of himself, had something of the temper of Hercules in him,

—

'H^aKXscvq loy^v rtv zyj»ry

—and did not, confine himself to what the vulgar call "chaffing" those little follies

and meannesses of manners which are almost below the dignity of the comic muse. He
"bared the mean heart that lurks beneath a star:"

for, while he respected descent more, he worshipped mere rank less, than his later,

successors. Hogarth had no conventional timidity either in life or art : when, in his^

early days, a nobleman refused to take the portrait he had painted for him, Hogarth

threatened to sell it to a wild-beast man ; later, he satirized Wilkes, when the dema-

gogue was the darling of the mob. In the scenes of debauchery and villany which he

passed his days in exposing, he never-shrank from placing, the faces of real persons ; and

nobles and clergymen were indifferently found in his groups, if truth required their

appearance there. Not that Hogarth fell into the opposite, and, equally shabby, fault,

of courting a mean popularity, by satirizing men of position, simply as such; on the

contrary, it is well worthy of remark, that the gouty old noble, who, in the first picture

of Marriaqe-a-la-Mode, is making a sordid match for his heir, with an alderman's N

j(r
-

daughter, looks, every inch, a gentleman and a patrician; he is selling his son^as the

alderman, sells, his girl ; but, for all that, he has fair play; there is a dignity about him,

in harmony with the pedigree which he is contemplating, and which gives him the ad-

vantage over the purse-proud citizen, with whom he is dealing. We may mention, in

this connection, Hogarth's taking up the cudgel for the Duke of Chandos, when Pope

reflected on him in his "Taste;" this was a brave, and kindly thing; let us hope,

that it was because he appreciated such qualities in a beginner, that Pope never reta-

liated.

Pope, we know, has never mentioned Hogarth ; but a greater than Pope has done so :

—

"humorous Hogarth

Thou, I hear, a pleasant rogue art !
v

says the mighty Dean of St. Patrick, first and greatest of the writers of that time.

b
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Hogarth always ranked Swift with the highest minds of his country ; and drew from his

genius more than from any of the writers who influenced him. If it be true, as we

venture to think, that all satirists may be divided into followers of Horace, or of Juve-

nal, then Hogarth falls in, alongside Swift, under the Juvenalian banner.

What we would first direct attention to, in this comparison, is the point of view of

these satirists ; a certain indignation, rather than a love of humour only, an austerity

and intensity in harmony with their frequent gloom, is common to them all three. Mr.

Thackeray says well, that " there is very little mistake about honest Hogarth's satire ;

if he has to paint a man with his throat cut, he draws him with his head almost off;"

but this must not be taken so much as a proof of the simplicity of his inventions (for

his pictures are full of thought, and curious subtleties of detail), as of the vehemence of

his temper. Like Swift, and like Juvenal, he hated a scoundrel, and despised a fool,

Is with all the earnestness of passion ; he laughed at them, of course ; so did Horace

;

but Horace never seems to have thought that it was any part of his business to do more

than laugh at them ; whereas, Hogarth was always presiding in a " Central Criminal

Court" of his own, and sending them off to Tyburn, or Bridewell, or beyond seas. That

he was privately a man of extremely keen feelings, we know, from his writings, and from

the contemporary anecdotes of him ; and, if we think of him as -a mere comic painter,

a mere jolly bourgeois, satirising the idle and extravagant, from the natural feelings of his

class, we do great injustice to the depth of his genius, and fail to account for the gloom

and poetry of his works. Those features of his paintings, and his notorious love of Swift's

writings, point rather to a character, which, under the every-day garb of a homely Eng-

lishman, whose wife called him " Billy,'' concealed zealous earnestness, keen scorn, and

a tinge of melancholy. At the risk of being thought fanciful, we could push our likeness-

drawing between Hogarth and Juvenal rather closely. Hogarth was a great rambler

through London, observing and moralising on its motley life ; and this recalls Martial's

lines to his satirical friend,

—

Dum tu forsitan, inquietus, erras
;

Clamosa, Juvenalis, in Suburra

;

—where the inquietus suggests so much of restlessness and thought. The " Distressed

Poet" might well be hung up next to the Codrus of the Roman, whose poverty is given

with the same force of ludicrous detail, yet not without pathos. The mixture of the

horrible and the homely, in the Fall of Sejanus, is quite Hogarthian ; and there is a pic-

torial vividness in the Banquet of Virro, not unlike that of " Modern Midnight

Conversation," in looking at which one almost smells the steaming punch. More im-

portant than their artistic, is their ethical similarity. Both are strongly national

;

Hogarth being the genuine middle-class Englishman, as Juvenal is in every fibre a

citizen of glorious, tradition-loving Rome. ThereisiiUle-mexe fun—wejnean for fun's

own s^£-==dn_eiJ&i^satirist. They were men of very great humour, beyond question

;

and of a rich, wide-spreading humour ; better than the lighter, gayer, thinner, kind of

Horace, or of Pope. But the sense of comedy is always overcome, in studying them,

i
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by the sense of moral purpose. Without comic vis, neither man would have been a

satirist ; but each is, at least, as prominently a moralist, thinker, reformer. Let us not

forget to celebrate the tragical and poetical vein ; we may add, also, the warm humanity,

and geniality of Juvenal and Hogarth. The Roman's picture of old age, with its

—

rogus aspiciendus amatto

Conjugis, et fratris, plenceque sororibus urna

—with its necessity of " growing old in mourning,"

—

Haec data poena diu viventibus, ut renovata

Samper clade domus umltis in luctibus, inque

Perpetuo moerore, et nigra veste senescant.

—is full of a philosophical melancholy, such as breathes from several of Hogarth's

most serious pictures. Those, meanwhile, who think this seriousness and satirical

keenness of the men incompatible with cheerfulness and kindliness, may be easily put

right. They should turn to Juvenal's Eleventh Satire, where he invites his friend

Persicus down to the country to dine with him ; or listen to him in his Seventh,

praying for blessings on the old Romans who honoured the teachers of their children :

—

Di majorum umbris tenuem et sine pondere terram,

Spirantesque crocos et in urna perpetuum ver,

Qui prseceptorem sancti voluere parentis.

Esse loco

!

A love of nature, and a sympathy with good men, is clearly seen in many such

passages. As for our countryman,—not to mention that his familiar appellation of

" Bill," or " Billy," and his having himself painted with his dog, plead for his geniality,

—

consider with what relish he gives the details of any scene of enjoyment ; how sweet

and pleasant—even to poetry—his female faces often are ; how he glories, as it were,

in the prosperity of his " Industrious Apprentice !" There is no such power of

delineating life given to any man, as his, without sympathy and sensibility.

Hogarth, indeed, was of a quick temper, and apt to be at war on questions of art

with rivals and critics. But though he flung such terms as " miscreant" and

"villain" about pretty freel}r in conversation—much as Cobbett did—there was more

humour than malignity in it all. Besides, he was really much provoked. He was

assailed and depreciated by his inferiors, precisely as Dryden and Pope were, and as

such men ever will be. His deficiency in regular education was flu no* in his teeth

by critics, whose advantages had not made them capable of anything. Though he

felt that his own kind of art was something great and high, (as who now doubts?")

he would try and meet the painters of other schools in their ground, where inevitable

failure led to renewed mortification. Of course, in such struggles, people will have

their tempers tried, only, it is a little too bad that a humorist should be expected

to be a saint, when nobody ever requires of a saint that he should be a humorist!

In al^essentials Hogar th was a thoroughly good man—good as a bust and, liberal

to fellow-workers, and charitable toThe poor"7~
i
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We are, perhaps, in these times, a little unfair to the strong-. We can forgive

Shelley's weaknesses, and not those of Byron. We pity "poor Goldsmith," and not

poor Swift. We have a kind word for " Dick Steele," and hardly one to spare for

Charles Churchill. There is more cowardice and selfishness in all this than is

generally supposed. Our philanthropy will be purer, as well as healthier, when it is

less maudlin.

Hoo-arth, however, must take his chance with the severer satirists—with the

Juvenals and Swifts. It would be scarcely more difficult to draw what sailors call

the " lines of bearing" between him and the Dean of St. Patrick, than between him

and the satirist of Arpinum. There is the same terrible directness in the satire of

both. Hogarth paints " a spade, a spade." He does not shrink—as his favourite

humorist does not shrink—from branding* the object of his hatred and contempt.

The Cobweb over the Poor-box—The Girl stealing the Rake's Watch—the inimitable

sensual glance of the clerk in The Sleeping Congregation, on his fair neighbour's

bosom—are touches quite in Swift's way. Their homeliness and breadth are more

after the dean's fashion, for example, than after that of Pope, who, with all his

stateliness and exquisite polish, is a narrower satirist than his friend; It is not

laughter that Pope's ridicule excites, so much as a keen inward intellectual pleasure;

jLvhile both Swift and Hogarth are masters of a broad popular comedy far more sug-

gestive of Shakespeare's fools, watchmen, &c, than anything in the Dunciad. Pope

is always more or less the invalid—the isolated student—the man of the lamp ; but

these others are men of the world and of the streets. Hence, their works have more

value to the student of our national manners than Pope's. From the volumes ot

Swift and Hogarth we can reproduce pretty fully the outward life of the English

during the early period of the Hanover dynasty. There we find scores of types ot

our great-great-grandsires of all ranks—a more ceremonious, and yet a jollier set of

men than we—coarser in their pleasures and vices, but still with a deeper faith in

their traditions than ours is ; and we see them engaged in all the occupations of the

twenty-four hours. The waggon comes in, in the morning*, with its passeng-ers

—

having passed very likely, on the road, the parson digging in his garden. The noble

in lace, ruffles, and sword, rolls by in a heavy coach, while a poorer gentleman takes

his shillingsworth of sedan-chair. The signs on the shops, the cries in the streets,

the procession to Tyburn, the wigs and knee-breeches, the cheap coffee-houses, the

oaths, the drinking— all the details of life can be reproduced, piece by piece, from

these authorities ) and, somehow, we get an impression that there was more colour and

picturesqueness in the great panorama of London then than now, and a less severe

pressure both of business and of conventional restraint upon the people in it. Swift

and Hogarth, we say, may be studied conjointly for that epoch. Even the dark

poetry of the Struldbrugs has its counterpart in Hogarth's gloomier scenes. Chiefly^

however, they resemble each other in their almost always mixing satire-^tfr-their

humour, and in the curious accumulation of details by which their effects _aic
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produced. The realism of Gulliver is eminently pictorial ; and both that book and

Swift's voluminous verses will be found important aids to the knowledge of Hogarth's

genius. The student, however, will do well to read Swift for himself, and with as

little pre-possession against him as he can manage to have in these times; nor

should he forget that the painter was much the healthier and happier man of the two.

Presuming-, as perhaps we may, that something has now been done to place

Hogarth among the satirists of the world, and of his own age, we proceed to say a

little about the way in which he should be studied individually ; and a little, also
5

about the influence he has had in England. Charles Lamb truly observes, that " his

prints we read." And, while this (as well as Hogarth's own comparison of himself,

previously quoted, to a dramatic writer), justifies us in viewing him much as we do

an author, so it warns us to bestow on him the attention that we do on a great

author. His pictures and plates are full of what are really epigrams and maxims
;

and are sometimes fairly brought into the domain of literature by the use of words

to help out the thought—as in the " Give us our Eleven Days" of the Election ; or

the " Plan for Paying off the National Debt," of a still better known work. Accord-

ingly, we should look out his points, and meditate over them, as we do over a maxim
of Roehefoucauld, or a crack passage of Juvenal. To follow this up, through a whole

portfolio of Hogarth's, would be plainly impossible in our limits, even if it were part t

of our duty in an Essay with the special object of the present one. The publications

of Nichols and Steevens, of Ireland, of Walpole, and of Mrs. .Tamieson, are excellent

introductions to the task. Let us, at least, however, give an example of what we &t
mean. We cannot have a better one than the "Gin Lane," so admirably praised by

Lamb, and which belongs in date (1751) to the ripest period of Hogarth's faculty.

Here we have a very simple subject, taken—like all Hogarth's subjects—from what

was passing under his own eyes ; and it may amuse us to remember, in limine, that

gin was a new—a foreign—drink then, and to our patriotic satirist, all the more

hateful on that account. A very short observation shows us that the work is full of

tragic interest and meaning. Mark the exhausted idiotcy, the death-like languor of

grin, in the face of the woman whose child is falling from her arms ; and note how
the horror is intensified by the fact that it is a grin which her face wears. Then
there is the pawnbroker's shop on the left : that seems a commonplace thought; but

what the man is pledging are his tools, while the woman is pledging her domestic

pots and kettles—the last desperate sacrifice of each. Lamb has well instanced the

distant funeral-procession, as greatly adding to the general effect just by its dis-

tance. One other thought might, however, be easily overlooked, and yet is exqui-

sitely subtle and impressive : while a mother is prominently in the foreground

exhibiting the extremest phase of a mother's abandonment; while Huin stands before

one on the left; and the distant funeral calls away our imaginations to the grave;

there is one little incident on the right equally demanding its special notice. We
allude to the glimpse we get of the solitary suicide in a garret : there he swings,

b 2
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quite by himself, and yet so essentially a portion of the whole scene. In a literary

satire we should have had this expressed in a parenthesis ; and it is easy to fancy

when we see it, that we are reading- a sly couplet of Swift's octosyllabics. It is,

indeed, precisely the same talent by which such effects are produced, whether the in-

strument be the pen, the brush, or the graver.

Mr. Thackeray observes of Hogarth, that " his art is quite simple," that " not

one of his tales but is as easy as ' Goody Two Shoes/ " It must be borne in mind,

^iV however, that this simplicity belongs only to the broad design of each of his works,

which is plain and familiar enough, being*, in fact, based on the eternal principles of

morality, as they have been preached and taught these thousands of years. Nothing-

can be more simple or easy than the lesson that rakes and harlots go to ruin ; that

industry, as a general rule, leads to prosperity j or, that the gin-drinking neighbour-

hood will be a scene of wretchedness and crime. Hogarth's method, however, of

teaching this

—

his version of the old truths—is not simple as far as it is distinctively

his. On the contrary, the elaborations of his humour and satire in enforcing moral

lessons is highly ingenuous and refined, and cannot be appreciated without careful

study. Much always remains to be discovered after the first perusal, just as in

Juvenal or in Rabelais. Satire lurks in corners, here and there, as in some old

abbies and cathedrals, where it is found embodied in stone. The oft-quoted cobweb

on the poor-box is a famous specimen ; but this is a universal characteristic of

Hogarth's works.^Jn " Marriage-a-la-Mode," we find the room where my lord and

the alderman are bargaining away their young- couple, hung- with pictures of a

martyr led to the fire ; Andromeda offered to sacrifice, and so forth. In the Rake's

Progress, again, there is a mad orgy, where one of the women is setting fire in her

frenzy to a representation of the world. Such details answer to the imagery of the

literary satirist; and their abundance in Hogarth, as well as their boldness and

vividness, help to justify us in classing him with the more imaginative and vehement

of the class. His satire is not a dry, shrewd ridicule, like that of Young or Cowper

—didactic good sense, seasoned with polite sneers—it is a hearty, fierce, thorough

sort ; ornate with fanciful illustrations, as a warrior's helm with plumes ; like Swift's

and Juvenal's in spirit and temper ; and not unlike that of Butler in its copious

illustration, as in its being firmly based on solid English common sense, even in its

prejudices. Some of these prejudices have been glanced at before. Hogarth JiatecL

\and despised a Frenchman: he distrusted the Methodists : he~ did not thoroughly

relish the high art of the Italian schools, or, at least, underrated, when he fancied

that he could rival it. But, without inquiring how much of our national greatness

is bound up with national prejudice, let us remember the narrowing influences of the

birth and education of the man, and be content to buy his admirable talent and

intensity at the expense of some drawbacks. With a higher, wider culture, Hogarth,

like Burns, might have been a greater man
;
yet such a culture would not have allowed

either of them to do just the popular, generally influential work that they did do.

(\ J

/
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For we may assume now, without risk, that Hogarth has contributed, like all

great satirists, to whatever improvement has been effected by reformers in the world

since he lived and laboured. Satire is, perhaps, naturally a destructive agency; but ^
there is a satire that renovates—a satire which, being in nllinnne with .eternally good ^K

aruTsound principles, helps to keep these alive, while it operates for the overthrow of

what is ugly or bad. Of course it is only a portion of the satirical literature or art

of all ages to which this description can be applied. The world has gained little

from the fact that Pope lampooned Lord Hervey • or that Wolcot caricatured George

the Third. Nor must we exaggerate the good effects of satire, even where it has

been most excellent and most deserved. There would have been a reformation in

Germany if Hutten had not written the Epistolce Obscurorum Virorum ; and, in

Scotland, if Sir David Lindsay had not written the " Satire of the Three Estaits."

Nevertheless, these works aided forward the good cause, as many such works have

forwarded many such causes. It is almost impossible to define either the extent or

the detailed operations of satirical influences. But, assuredly, the man who helps to vjh

make a noxious system ludicrous or contemptible, contributes effectively to its over-

throw. He breaks the prestige of its supporters by accustoming the world to laugh

at them ; he is understood and enjoyed by those whom argument could not reach.

He brings the men of the world over to his side. Humorists and satirists also keep

up the_spirits^ltheir own party, and enliven the seriousness and melancholy of great

struggles. When they happen to belong to the losing cause, they represent its

doctrines in a brilliant form to posterit}^. It raises our admiration of the Athenian

aristocracy and old attic traditions, and warns us not to believe in success only, when

we find that their principles could attract such a man as Aristophanes.

Hogarth does not belong' to the ranks of political or religious satirists, though

he sometimes exerts his talents in their field ; but he is at the very top of an equally

vaL illustrious school—the social satirists, or commentators on manners—and he is the

founder, and still unrivalled chief of the artistic branch of that school. His genius

alfa painter has been sufficiently recognised by artists and art-critics, who no longer

quarrel with him for not excelling* in walks where Nature had not fitted him to

excel. But it is as a teacher through satire and comedy that he comes before us

now ; and the traces of his influence, as of other great men of the class, are every-

where to be seen. Beyond doubt it is still more difficult to estimate that influence

in the case of a social satirist, than of a political or religious one; for he labours in

a wider field, and with a less definite object ; so we can only appreciate in a very

general way what Hogarth h as done for TCnglnnrl. To give gigajLjjlejngure, and to

set people thinking—that is something considerable to begin with. To__dp_tlrisalways ^jp

with a kindly object towards mankind, and in the interest of morality—that is some-

thing more. But more can be claimed for Hogarth still. We are not, indeed, to

expect that his satire has succeeded in objects which Christianity itself only partially

attains There are still rakes, though they have ceased to wear ruffles ; and proud
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old noblemen with daughters to sell, though the coronet is less ostentatiously dis-

played, and the bargain is concluded with less parade of the money-bags. Gin Lane

has its representatives; the Progress of Cruelty keeps moving; and there is still a

great deal in our elections that won't bear the investigation of a satirical eye. If,

however, every single evil which Hogarth assailed had become worse, and existed in

worse forms now, that would not a whit detract from his merit. Success is no suffi-

cient test : Juvenal did not put down Crispinus, as far as we can see ; and the

imperial system which he attacked rotted away without a national reform taking

place. We may honestly, however, claim for Hogarth this much, that wherever

there has been improvement, it has been improvement of a kind which he was

-^labouring in his time to bring about. " Gin Lane " is a less horrible thoroughfare,

and more under the control of the laws in these days of g'as and police. We have

acts of Parliament levelled against the abominable young* rascal who is torturing the

cat in u Progress of Cruelty—Part I." Bedlam is a paradise for the Rake compared

with what it was when Hogarth sent him there. Apoplectic gentlemen, requiring

bleeding- at a public dinner, and dying* with o}^sters on their forks, are unknown.

Counsellor Silvertongue would be cut on circuit. All the amenities of life—in short,

the decencies, decorums, humanities, and philanthropies generally— are infinitely

advanced since the days of William Hogarth. With the other side of the question

we are not now concerned ; but so much is true ; and the great satirical painter must

surely be allowed his share in the change. What reformer or legislator of the

period which has wrought the change has been ignorant of his works ? What
student of the past, or what thinker has not learned something from them? Their

familiar figures, reproduced in many shapes, have fallen broadcast over the land ; and

while educating thousands by their thoughtfulness, charming them with their

humour, and touching them with their pathos, have helped to prepare the mind and

heart of England for a milder and purer social life. May their mission extend

itself and prosper, and the hope they whisper prove true !
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CHAPTER I.—THE CONTRACT.

The kindly and generous-hearted Sir Richard Steele—whom we have often left slightly

flushed with claret at Button's—has much to say about the goodness and the gentleness of

woman. He has just sent home a pretty note to his fair wife, who is so fond of him, as

to be fearfully jealous of any of her sex, who shall presume to set her cap at the gallant

literary guardsman who rode in Coote's company, and who fuddled himself at Hampstead

or Hendon indiscriminately, writing- a guinea leader, sent hurriedly to town, in order to

pay his score. The Eight Hon. Joseph Addison was, also, not reticent in praise of

feminine beauty and truthfulness, in his renowned Spectator, so that I have little to add to

their testimony, save that both were right; and, alas! also, both were oft-times wrong.

When Plato was pleased to state, that " beauty was virtue in flower," he did not know

the sex—quite. When he added, as a codicil, let us say, " that a beautiful exterior is a

synonym of that internal and perennial beaut}-, which " grows by what it feeds on ;" which

is to say, that it becomes, day by day, more and more fragrant in its worth and excellence,

he was in error : as, I grieve to say, the following example will prove, even if it be

exceptional.

In a handsome and commodious room of one of those noble old city houses which are

still to be found bordering the Thames, its chambers decorated with rare tapestries, quaint

vases, and other monstrosities of the Celestial land, abundantly augmented by other

tropic collections brought from far climes by the ships of the thriving merchant, Sir

Mammon Flighty—who has but just laid down his robes of mayoralty, and vacated the

honourable chair, on which many good and some few indifferent men had sat—were two

females—the one young, blooming, and beautiful, but with an air so conscious of the same,

that it marred the ingenuous grace by which }
routh and loveliness are so far assimi-

lated, that their united charms become irresistible to any impressionable heart. The second

was her feminine attendant, of whom more anon.

First then ! for Mistress Prudence Flighty, otherwise Miss " Prue," that pretty diminu-

tive assimilating so well with her fair girlish face, that the lips pronounced it naturally.

She was about seventeen years of age, almost a golden blonde, and " fairer than the

evening air clad in the beauty of a thousand stars." On that smooth, unruffled brow, so

white, so pure, no care seemed to have sat hitherto. The silken fringe of her lambent eyes

gave piquancy to their restless flash and sparkle; and the faint rose-blush on either cheek,

and the vermeil of her somewhat full lips, added to a certain half-languid, half-voluptuou3

air, that sat upon her freely-developed form, with an equal grace.

B
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Nevertheless, any one accustomed to the influence of the beautiful, wouid have hesi-

tated, after a brief study, in assenting- to the first impression made. It would have

recoiled in dissatisfaction at the result arrived at. There might be detected an under-

current of petulance—not unusual in the sex—a want of firmness, a susceptibility to

flattery, a desire to awaken admiration, and an amount of self-love, likely to prove fatal to

her best interests, if opportunity should ever bring* her into contact with temptation.

Such was Miss Prudence Flighty, as, seated in her chair before her glass, she resigned

her beautiful silken hair to the skilful manipulation of her handmaiden, Mistress Abigail

Taffetas, and seemed, by the complacent smile playing- on her sunny face, to be lost for

awhile in some pleasant reverie, on which she dwelt with a delight that had in it no alloy

of pain or care.

Mistress Abigail was, without question, an excellent specimen of her class, cunning,

shrewd, and perfidious—entering upon intrigue with something more than professional

gusto; at once pretty and pert, and arrived at that age of discretion, when a woman's wits

are more than a match for the quickest intellectual powers of man—as thorough a go-

between as the most experienced duenna. She was, perhaps, as dangerous a creature to be

the companion of a young, impulsive, and ingenuous girl, as it is possible to conceive ; not

that Miss Prue was wanting' in mother wit herself. Far from it : to her female instincts

was added a certain consciousness allied to precocity, which made her know that she was

looked upon as a desirable alliance by numbers of the gallant city youth j while, during her

father's mayoralty, she had been to court, had visited Ranelagh Gardens, had played basset

at the house of a countess in May Fair, and had certain notions of high-life, and of west-end

splendour, not quite compatible with the limited desires dictated by common usages, and by

common sense, to the daughter of a cit}- trader.

For between the fine gentleman of the clay—who frequented White's, lounged at the

chocolate houses, who drank his claret at Pontack's after a recherche dinner at the

ordinary—and the city merchant, whose warehouse, offices, and house were mostly beneath

the same roof, who seldom came westward of Temple Bar, save, when a civic deputation

went to the houses of parliament, or waited upon her majesty—imperial " Anna," lauded in

lo}^al toast, and made musical in song—there lay a difference scarcely possible to realise

;

and there was a distinction to be confounded and absorbed in after time by that aristocracy

of wealth, which would bridge over gulphs and social inequalities far deeper, and wider

than those we have known to exist hitherto.

She was thinking—thinking—and well, perhaps, she might.

"Make haste, Taffetas, thou dilatory wench ! haste, I say. I shall have my father

send and beat at the door like a drum, for thou knowest he hath but small patience."

"And, truly, I know of some others that have just as little," said Mistress Taffetas,

a little tartly, " though, on my troth, there may be reason for't."

"And what may be the reason, as you put it, mistress?" demanded the young lady,

turning upon her attendant with a heightened colour.

" Mercy defend us ! Miss Prue, sure I meant no harm."

" No, I'll be sworn thou dost not
; but I trust thee not a jot the more. Hast thou any
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of those pretty three-cornered explosions—crackers and fireworks—in scented paper, thon

art won't to have thy pockets lined with, Taffetas; and thou know'st it— which thou dost

so bountifully bestrew my path with ? Come, speak out."

"No, I ha'nt," replied the chambermaid, a little sulkily; for badinage from a young
person like Miss Prue, not yet out of her teens, and still possessing- a relish for bread-and-

butter, to a woman of her experience, was a little more than Mistress Abigail Taffetas was
inclined to put up with.

" No, I ha'nt," said she, « and, if I had—"
"And, if thou had'st—what then?" saucily demanded her young- mistress.

" Why I should take a better opportunity—when I found your ladyship in a better

temper."

" My ( ladyship,' indeed!" laug'hed the other, "Now, I see, thou 'rt angry with me—nay,

don't deny it pry'thee. There's my bombazine sncque, thou shalt have that to make amends.

Ileigho ! truly, I believe my father's in the right."

"Thanks, Miss Prue, for the dress," says Mistress Abigail, making alow curtsey,

"for service, the Lord knows, is no inheritance ; but, as for your father, I thank my stars he

is none of mine."

"Truly," retorts Miss Prue, with a malicious smile, "I don't doubt but there's room to

be thankful o'both sides. But, oh ! Taffetas, Taffetas
—

" and the lovely girl clasped her

hands with a delig'hted look, such as might have been raised by the recollection of a nast

pleasure.

"Well, what now?" asked Taffetas, "another conquest at Fox Hall, last night?"

" Oh, Taffetas, it's so pure and exquisite.—Oh, he 's a beautiful man—

"

"He is—who is?" demanded Mistress Taffetas, in a tone of injury, for she looked on

the fact of her mistress making" a male acquaintance as an infringement of her own righte,

and as poaching on her own manor; for Mistress Taffetas had no mean opinion of her skill,

and was tenacious of those rights which decayed gentlewomen in her office arrogated to

themselves.

" He ? who ?—why Master Silvertongue, to be sure," replied Mistress Prue, clapping

her hands, and laughing just as the wily Mistress Abigail Taffetas put the last finish to the

silky hairs.

"Well, then, I can tell him that his nose will be soon put out of joint," retorted

Mistress Taffetas, with a flushed face. " Many, his crowns are few enough ; and as foi

his trinkets—poof!" and she made a contemptuous gesture, significant of the value which

the demure gentlewoman put upon them,

" What dost thou mean ?" asked Miss Prue, a little put out by this outbreak on the

part of one she must be in some degree necessarily dependent upon.

" Why, ha'nt you heard the news ?" asked Mistress Taffetas.

"The news!—no," replied the young lady, with a look of astonishment, so real, that

even her attendant, who believed in nothing, was compelled to have faith in.

" Oh, the fathers ! why here 's a great lord—a pure splendid nobleman come a-wooing

of you; and what more—though you should have known it before—your father had ordered
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his coach, and the grooms, in their new liveries, to go and meet my lord, and sign the

contract."

" What dost thou say—or saying, what dost thou mean ?" asked Miss Prue ; this time in

real agitation.

"By my troth, I mean what I say; and that's why I have been taking more than

usual pains to bedeck you this morning ; and, if you do but look in the glass
—

"

" But is this true—quite true, Taffetas ?" inquired the other, breathlessly.

" True as the sun, or I 'ni not an honest woman," at which asseveration Mistress Prue

might have shaken her head, had she been so minded, but she did not, and Mistress

Abigail continued—" Oh, yes, i' faith it's true; and that's why I said 'your ladyship,' just

now. It sounds well, does it not ?"

u Mighty fine—very well ; but that's not to the purpose," responded Prue, a little

absently ;
tt but 'tis strange he hath not written to me—strange," and a cloud gathered

on her fair brow ;
" not a word ! not a line !" and her beautiful head drooped down on her

hand, making her the very ideal of the repressed impatience that smiles at a cherished grief.

"And who says he has not written?" asked the waiting-woman, with an air of

provoking mystery, as she placed her hand significantly upon her bosom.

"Hast thou got it? provoking wretch ! the note! quick!" cried Miss Prue, jumping

impatiently out of the chair, and making a rush at her attendant. The other, seeing that

what must be done were " best done quickty," drew forth a billet-doux, which the young

lady put to her lips, and kissed rapturously.

" Here's }
rour father in such a fume and pucker," cried Mistress Taffetas, as the sound

of voices and the clatter of footsteps were heard on the staircase. "The carriage is waiting,

and the horses are pawing ; and, gemini ! if your father's footmen are not as grand as if

they were waiting upon an earl, as very likely they may be afore long*."

"Urn—urn—urn," murmured Miss Prue, who had torn the note open, and was

devouring its contents. " Oh, it's delightful—all about hearts and darts—and loves and

doves; and, oh! what do I see; that he shall meet me to-day—at—at my lord's house;

what does all this mean—and who is my lord ? Canst read me the riddle, Taffetas V
"Why, if it be Counsellor Silvertongue, he's my lord's lawyer, and have drawn up

the marriage contrack," sa)T
s Mistress Abigail, regardless of grammar; "and 1 think you

were best put on your mantle and hat, and go, or, by my word, we shall have your father

storming at the doors, and—

"

" Well, I shall see him, at all events," murmured Miss Prue, as the last touch was

given, and she descended, rustling as a goddess might be supposed to do, when she alights

on earth, and folds her spreading wings.

A contract of marriage had been going on for some time, it may be as well to state, at

this stage of our proceedings ; and only the young people concerned were ignorant of the

fact that so many were buo}Ting themselves in their interests. While the)' are driving on

to their destination, let us clearly understand the problem we are to solve with the

assistance of the unapproachable artist.—A Marriage-a-la-Mode !

Yes, verily, a marriage-a-la-mode I
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After all, what is a " marriage-a-la-mode?" For in the answer lies the whole pith and

power of the moral we are to draw from the story we endeavour to relate.

A u marriage-a-la-mode"—a (Damage de convenance—is an union of prudence with

sound common sense; that is to say, the selfish prudence that looks on the one hand for

such sinews of war as extravagancies have necessitated, and who sees, in a union with

the daughter of some wealthy plebeian, the source from whence the lordling is to derive

the coveted means, and for which he is willing- to barter his title and his name.

No heart, no esteem, no community of feeling-, no love, are requisite to constitute

a marriag-e-a-la-mode—according* to the fashion of the world—and, by the canons of the

world of fashion,—no truth, or any shadow of right feeling. It is a matter of barter,

and involves nothing of those dread responsibilities in the future, which the prudent Lord

Bacon summed up, under the designation of giving "hostages to fortune." How to redeem

these is quite another thing.

Husband and wife must be polite to each other, or their false taste, and their town-

bred habits, will be speedily called in question. They must live a life of polished falsehood

—be to each other a daily lie—a white one, be it understood, involving no great amount of

moral infamy, though the one may lead as lax a life as a Koman pro-consul, and the other

have as little womanly character to lose, as she who was of old the shame and the scandal

of her sex.

I need not moralise further. This dismal corollary will come out quite soon and quite

readily enough in the course of this story. Let us return to Miss Prue Flighty, and follow

her through the process of the contract.

Summoned with some noisy impatience by the worthy knight, whose eager desire it

was, at any cost, to ally his ignoble blood with the "blue blood" of the high-born and the

lofty, she descended with a strange, half-curious, half-eager throbbing at heart; and

entering the coach, followed by Sir Mammon Flighty, was rapidly driven through Fleet

Street and Temple Bar, until the vehicle finally stopped before a fine old house westward,

and Sir Mammon and his daughter o-ot out, and beino- received with a considerable amount

of ceremony and state, were led b}' the obsequious menials to the drawing-room, in which

were some four or five persons met together already.*

/ * Note to Plate I.—There is always a something wanted to make men happy. The great think themselves

not sufficiently rich, and the rich believe themselves not enough distinguished. This is the case of the alderman

of London, and the motive which makes him covet for his daughter the alliance of a great lord ; who, on his

part, consents thereto on condition of enriching his son : and this is what the painter calls Marriage-a-la-Mode.

The portly noblemau, with the conscious dignity of high birth, displays his genealogical tree, the root of which

is William, Duke of Normandy, and conqueror of England. "While thus glorying in the dust of which his

ancestors were compounded, the prudent citizen, who, in return for it, has parted with the dust of a much more

weighty and useful description, devotes all his attention to the marriage settlement. The haughty and super-

cilious peer is absorbed in the contemplation of his ancestry, while the worshipful alderman, regardless of the

past, and considering the present as merely preparatory for the future, calculates what provision there will be for

a young family. Engrossed by their favourite reflections, neither of these sagacious personages regard the want

of attachment in those who are to be united as worthy a moment's consideration. To do the viscount justice, ho

Beems equally indifferent; for, though evidently in love,— it is with himself. Gazing in the mirror with delight,

and, in an affected style, displaying his gold snuff-box and glittering ring, he is quite a husband a-la-mode. The

lady, very well disposed to retaliate, plays with her wedding ring, and repays this chilling coldness with sullen

B 2
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First, seated in his chair of state, was my lord—a portly gentleman, on whom good

living1 retaliated by giving him an extra distinction to his aristocratic claims—the gout.

Next was the family steward—Old Honesty—with his worn, anxious look; and the

family chaplain, the Rev. Agate Pius, in his rusty cassock ; and there was the handsome

young dog, Silvertongue ; ah, me ! how the tones of his voice thrilled upon the heart of

the woman who was already dabbling her feet in the waters of that Dead Sea, which laved

for the present the shores of that pleasant land, that fool's paradise, wherein awhile

she wandered unheeding; for the moment of waking* up to the fierce reality, she was

doomed to face, had not yet come to her. And, even if she did see the evil looming afar

off, it was sufficient that it was so far ; and, for the present, at least, she was free from

any peril, and, of course, u sufficient for the hour is the evil thereof;" and the morrow,

with whatever it may bring, is still—the morrow.

There was the young lord, Lord Percy Skelter de Mouline (Viscount Bloomsbury),

who, with a drawl and a lisp, received the prett}^ and blushing city heiress, and, having

stared her out of countenance, and ogled her as he would have ogled a pretty woman at

the play, sat down, turning his back upon her, and, admiring himself in the mirror, took

a pinch of snuff, saying :

—

u A charming creature—stap my vitals ! but—haw—egad ! wants the proper air and

polish ; and this—hum—haw—this old prig is to be my father-in-law—eh !" and then he

turned his attention momentarily towards the merchant, who, having fixed his glass to his

eye, being already seated at the table, opposite to the nobleman, was preparing to enter

upon the preliminaries of the meeting.

A little disconcerted, and not a little anno}red, at the coldness, and even at the

'nsolence of her reception, poor Prue, burning' with confusion, and justly irritated,

entered readity into conversation with the insidious young lawyer, who managed to

whisper soft flatteries and well-turned compliments upon her good looks; and felicitating

himself upon their having met at a gala, in the Spring Gardens, on some preceding-

evening, whither she had been accompanied by an aunt, in whom Sir Mamnon himself

reposed the most boundless confidence, though the respectable lady (the very essence of

decorum and pure dignity,) did not resent very strongly the enormous and burlesque

contempt ; her heart is not worth the viscount's attention, and she inclines to bestow it on the first suitor.

An insidious lawyer, like an evil spirit, ever ready to move or second a temptation, appears beside her. That he

is an eloquent pleader is intimated by his name, Counsellor Silvertongue: that he can make the worse appear the

better cause, is only saying, in other words, that he is great in the profession. To predict that, with such an

advocate, ber virtue is in danger, would not be sufficiently expressive. His captivating tones, and insinuating

manners, would have ensnared Lucretia.

Two dogs in a corner, coupled against their inclinations, are good emblems of the ceremony which is to pass.

The ceiling of this magnificent apartment is decorated with the story of Pharaoh and his host drowned in the

Red Sea. The ocean, on a ceiling, proves a projector's taste ; the sublimity of a painter is exemplified in the

hero delineated with one of the attributes of Jove. This fluttering figure is probably intended for one of the

peer's high-born ancestors, and is invested with the golden fleece, and some other foreign orders. To give him
still greater dignity, he is in the character of Jupiter ; while one hand holds up an ample robe, the other grasps a

thunder-bolt. A comet is taking its rapid course over his head; and in one corner of the picture, two of the

family of Boreas are judiciously blowing contrary ways. All this is ridiculous enough, but not an iota more
absurd than many of the French portraits, which Hogarth evidently intended to burlesque by this parody.
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flatteries which Counsellor Silvertongue's friend lavished upon her, while he, the rogue,

was gallanting Mistress Prue about the gardens. He found himself just now delightfully

occupied, having- made, in fact, as he believed, such advances in the }'Oung lady's graces,

that he was on the point of proposing an assignation, when his attention was called by

the Earl, so that nibbing his pen afresh, he addressed himself in turn to the business

of the contract in question, the merchant having, by this time, fully perused the document

over.

" Hum—um—urn !" he said, as he ended the important document, and folded it up,

" so far, my lord, this reads all well enough. My Prue has good blood in her veins, for all

she is a commoner's daughter."

" We are of the elder branch of the house of De Moulines," says my lord, suddenly

flushed, and almost angry at the assumption that the knight believed his daughter had

any "blood" at all in her veins, "I think that is sufficient to balance all monetary

advantages."

"Hah!" ejaculates the unmoved merchant, "I knew Dick Mullins, of Fig Lane; he

may be of the same family, too; at all events, 'tis said he's worth a ' plum.' Truly, I know

he made some fortunate speculations in trade of late, besides some pretty ventures that he

had in the plantations."

"All this is beside the mark, Sir Mammon. Let us come to the point. What do you

propose as your daughter's dowry ?"

"By all means; and it amounts to this:—your son, Lord Percy Skelter de Mouline

—sure my friend Dick must be of the family."

" Curse your friend Dick Mullins, sir !" broke out the other wrathfully.

"Ahem ! your pardon, my lord. Well, your son marries my daughter Prue—a pretty

girl, my lord, and a good . Methinks his young lordship doth not pay her much
attention, however;" and the merchant, as he spoke, glanced over his shoulder towards

where the young nobleman was displaying his handsome person in the glass.

"Oh, heed not that; our ways are different," said his lordship, "we are not used to

display much of what you term emotion. It is not the way of the world—not the mode,

in short."

"Truly, I think so. Well, conditions of marrying are these—your son, I repeat,

makes my daughter a countess. I clear off the heavily-encumbered estates of De Mouline.

I wonder now if Dick—but your pardon, my lord ; and I add—

"

" You add to this, which is very liberal, I must say," continued his lordship, eagerly,

" if I understand rightly, you add ?"

—

" Half a plum, my lord—half a plum ; and, let me tell you, that as things go in the

city, this is not to be sneezed at."

" Sir Mammon Flighty, may I ask you what you mean by l half a plum?'" asked the

nobleman, loftily, as if he held in contempt the conventional phrases of the citizens.

"Haifa plum, my lord, means just two hundred and fifty thousand pounds."

"Two hundred and fif—oof!" gasped the portly descendant of the De Moulines, "two
hundred—well.

—

"
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"Well, my lord, this down on the nail, as we say in the city ; and, when I am dead,

as 1 have no other child, and but few relatives, and they tolerably well to do, the bulk of

my property will go to her."

"Very handsome, indeed, very proper—a very good feeling*; and nowT
, if you please,

we will sign the contract, and finish that business."

And so the contract was signed, and the betrothal over; but Prue had already

given her heart to another; and her husband to be—apparently cared but little whether

she had a heart beating in her fair bosom, or no.

CHAPTER II.—HIGH LIFE.

The venture is made, the leap is taken, the boat is pushed off, and who knows to what

wild seas it may drift without compass or rudder, on what shore of ruin it may strand,

and, while foundering in sight of home, carry with the wreck that young couple, who

with apathy on the one hand, and something like loathing on the other, have taken

those vows at the altar to be broken—we shall find how shamelessly, and how soon.

They plunge into the vortex of "High Life," with its intrigues, dissipations, ennui

and weariness; with its extravagance and its riot, its polished vices, and its glittering

temptations. Young Lord Squanderfield, with the ingrained selfishness of his nature,

leaped greedily at the golden bait with which the alderman's hook may be said to be

baited. His debts paid, his estates cleared— for his father being- dead a short

period after the brilliant marriage had ceased to be a nine days' wonder—he had come

to his own, and was unrestrained master of everything around him. I say being thus

released for a time from the harpies of the law, and the grasp of usurers, he was free to

mortgage his lands afresh, to borrow monies anew at any moment he might be tempted

to do so; while his equipages, his mistresses, his opera-box, the gamingtable, and his

stud at Newmarket, were ag'ain making speedy inroad upon the munificent dowry the

proud yet penurious old merchant had given on his daughter's behalf.

As for the young- countess, still blooming and lovely, she seemed to take instinctively

to her new position, and accepted it as "one to the manner born." There is a certain

indefinable something in female nature which adapts itself to all circumstances, and

naturalises itself, so to speak, under conditions where the less plastic mind of man finds it

difficult to conform.

Ever at her side, too, having quitted the humdrum routine of life in the city, is

Mistress Abigail Taffetas. This wily waiting-woman, ever wary and alert, according

to the promptings of her mercenary mind, was not to be moved by any considerations

of a moral tendency ; and whether the ruin of her mistress' body and soul was to be

involved in her evil schemes, and her foul prosperity, or no, mattered little; she was of

that cold and bloodless temperament which knew neither pity, remorse, nor womanly

tenderness—and she had her part to perform.

She was, therefore^ the very woman of all others most calculated to further the
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evil schemes Counsellor Silvertongue was contriving* for the ruin of the unsuspecting-

young- wife. Still, in the midst of the fashionable riot, and the "modish" orgie into which

she was drawn, and in which she took her share, and played her part, there were

moments when memories of home, with their tender warning- voices, came to her. Ever

and anon the decent order of the old household she had left for ever, forced itself upon

her, in contrast with the noise and the glare of her present life. The false smiles—the

mask worn so transparently that the worm eating- its way beneath might be detected—the

pang- of anguish that transformed the laugh into an hysteric cry—were beginning to be

known to her; and the hollow falsehood of the world in which she lived and moved was

forcing itself upon her startled fancy.

Conscious, however, of her own purity hitherto—shrinking from herself, when she

recollected what little of love or esteem entered into the bond that united her to her husband

—startled into absolute though momentary terror, not the less awful that it was vague and

undefined, when a dim and indistinct idea of the consequences to come might arise from

her friendly relationship with the smooth-tongued lawyer, handsome, young-, and plausible

as he was—the fancy that she could at any moment violate the marriage vow, and

forget her duty, whatever her husband might choose to do, made her face burn with

very anger, and, at such moments, the noble indignation she felt was in reality her safe-

guard.

Still conscious, as she must be, of the laxness of principle—the licentious cast of moral

tone entertained b}r those around her, with whom vice was a charming' weakness, and a

virtuous woman held out as an oddity—the familiarity with this abandonment, the juxta-

position with the ruling vices of the day, must, little by little, (and necessarily,) do their

work. As a woman, u my lady" could not be an exception to her sex. The notoriety of her

libertine husband's way of life was too palpable for her to pretend ignorance on this head.

No suggestions were lacking—conveyed by hint and inuendo—in a manner at once witty

and profligate—as to how she was to resent this neglect—this criminal wray of life. There

were not wanting some who felt amazement at the Viscount's utter want of taste. Surely

this woman, so young and so fair, must be more attractive than the haggard demireps

whom he affected, whose faded lineaments, disguised by rouge and fucus, could not for

a single instant bear a comparison with her dazzling freshness. No female voice, with

affected lisp and giggle, could match or mate with the rich intonation of the city maiden's

thrilling soprano. Those hollow eyes, with their meretricious }
Tet stony glitter, heightened

by washes, and relieved by tints, had nothing in common with the hitherto pure radiance

of the former Prue Flighty's gentle eyes.

If she had no love to bestow upon the husband who had so little appreciation for her,

she had a sense of duty that was awakened every moment that his worthlesness became

more and more manifest. The face of her dead mother would come ever and anon ; and

with a meek, reproachful look, stand between her and the evil thought that at times

strove to tempt her from the path of dut}T—the voice so long closed in the dust seemed tc

reach her from over the boundaries of another world, and, with an ineffable tenderness—

a

mother's tenderness, and who knows not that—and bid her to reflect, to think, to beware

!

c
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But the leaven of our lost nature was working- not the less in the breast of the deserted

woman. Her love was dead, ruthlessly slain as it were, and buried so deeply that there

was no chance of its resuscitation. Little by little, and day by day, the sense that she

ought to hold in some measure to her vows, however dreary the task, was weaken-

ing-; and resentment, at his unworthy treatment of her, was fast supplanting* those

principles of moral obligation she had learnt in other days ; and, by degrees, too, she

found herself isolated, abandoned, and alone; her existence becoming- more desolate, all

the more that she lived in the midst of a multitude with whom she had not one single

sentiment in common. It was not without terror, too, and a certain shame, that she beg-an

to find herself at furtive moments dreaming- of that lawless retaliation on the foul and

shameless courses pursued by her husband, and which ladies of "quality" whom she

knew made it no secret that they practised. Gallantry was a common institution of the

ag-e. Was she not surrounded by examples ? Oh, me ! Avith what a hot and guilty blush

she beheld herself as she might become, were she to follow the path so many had trodden

before her. And was she ? No, no ! away with the unworthy thought.

Although the young countess was willing to accept her fate, and to do her duty, and to

bear with what resignation she might, the hard fortune that was clearly in store for her, it

seemed that this was not to be permitted. Of those that she had been compelled by

circumstances and accident to place her trust in, the two whose plans were most inimical

to her fate, were those who found in her helplessness the most favourable agent of their

dark treachery. The counsellor—who was in her husband's confidence, and a constant

visitor at their residence in Burlington Gardens—was infected with the libertinism of the

town r, and the dramatists of the day show us, in sufficiently vivid colours, what the standard

of morality was even in the reign of the exemplary and virtuous Anne. The designing

Mistress Taffetas, whom Madam Prue still clung to with that loving attachment generated

by old associations, was in Master Silvertongue's pay ; for, with increased means, he had

become more liberal ; and the waiting-woman was herself so thoroughly " up" in her business,

that to corrupt her farther was impossible, while her genius for intrigue was rampant

within her. The fiend himself could not have evoked a more subtle agent ; and the poor

young wife, trusting in this she-devil, could not have placed faith in a more formidable

enemy to her peace.

It is morning—neither late nor early. The wits are beginning to lounge forth to the

chocolate houses. The matutinal measure of " purl," long since imbibed eastward, is giving

way westward to the cup of spiced canary. The " maccaronis" have their heads enpapillote,

and clouded canes are being flourished in the park ; while the beaux, in their sedan chairs,

are going to see the actresses at rehearsal ; the lawyers in Lincoln's Inn are waiting for

briefs ; and the Guards are going, with drums beating, and colours flying, to do duty at

Knightsbridge, or at Kensington.

Mistress Taffetas is looking out of a parlour window of an elegant house in Burlington

Gardens, where Lord (and Lady) de Mouline live, and live in much state and ostentation.

Evidently this reputable handmaiden is waiting for some one ; for seeing a dapper gentleman,

with powdered curls, who gallantly kisses his hand to her as he passes the window, mount
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1

the step9, she walks out of the parlour-door to receive him, just as the plethoric porter, at

the hall-door, has given him admission.

tl Mistress Taffetas, your servant !" and he lifts up his hat with an air. " Stap me i but

you are perfectly blooming1
.

"

u Mr. Pinchbeck, you overpower me !" and, making* a curtsey, which forms a complete

tent of her hooped dress, she sinks g'ently downwards, as if to the i centre of the earth/

then rearing" herself afresh, with an equal grace, affords great delight to the counsellor's

gentleman—Mr. Smoothly Pinchbeck—who is the very type and model of a valet of the day.

As curious as a magpie, and gifted with as much power of acquisitiveness ; as slinking

and as cunning as a fox ; as vicious as an ape, with his saucy smirk, and his obsequious

smile ; the creature in his ruffles and his powder, his laced suit, his high-heeled shoes, his

cambric handkerchief, (or rather his master's,) and scented snuff-box, is the ideal of that

parasitical thing known as a vdlet-de-chambre—as useless and defiling a class of creatures

as any under heaven !

They were in the parlour, and the door was shut, just as doors are shut by people who

have to enter upon a conference they do not for the world desire others to be sharers in.

" Fore-gad, madam !" remarked Mr. Pinchbeck, " that was very handsomely done,

I must say."

" Oh, dear me !" says Mistress Taffetas, with a toss of her head, " we improve here, as

you see. We grow modish, westward, as your cits become more clownish the farther east

they live of Temple Bar. My lady's dancing-master has not had an idle time of it."

" No, I'll be sworn, Mistress Taffetas, if you find it to your interest to fill up his leisure.

Prithee, child, has he taught thee any new ways of making love?"

" Lord ! as if it was needed. The man that can teach a woman to make love must be

something very different from any I have known," and Mistress Taffetas bridled herself like

one who had found an aspersion cast on her character for shrewdness.
a Zooks ! I don't know," broke out the valet, while making a rush at her, which she

evaded; "but you're a handsome bagg'age ! Stap my vitals ! and—

"

" And keep you back, rogue's-face ! and your liquorish lips away. What's brouo-ht

you here this morning, please you to enlighten me ?"

" Why, to see thee, and make an assignation for Spring Gardens, while thy mistress

goes to Lady Gadabout's ridotto ; and, ud's death! that reminds me that I have half for-

gotten my business. Is she as heroically virtuous as ever?"

" Hem ! why that, you see, is just as one has an idea of virtue," lisped the Abigail

—

a um—virtue, with her, is—ha !—virtue."

" Plague take it ! what a trouble this same virtue gives to us men of fashion. I have

known a duchess, now, not give herself half the trouble to be coy."

"Why that depends too—some women find virtue a troublesome commodity; and so
—

"

" And so—ha ! ha !—they get rid of it," laughed the valet. tt But, surely, under thy

tutelage, she makes but poor progress ; and my master wishes to hasten matters."

" Has thy master taken any briefs of late ?" asked Mistress Taffetas, with a knowing look.

" Oh, aye i' faith !" responded Mr. Smoothly Pinchbeck, jauntily. " Oh, yes, we live in
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some style now, I can assure thee. It was not the smallest feather in his cap that fie

became my lord's adviser."

"That's good, by my troth! and, doubtless, thou hast brought me a retaining fee/
1

said the waiting-woman, making an impatient gesture of receival with her hand. " Come,

deposit. I have an i itching palm/ too, as the noble Eoman says in the play."

"Why thou mercenary creature/'—began the valet, laughing.

" Thou hast not. Then get thee hence
;
put up thy pipes, go poach on some other

manor. There 's no game here for }'Our worship, and we have other irons heating in the

fire," and, with her nose tossed towards the ceiling, the go-between turned scornfully away.

" Whew ! how the jade has improved, to be sure," said Pinchbeck, partly in admiration,

and partly in high dudgeon, too, as he took out a small but plump-looking purse from his

pocket. " Here ! here 's thy fee—thy reward ; and the devil give thee joy of it."

" So, so," exclaimed Mistress Taffetas, " if you think to trick me, to dupe me of my
lawful perquisite

—

Me /"

a Upon my honour," said Pinchbeck, with another bow, if anything still lower than

the first, and paid as a tribute to superior merit, u
if I did, I made a huge mistake, for

which I ask 3
rour pardon. Mistress Taffetas, I have scarcely understood your merits till

this moment."
u Oh, Mr. Pinchbeck, do not quite overpower me ;" (and Mistress Abigail shaded her

face with her hands) a spare my blushes ; but with this—" and she gave the purse a quick

toss, which made the golden coins clink musically, " what accompanies it ?"

" This," returned the valet, as he drew forth and slipped a rose-tinted, and highly-

perfumed billet into her hand.
u Hum ! now, I warrant me, there 's as much mischief in this pretty bit of—now the

blue plague confound this fellow."

At this instant, and in reply as it were to her adjuration, there entered the parlour a

tall, lounging individual, with ballustrade legs, a porter's shoulders, white calves, his person

clad in a plum-coloured suit of livery, and having enormous whiskers of a somewhat

neutral tint. Closing one eye, he looked first at one, and then at the other, saying:

—

" Hollo, hollo ! good folks, you have an excellent understanding' with one another,

I see—"
" You see, do you ?" asked the counsellor's valet, sharply.

" Yes, Mr. Pinchbeck, I see," retorted the other, with emphasis.

"And pray, Mr. Medlar, what is it you do see?" demanded Mistress Taffetas, quite

as tartly.

" I see—you Mistress Taffetas."

" Indeed ! Then 3-ou see further than your nose," said that amiable lad}-, with a rapid

riposte, so to call it, and, for the moment, making the gigantic menial look slightly foolish.

" Hahl" ejaculated Mr. Medlar, "it's all very well; but I can hear as well as see; and

if that powdered pink of iniquity," pointing at Mr. Pinchbeck, who was white with rage.

" if he has not been at the old trick of trying to corrupt you ."

" Corrupt me /" interrupted Mistress Taffetas, tossing her head.
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" I forgot," said Mr. Medlar, leaning- loftily against the mantel-shelf, " that's

impossible."

" I should think so, indeed," replicated Mistress Abigail, wilfully misconceiving" his

obvious meaning- ; " but what does this mean, Mr. Medlar ?"

" Why, you see, Mistress Taffetas, you take care of my lady's interests, no doubt •,

allow me to take care of my lord's. What's this?" and he suddenly snatched the billet

out of her hand, which she had omitted to put away.

" You wretch ! g-ive it back to me this moment," screamed the waiting-woman.

" You everlasting- rascal !" began Mr. Pinchbeck, making- a step forward, but advancing

no further, seeing- the slightly-menacing 1 aspect of my lord's more Sampsonian valet.

" Young man !" said that person, with much dignity, " learn to know j^our business

better; and, above all things, don't call names. I don't permit them familiarities. Now,

you see, my pretty turtle-doves, what comes of not having proper confidence—of thinking

to keep me out of your pretty secrets. Me!—hah ! I wonder what ' my lord' will give me

for this pretty billet-doux, which, I see, is addressed to my lady, and which you—

"

severely to the overpowered Mistress Taffetas, " was to give to her."

" He '11 give you a bag-full of sore bones, you monster !" said the waiting-woman,

angrily, as she shook her fist in his face. " Go to, you trencher-scraper
;
you back-stairs

calimanco knave that you are."

"Ta! ta! ta ! for all this, you'll share your purse with me, hey? Do you think to

make propert}r out of my mistress, and keep me out of the speculation ? How could you

have been so shallow as to think I could be dispensed with, eh?—I, who empty 'my

lord's' pockets every morning, just as you, Mistress Taffetas, examine my lady's, and make

yourself mistress of all her engagements."

" Now, may the —

"

" Tut, tut ! do not swear, my dear, do not swear. We of the haul ton cannot descend

to the dialec of Whitechapel. Have you nothing better to propose?"

At this instant they were interrupted in the progress of their iniquitous speculations.

"S't! s't! s't!" sibillated the towering Mr. Medlar, "here's that queer old pest—

the steward, Mr. Honesty. Ahem ! Mistress Taffetas," he added, in an undertone; "if you

have a genius for lying, I think it may stand you in stead now. Cudgel your wits,

Mr. Pinchbeck, for there 's that in his face bodes little g'ood."

" How now, mistress !" cried the old man, entering, and sharply addressing the waiting-

woman, " can you find no other work to do in this house than entertaining a brace of knaves

with some new home scandal?"

" Mr. Honesty !" exclaimed Mr. Medlar, with much indignation, hut also with a manner

considerably cowed and stricken.

u Away you padded incumbrance, you frothy rascal, you calf-headed excrescence ! By

this good light I know not what 'tis such people as my lord can see in such as thou that they

must have thee near them."

" Why, look }'ou, Sir, there 's something in one's carriage."

" Carriage ! the only carriage that will suit thee best will be when thou art carted

c 2
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with some motherly ( intelligencer' up Holborn. Away—to your pantry ! gnaw your broken

victuals there ! No words, or I may have thee quoited forth at once. Soh, now you Sir,"

addressing* Mr. Pinchbeck, who, desiring to retain his nonchalant manner, was dusting his

ruffles with his cambric kerchief, and airing himself before the window, just as the colossal

Medlar sneaked forth. u What brings your worship here at this early hour of the day?"

" Hah ! why, hum !—I did but call to pa}r my respects to Mistress Taffetas, and I now

beg to wish her a good day."

" In that case, thy business being ended, do so, and go thy ways."

u Now, mistress," turning* to the waiting-woman, who ceremoniously curtseyed

Mr. Pinchbeck out, u what amount of bribery have you taken for plotting against your

mistress ? It 's true," he added, with some bitterness, " they have been married more than

a twelvemonth, and hitherto it's gone no further than their living apart. Truly it 's time a

divorce was talked about, or their constancy will become their scorn. Have you set any

calumnies afloat yet? have }
tou hinted that you could tell of something, if you would?

What ! no scandal in hand ? Truly, Mistress Taffetas, I fear I have done you injustice."

" No matter, Sir, whether }
rou have, or no," said Mistress Abigail firing- up. u I scorn

3
rour insinuations, and what I know, you shall not, for as clever as you are. I can keep

something* yet to myself."

" Do," snarled the steward, u keep thyself to thyself; so shalt thou do the best service

possible to such poor gulls as thou canst get into thy toils."

a You ogre !—you toothless pestilence."

" Away, fitchew ! away ! and to thine office, it will not last thee long," retorted the

other, as he tottered forth.

" Na}T
, then," muttered Mistress Taffetas, tt wert thou ten times the vinegar and gall

thou art compounded of, there's truth in thy words ; and I must e'en look after my interest,

like the rest. Now to master the contents of this note ; next to give it my lady to bring

the assignation to a point ; and then to choose whether Mr. Medlar, or Mr. Pinchbeck, are

likeliest to follow fortune. It is true, Pinchbeck has such an air; but then Medlar's noble

figgur"—and musing thus, Mistress Taffetas followed the rest ; and, adopting the example, we

change the scene, and find " high-life" under another form, not much more likely to recommend

itself than the spurious imitations of it we have just witnessed.*

• Note to Plate II.—This scene represents a saloon in the young nobleman's house, not long after the breaking

up of a party. The clock shows us it is noon. We are to suppose, then, by the candles being still burning, that the

day had been shut out, and converted into night ; a circumstance not a little characteristic of the irregularity and

disorder that reign within the house ; and that, after an hour or two's sleep, madam is just risen to breakfast ; whose

rising has occasioned that of the family in general. This is intimated by one of the servants in the back ground of

this plate, who we are to understand, though scarce awake, has hurried on his clothes, in order to set the house

in some measure to rights. By the treatise of Hoyle upon the floor, we are taught the idle study of people of

distinction, to whom books in general are disgusting, unless they tend to dissipation, or serve to instruct them in

their favourite amusements. With respect to the attitudes of the two principal figures, the fineness of the

thought, and the particular exactness of the expressions, they must be allowed to be extremely beautiful. They

are at the same time well introduced, as from the indifference that gives rise to them springs the destruction of

this unhappy family. On the one hand we are to suppose the lady totally neglected by her husband ; on the

other, by way of contrast, that the husband is just returned from the apartments of some woman, fatigued,

exhausted, and satiated. And as pleasures of this sort are seldom without interruption, we are shown, by the
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It is just past noon, the earl)' morning' time, in the routine of u high-life f and diffe-

rent, far different, from the fresh floral matins Prue Flighty was wont to know when they

lived in their pleasant home at Hackney, and a trip westward was an event that made

her girlish heart palpitate. Pale and worn—very lovely still—how different looks the lady

from the blooming girl of a past time. She has an air of languor, and of weariness ; and

sitting in her graceful deshabille, sips her chocolate, and, with a long sad sigh, looks up

from the table as a stumbling footstep is heard • and, at early-day, with doublet dishevelled

and unbraced, his wig unbuckled, his laced hat soiled and battered, and his sword broken,

—with a reel, a hiccup, and a curse, his lordship enters and sinks into a chair ; and, while

thrusting his hands into the depths of his empty pockets, looks mistily across to the countess,

on whose face an expression of mingled disgust and indignation is visible.

" So, my lord," she says, after a pause, " you have found your way home ; and, truty, at

a reputable hour enough for your chair to be at your door, and one that can be easily

recognised as coming from some of your frightful haunts!"

" Haunts, child ! what—hie—what haunts ? ouns !—what, d 'ye mean, madam ? Do I

interfere with }our drums—your card parties V—pointing to some cards flung on the floor,

he added

—

" I hope your luck has been better than mine."

a The party was none of mine, my lord
;
you forget it was given to please you and

your friends j and you come home, at noon the next day, having left me to bear the insults

and the sneers of the well-bred women who belong to your world of high-life."

" Pr'ythee, child, no moralising. If I left thee to do the honours to the powdered

devotees of fashion, it was because I—ha ! ha !—deemed thee equal to the task—fie ! fie ! get

rid of those old city prejudices; sure, I thought I had trained thee up to the way of the

world ! and thou dost but little justice to the teachings of Madame Modish."

" Alas ! yes. I think I am truly getting* rid of them. I once had a weak prejudice

in favour of goodness and happiness ; but, I fear me ! I cannot hold on to it much longer.

As for Madame Modish, is it known to you what she is—a woman, which one having the

least love for her good name dare not consort with."

"Prejudice again! sure, as I'm a gentleman, her gallantries are of the very

highest order, believe me."

female cap in his pocket, and the broken sword, that he has heen engaged in some riot or uproar. An old faithful

steward, who haa a regard for the family, seems to have taken this opportunity (not being able to find a better)

to settle his accounts ; but the general disorder of the family, and the indisposition of his master and mistress,

render it impossible. See him then returning in an attitude of concern, dreading the approaching ruin of them
both. As a satire on the extravagance of the nobility, Mr. Hogarth has humorously put into this man's hands a
number of unpaid bills, and placed upon the file only one receipt ; intimating the general bad pay of people of

quality.

Led, then, from one act of dissipation to another, the hero of this piece meets his destruction in hunting

after pleasure. Little does he imagine what misery awaits him, and what dreadful consequences will be the result

of his proceedings ; but determined to embrace the trifling happiness in view, he runs heedlessly on his dissipated

career, until he seals his unhappy fate.

It has been justly remarked that "the figure of the young libertine, who on his return home from hiB

debaucheries, after day-break, has thrown himself into a chair, is so admirable for its attitude, expression,

dsawing, and colouring, as alone utterly to refute the assertion of Lord Orford, that Hogarth, however great as

an author or inventor, possessed as a painter but slender merit."
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a Why, then, my lord, you hold that virtue is an incumbrance."

" Oh, my master !—oh, my mistress !—oh, my lady !" suddenly exclaimed the aged

steward, rushing" in with a bundle of unsettled accounts in his hand. * Oh, that I should

see this day !"

" Why, what the devil is this outcry for ?" asked the viscount, fiercely.

" Peace ! old Honesty, peace ! it is useless appealing- to me ; I have no money, if that

is what thou woiild'st have," said his mistress, in a tone at once sad and kindly, and in reply

to his hurried information.

" Thou hast diamonds enow stitched on to thy stomacher, and laces on thy sacque,

would set up a basset-table," said his lordship to the countess, doggedly. " What is't

—

speak ! and let us have done with this howling. Who is it? what is it? what does it mean ?"

u Your creditors have grown more clamorous, daily, my lord. I have kept them aloof

as long* as I could ; but the bailiffs are now in possession."

" Pooh ! pooh ! send the rogues from the door ; ud's death ! I'll loose the Mohocks on

them ;" and, making an attempt to stand on his feet, he fell back into his chair again

;

for even }'et he was far from sobered.

" Eemain where you are, or go to your bed," said the countess.
u Death and furies ! I shall do as I please—hie."

" Levyson and Tartar have threatened to foreclose these several days past," pursued

the faithful steward ;
" mortgage after mortgage has been resorted to ; and our last hopes

are quite useless without retrenchment or change ; and I know not which way to turn."

"The rascals! they belong to the tribe of Ish—shish—niael; and—hie!—not—the

gentle house of Jacob •" stammered the viscount ;
u but, I'll trounce them—body o' me ! I'll

make the knaves eat their own parchments—stap me!"
" Oh, my lord !" entreated the steward, " speak more rationally, I beseech you. These

wild words will avail us. not."

" Do not trouble yourself, old man," said the countess sadty, "lost and degraded as he

is ; reckless and profligate," and she pointed to her husband with a look of withering scorn
j

" do you think there is aught in him that gives promise of the future, or bids for the least

shadow of good V
" Oh, I hope so ; I hope so, my lad}T

, for your own sake—for his young lordship's

sake," pleaded the steward. .
•

" Aye, for my child's sake," she exclaimed, " something must be done. Go now ! I

Avill think—I'll think what is to be done. Go ! send for Counsellor Silvertongue."

" The counsellor ? ah, me !" murmured the steward, " and I fear him most of all. I

go, my lad}^—I go."

" Go ! bid him hasten hither to me—I would see him without delay ;" and, shrugging

his shoulders, with a look of anguish on his wan, aged face, the steward took his departure.

" It seems to me, my lady," stuttered the viscount, with a new access of rage, " that

you do not choose your epithets judiciously. Do you know—a plague on your paper face .'

and a curse on your plebeian blood ! that I am not to be spoken to after the humour of

your whims. Do you know who I am, madam ?—answer me that."
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"Yes, well," she replied, standing" before him, u you are my husband, to my dolour and

my bitter scorn. You are a tipsy street-bully, too, or this is not the condition in which

the weapon should be found"—pointing" to his broken sword, with a withering- look; "and,

for this, my lord

—

this ! Oh, husband of my loathing and my scorn. What, I pray you,

doth this prove? I saw and knew it before, ere your steward went; but I did not care

to make your shame and mine too open and known as yet."

She pointed, as she spoke, to a woman's mob-cap, which a lap-dog had, with some

noisy snarling-, drawn out of his pocket, and which the animal was dragging about the floor-

u A fine memorial of your midnight licence, which you bring- home to insult your wife

withal !" she said, and stalked out of the chamber.
a Now the devil and his dam fly away with the trumpery toy ! Could I not, and be

hanged to me! have left that cursed evidence behind?" and he staggered up-stairs, to find,

in a few hours' rest, some oblivion of the troubles gathering round him.

CHAPTER ni.—PROGRESS ON THE ROAD—WHITHER ?

For a little time, the storm that was gathering around our hapless and ill-matched pair

was staved off; but only by wretched expediences and questionable means—sinking deeper

into the clutches of the money-lenders, and drawing- still heavier mortgages on the fair lands

of the old house of De Mouline, lying far away in the sunny glades of a rich pastoral

and thoroughly English county, which the young wife pined to see, because her first-born

was there at nurse ;—I say, the coming* cloud on the horizon, now no bigger than a " man's

hand," was held back only to gather fresh strength and overwhelming* force, wherewith

to wash away its victims Over that dark sea, on which 'no pharos shone—every land-

mark, every vestige, every sign that the}^ had lived and moved, and had mingled tears and

blood in that awful cup which fate prepares for some, while the u Dark Mother" dashes it

from the lips of others, whom the more benignant gods have taken under their protection-

all gone, and not a shred remaining.

The steward's efforts, united to the endeavours of the Countess, to make retrench-

ment in one form compensate for new extravagances in another, and to pacify the more

clamorous creditors with such sops as Cerberus is supposed to exact under circumstances

of a somewhat similar kind—helped them but little on the way ; and, finally, not at all. So

the poor, neglected wife submits to her fate—makes no further attempt at the reclamation

of her profligate husband—endures her daily life rather than lives—and finds herself hourly

surrendering" her confidence more and more to Counsellor Silvertongue, who, to do him

justice, is never far removed when wanted. And " my lady," also, begins to find herself troubled

with the " vapours," and the " ridotto" at Ranelagh ; a play at the Duke's Theatre, a

masquerade at Vauxhall ;—"ombre," "bassett," and the like, begin to be destructive to

her ; and the }'oung lawyer has become her gallant—her cavalier servenfe, the trusted

friend of the nobleman who is now past hope ; and she scarcely makes a struggle now

D
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against the stream. Oh, me ! how empty has the cup of life become ; how its elixir has grown

weakened and soured ; how the sun has lost its brightness, and the stars their fire ; and how

little she sees of either !—the painted ceilings of the grand houses she visits, standing with

a solid and significant opacity between her and the blessed heavens above. It was the

" mode /" Fashion demanded it ; and if our sarcophagi—ponderous palaces, that is to say

—

in which the living immure them while above-ground, must be inhabited at all, let us have

such splendours about them as stucco, fresco, and the gilder's art can afford us—some day

we shall not be so particular—not to speak of the vast saving of expenditure in links and

frowsy wax-lights.

It must not be forgotten, that a confederacy, entered into between Mistress Taffetas and

the airy Mr. Pinchbeck, was consolidated by an additional cementing power, in the person

of Mr. Medlar, whose persevering sense of his own indispensability, met with a full reward,

in being accepted as a member of the confraternity. To this trio was added a certain

Madame Modish—already mentioned by the viscount—and who gave due Sclat to the

camaraderie by the position she occupied in the world of fashion—the necessity there

existed for her having a share in every intrigue set on foot in that region pervaded by her

ubiquitous presence, and from her genuine zeal for the propagation and extension of

her office.

We change to the Temple, where it is yet scarcely noon. Down into the quaint squares

—and taking a warmer tint from the ruddy brick-work of Inigo Jones—down aslant the

swarded garden, and with a shimmering radiance upon the limpid waters of the flowing river

—

(when will they be so again ?)—fall the softened rays of the morning sun. The windows of the

Counsellor's chamber look thitherward ; and between the blue Thames and the blue heavens,

stretch away the Dutch-like shores of Southwark and Lambeth, with the faint outline of

the far Surrey hills in the distance. The Counsellor is lounging in his chair, picking his

teeth, and reading over some attractive piece of town gossip, in an old number of the Tatler

he has snatched up to wile awray his after-breakfast repose.

Suddenly he gives a start—utters an exclamation as he reads :
" Dorimont is blessed

with a most fair wife ; but which, through an original and unique gravity of nature, he is too

obtuse to see. He leaves her at his lordly halls to do the honours of his house, while he

takes his pleasures abroad, and wanders from Corinth to Cyprus—finding his purse under-

going decline, and his health invaded. Meantime, neglected, shamelessly abandoned, what

is she to do ? A woman of wit and spirit will naturally " And here he stops short.

" Very fine, Captain Steele," mutters the lawyer. " This run might serve my turn,

and apply to my Lady Prue's case, direct ; only, plague on you, you must grow moral as you

wander on, and, with an additional glass or two of claret, grow stoically virtuous. No ; I

must appeal to my handy go-between of a valet, and trust to Madame Modish, who, I venture

to hope, will bring me some reliable information. Soh ! you dilatory rascal
;
you still linger

on my business ?"

" Having a little of my own to do with it, and which could not be very well separated,"

replied Mr. Pinchbeck, as he entered the room, having, apparently, just returned from a walk.
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" "Why, confound you, sirrah ! do you join your tavern liaisons to the—the—pursuits of

my leisure hours?"

" See there, now, what it is to disguise things requiring- a certain nicety of expression

under a harmless phrase, just as a nauseous pill is candied or gilded to be palatable. That,

sir, I take it, is one advantage your studies as an advocate have given you."

" But, confound you, sir," said Mr. Silvertongue testily ;
" this does not answer my

remark, and I cannot have my plans perilled by your impertinence. If you heed not, I'll

cudgel you within an ace of your life, credit me."

"Ah, sir," remonstrated the subdolous valet, "do not forget, that c like master like

man/ is an old proverb, and not less true than musty. In approaching the mistress, sir, it

is necessary to parley with the maid."

The Counsellor made a grimace—not the most flattering to a lady. " Wlty, yes," con-

tinued Pinchbeck, scratching his chin; "as—you—would say, sir 3 but for talking—now
she hath, as it were, a rare gift."

" Come, sir, quit this, and tell me your news," said his master, impatiently. " Have
you brought me an answer to my billet?"

" I have, sir ; and I will warrant that the style is as sweet as the scented paper it is

writ on."

"Pray, Mr. Pinchbeck," asked the Counsellor gravely, as he balanced the eoro*

netted billet in his fingers, "do you know my secrets before I am master of them

—

or after ?"

" Oh, sir !"—and Mr. Pinchbeck made a deprecatory bow—" I know my place."

" Good ; 'tis fit, I take it, I should know mine. Answer me, sir."

" Well, sir—it depends. Now, to open that letter would be difficult, on account of the

seal. So you see, sir, I must wait on this occasion."

The Counsellor laughed, and the valet smirked, feeling quite at ease.

** Is there any further news of the Earl's doings this morning ?"

" Why, 'tis said that he was at White's till the break of dawn this morning, and lost a

cool thousand to Colonel Ombre ; after which he reeled forth, and took a chair to a

bagnio."

" Did he pay his stakes?"

" On the spot; and drew a fresh draft on old Manasses, of Portugal Street."

" Well, if a pigeon will hold fraternity with a rook, 'tis a wonder if he be not plucked.

This Colonel Ombre, now, is but a faded, copper captain, with his tarnished Flanders'

lace."

" And has the reputation of being the keenest sharper on the town, between Picadilly

and Saint Paul's," remarked Mr. Pinchbeck, as if he were confiding his information to a

friend.

" Have you anything more to tell me ?" asked his master, eyeing him keenly, and with

something" like warning; in his look.

" Merely that I called on Madame Modish."

"Well?" said the Counsellor sententiously.
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" I delivered your message, and was answered that she would take her chair, and be

here immediately."

" What is the news at the Countess's ?" continued Mr. Silvertongue, after a short pause.

" Truly, I should have thought that note " began Mr. Pinchbeck, in his usual

glib manner.

" Eascal !" cried the Counsellor, " I did not ask you what this contains," holding up

the billet; "but, as I pay you for using your eyes, and have hired you for purposes of

observation, I expect you to see, to listen—bring me such news as you are aware I

require."

"Truly, sir, I do my best," responded the valet deferentially,* "and I see grand

preparations for a morning's levee, for the morrow; a concert on a magnificent scale is in

hand; and, on my conscience ! sir, it may be said, the candle is burning o' both ends."

The Counsellor had unconsciously broken open the seal of the note while speaking

;

and, casting a look at the few scribbled lines, sprang to his feet, with an exclamation, as

his valet, returning from the ante-room, whither he had been summoned by a knock,

said

—

"The Countess!—her chair is at the door, sir; and she is even now mounting the

stairs."

" The Countess ? good gad ! show her in this way, however ; and, hark you ! keep watch

like a dragon. Should Madame Modish come, keep her within for the present; whether

they shall meet, or no, I will decide anon."

" Her ladyship is here !" whispered the valet, as, advancing to the door, he repeated, in

a grave and measured manner

—

"My lady— the Countess !" and, muffled in her hood, she hurried in.

"Oh, madame ! what felicity brings you here?" exclaimed Mr. Silvertongue, rushing

across the floor, and lifting her hand to his lips, as she sank, trembling, into a chair.

The valet had quitted the room, and had circumspectly closed the door.

There was sorrow, there was woe, there was terror in her present aspect, which

shocked him for a moment, worldling and libertine as he was. It was the wont of men,

then, as too often before, to take ungenerous advantage of women, and to turn their distress

to their own baser purposes.

Counsellor Silvertongue was no exception to the rule; and, though his face was full of

commiseration, his eyes sparkled with a fire generated out of a tissue of evil thoughts—all

tending to the destruction of the trembling creature who trusted in him so much. He
marked out his path at the moment, and meant to follow it.

He had, for ulterior purposes, ministered to the debaucheries of the young Earl, whose

excesses were telling fast upon him, and whose fortunes were on the eve of bankruptcy.

He had, in his negotiations and borrowings on his patron's behalf, not forgotten to take

care of himself, and bills and mortgages to a considerable extent were at that moment in his

strong box. He was not forgetting- that contingency either.

Rapidly, as by that intuition which so far hurries itself to mar the movement of a better

thought, he was forming the rest of the plot that was to enmesh her utterly ; and with that
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electric quickness, which in an instant serves a general in the heat of the battle, a sea-

captain in the imminent moment of shipwreck, he had sketched out his campaign.

Should Madame Modish see her—meet her there—in his own chamber—thought he

—

her character was blasted. And she had come to him for help in the hour of her sharp need

and stress

!

That gone, what prudery, on the part of a lost, neglected wife, should stand further in his

way ? He was conqueror. He might imitate Scipio ; but his captive was no less the

captive of bow and spear that he had spread snares under her feet, and surrounded her

with a hopeless network.

Oh, you very handsome, and very smooth-speaking, and exceedingly self-forgiving

young man ! how eligible you are at times ; and what a white-chokered rascal you are, if

only the truth was known—even to yourself! The Counsellor was of this class.

She was gasping—trying to speak ; and, to say truth, he was growing a little alarmed
;

for a " scene" might militate against him in more ways than one ; so, hastily getting a glass

of wine, he gave it her. She drank it eagerly.

" In heaven's name, madame," he began (" heaven's name !"), " what is the meaning of

this agitation ?"

" I scarcely know, yet," she said hysterically ; " but I think I am going mad ; and

truly it might be some relief—if death were not so much completer—only it would be

embarrassing, especially to those whom I have invited to my concert."

" To your concert—yes—to-morrow morning," hastily said Mr. Silvertongue—a speech

he regretted the next moment.

" What ! you know it, too ; and I have sent you neither ticket nor bill. You do not

forget me—I can understand."

" Oh, madame! who can—once knowing you?" said he, with a gallant air j
" and I, who

have known you "

" Pray you, don't," she interrupted him. " If you know me, pity me ; for my heart ia

breaking—breaking—breaking !" and she hid her face in her hands, and sobbed aloud. " I

am alone—deserted—lost
!"

" Not while I am by your side, most charming of women. Fly !- fly with one who

lives but for you ; who—why should I hesitate to say that which I would have uttered long

ago, but that respect for you made me dumb—loves, adores you !"

" Oh, heavens! be to me a better friend than your words would seem to prove you :" and

she put her white hands together. " I am a woman—a wife—a mother ; and I am the most

helpless, forlorn, and friendless creature, I fear, under the sun."

" And I near to you, and ready to obey you !" exclaimed the Counsellor, for a moment

roused into a vague sense of honour as of honesty. " What can I do ?"

" Oh, would you but hasten to our unhappy home. My lord is—I know not where—

I

care not. Clear us once more of these odious wretches—writs and bailiffs—the sheriff's

officers fighting for possession—one set with another, for the tenth time, I think ; and I

—

I have a levee—said to be on a scale fit for a queen—to-morrow—and—ha ! ha 1 ha !" A
raging burst of hysterical laughter followed.

d 2
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At this instant the door of the room opened, and Madame Modish—dashing aside the

disconcerted and helpless Mr. Pinchbeck, who had seemingly been endeavouring- to detain her

in the ante-chamber—her face pale with rage—entered and made a curtsey, decisive in its

amplitude of sweep and breadth.

" Save you, sir—and you, madame. My lady the Countess !" she almost screamed in

her exultant detection ; " and, sure, in conference with Mr. Counsellor Silvertongue—on

legal matters—taking advice, doubtless. I crave pardon for this intrusion, which, truly,

I never dreamt of."

" Madame—

}

Tour servant"—began Mr. Silvertongue—" a moment."

" Oh, rest you, merry fair folks," said that extensive lady, making her bombazine sacque

rustle again, and pushing* her hood back defiantly. " I—he ! ha !—I retire—wouldn't have

intruded for the world—if this stupid fellow had but said
"

" Stay, madame, stay. Do me no injustice, I beg," cried the poor Countess ; full of a

fresh terror and pain—for this woman had frightened her ere this. " I came here—I am

—

that is—oh, sir ! can you explain nothing?"

"I, madame! I do injustice to a lady of title and fashion!" cried Madame Modish.

" I hope I know myself better. By my troth, madame, I'll do you the fullest justice in the

world. Pretty lamb !—why do j
tou allow yourself to be agitated by a mere accident. Lard

bless the child !" she added, with a strange leer, " I do believe she is almost afraid of me

—

me—that would be a mother to her."

" Pray you, forgive me—excuse me. You will come, then, Mr. Silvertongue—on that

business—I—I spoke of. I shall wait for you—nay, sir—madame, a good morning to

you." And, taking the Counsellor's arm, she hurried down stairs, got into her chair, and

was borne away—despairing—wretched—angered ; in an evil mood for a woman who was

stirring* heaven itself almost to be good—taken to her g*org*eous, wretched home at Bur-

lington Gardens.

Madame Modish had sunk into a chair • and when the flushed Counsellor returned to

his room, she rose, and they stood confronting one another.

She was a majestic woman, if the signs of rich living*, and che use of strong waters,

could make her so ; but there was that in her face—in her furtive look—in her sinister smile,

which was more a leer than a smile—which would have repelled any other man than

Mr. Silvertonofue.

" Well, Madame Modish," said he, brusquely—" well
!"

" Well, I think, you need scowl no more. Lard ! if the woman will persist in bein^

virtuous—and, by my troth, the citadel has held out pretty firmly
—

'tis not from an/

want of effort on my part. I scorn to take what I do not earn ; but I think there is a suffi-

cient reversionary interest, man, if you play your cards well."

And you can trump the play ?" he asked.

Aye, marry can I." And in a few hasty words, the remainder ot the scheme was con-

cocted ; after which, the stately lady took a well-filled purse, and departed in her chair;

while Mr. Silvertongue, dressed and powdered to a point of painful perfection, took his cane,

sauntered forth, thee hailed a chair, and took his morning walk abroad.
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The scene of this story* shifts once more, and lo ! without much relish for the fact,

we find ourselves—reader and writer are in the " same boat, and not with the same "

pshaw !—let old Fuller and his paraphrasts alone—in the house of a noted empiric—the

quack Misaubin, 96, St. Martin's Lane—the veritable Dulcamara of his day, whose trade

was so flourishing-, and profits so enormous, that he could afford to have his staircase

painted in fervid frescos. Mythology was let loose then, and sprawled about walls and

ceiling's, from Ovid up to Hesiod, and neither our tastes nor our morals were improved

thereby. But here is the brazen quack's chamber, and to him—enter the Earl.

First for the chamber and its occupants.

It is a chamber of horrors. A room of torture—an illustration of mechanical devilr}',

and of ingenuity in anguish, haunted by mechanical fiends ! Look around it, as the artist

has painted it, and deny, if you can, suggestions of cramps, wrenchings, dislocations, break-

ing's on the wheel, stretchings on the rack, a sense of inexplicable, unutterable, infernal

physical pain ! No ; I can't depict it, and I leave that to my master.

He is a distorted, stunted, miscreate wretch, is M. Misaubin ; and his trade is

—

anatomy and the extraction of teeth, as is evident from the young girl's presence in the

room. But what brings the young Earl there ; and, above all, what brings that florid

lady with the patches and the furbelows—who is the very double of Madame Modish, if

it be not her veritable self?

* Note to Plate III.—In the two preceding prints, the hero and heroine of this tragedy show a fashionable

indifference towards each other. On the part of the Viscount, we see no indication of any wish to conciliate the

affections of his lady. Careless of her conduct, and negligent of her fame, he leaves her to superintend the dissi-

pations of his house, and lays the scene of his own licentious amusements abroad. The female heart is naturally

susceptible, and much influenced by first impressions. Formed for love, and gratefully attached by delicate

attentions ; but chilled by neglect, and frozen by coldness,—by contempt it is estranged, and, by habitual and
long-continued inconstancy, sometimes lost.

To show that our unfortunate victim to parental affection has suffered this mortifying climax of provocation,

the artist has made a digression, and exhibited her profligate husband attending a quack doctor. In the second

plate, he. appears to have dissipated his fortune; in this he has injured his health. From the hour of marriage,

he has neglected the woman to whom he plighted his troth. Can we wonder at her conduct ? By her husband
she was despised ; by the Counsellor—adored. This insidious, insinuating villain, we may naturally suppose ac-

quainted with every part of the nobleman's conduct, and artful enough to take a proper advantage of his

kuowledge. From such an agent, the Countess would probably learn how her lord was connected : from his

subtle suggestions, being aided by resentment, she is tempted to think that these accumulated insults have

dissolved the marriage vow, and given her a right to retaliate. Thus impelled, and attended by such an advocate,

can we wonder that this fair unfortunate deserted from the standard of honour, and sought refuge in the camp of

infamy ? To her husband many of her errors must be attributed. She saw he despised her,—and therefore hated

him ; found that he had bestowed his affections on another,—and followed his example. To show the consequence

of his unrestrained wanderings, the author, in this plate, exhibits his hero in the house of one of those needy
empirics who play upon public credulity, and vend poisons under the name of drugs.

A horn of the sea unicorn is so placed as to give the idea of a barber's pole ; this, with the pewter basin and
broken comb, clearly indicates the former profession of our mock doctor. The dried body in the glass case,

placed between a skeleton and the sage's wig-block, form a trio that might serve as the symbol of a consultation

of physicians. A figure above the mummies seems, at first sight, to be decorated with a flowing periwig ; but, on

close inspection, will be found intended for one of Sir John MandeviHe's Anthropophagi, a sort of men " whose
head3 do grow beneath their shoulders." Even the skulls have character; and the principal mummy has bo

majestic an aspect, that one is almost tempted to believe it the mighty Cheops, king of Egypt, whose body wa*

certainly to be known, being the only one entombed in the large pyramid.
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" Your humble servant, my lord/' says the doctor, in a cracked voice, and broken

patois—" what shall I have the honour to do for my lord to-day ?"

" What shall you do for me, you knave, you V cries my lord, angrily, lifting* up his

cane, and pointing* to the girl ; " first send this child out of the room."

" Don't—I shan't—he shan't—she shan't stir, I say," shrieks Madame Modish, in a

rising crescendo ; on which my lord cries out, with a bitter curse

—

" What the devil !—Am I to be badgered by you—you gallipot fury."

" Yes, you are at my mercy—when you have done your pill-business here—and the

blue plague seize me, an' I do not fit you yet—you—who curse and rail at me."

"Mistress ! do you know whom you address?" again says my lord, who is beginning to

grow calmer, but whose rage is not the less evident. " Beware ! I may trouble Sir John

Gonn about you."

" You !" she cries, taking out a knife—" you trouble that Bow Street cully about me !

What brings you with that wench here ?"

" My dear—my lord—my dove—be reconciled—be at peace—be happy—be tranquil,"

says the quack, in his soft, purring, and almost penitential voice ;
" are we to cry alarms,

and call the neighbourhood ?"

" I fear it not. I !" cries the virago. " He threatens me with Bridewell, and the beating

of hemp. Oh, my uses are past, are they ? I'll fit you, yet," she says, with a satanic grin

—

a malefic smile ; " you shall know me better."

" Away, you—you—wafer-woman, you !" says his lordship, loftily ; " begone—leave the

room, and take the chit with you. She may want private speech of you. Come, good

woman, go."

« I—J—I scorn you—away, you—to your powdering-tub, you effigy !" and the fierce

woman foamed at him.

" Go, musk-cat ! hence !" retorted his lordship, enjoying the harridan's rage.

"Go—you—you—you pulvilio-box—oof!" and she sniffled aloud in scorn. "You
shall rue this railing in tears, and in blood—in blood, and in tears, I say, or I know nothing

of the way of a woman's vengeance :" and she laughed like a hyena smelling prey.

" My good Monsieur, what ail }^ou, that you rail so at the poor lady ?" asked the doctor,

with a patient shrug.

" You !—you !—you rascal, with your gallipots and ointments, your vile sudo-

rifics and damnable decoctions. Ycu—ail me !" cries his lordship, boiling over

in his turn.

"I—I !" exclaims the poor wretch, aghast; "and I the most humble of )
rour servants."

" The devil take you all," growls the nobleman. " Make me up these pills, and let me
begone, lest more mischief than is made by words should follow."

" And the Surgeon's-hall take your body," cries the woman, tearing out of the room
;

" for 'tis there you'll be seen ere long—aye, and curiously examined, too, ere many days are

over." And so, with recrimination and mutual abuse, let this chapter end. His lordship

has his drugs and diet, and Dulcamara has his fee. Meantime, hell is raging in the

woman's breast, who hastes to complete a fiendish plan of revenge.
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Thus they are journeying- on—both the husband and the wife— father and mother aa

they are—going by diverging paths into outer darkness— it may be, to. meet again—and

they are now beginning" to journey faster—ever quicker and faster.

Whither ?

Ah me ! who can tell 1

CHAPTER IV.—THE MORNING LEVEE.

The morning- of the levSe has come—a matinee musicale, besides being- a toilette scene*

—

as if to show that, by sundry examples from her fashionable friends, and shrewd hints

from Madame Modish, " my lady" has made a step or two in advance, and does not fear to

look at that "monster of such hideous mien," quite so much as she Avas wont to do.

The bailiffs have been cleared out; and a fresh supply of money, rendering' the

complication of affairs more hopeless and irremediable than ever, has evidently gone into

those channels where the most lavish expenditure only produces the most jejune return.

Signior Veluti, who has undergone the regime necessitated for the male sopranos of the

' * Note to Plate IV.—By the old peer's death, our fair heroine has attained the summit of her wishes, and
become a Countess. Intoxicated by this elevation, and vain of her new dignity, she ranges through the whole

circle of frivolous amusements, and treads every maze of fashionable dissipation. Her excesses are rendered still

more criminal by the consequent neglect of domestic duties ; for by the coral on the back of her chair, we are led

to suppose that she is a mother. Her morning levee is crowded with persons of rauk, and attended by her

paramour, and that contemptible shadow of man, an Italian singer, with whose dulcet notes two of our right

honourable group seem in the highest degree enraptured.

That our extravagant Countess purchased the pipe of this expensive exotic in mere compliance to the fashion

of the day, without any real taste for his mellifluous warblings, is intimated by the absorbed attention which sha

pays to the advocate, who, with the luxuriant indolent grace of an eastern effendi, is lolling on a sofa beside her.

By his pointing to the folding screen, on which is delineated a masquerade revel, at the same time that he shows

his infatuated inamorato a ticket of admission, we see that they are making an assignation for the evening. A
Swiss servant, who is dressing her hair, has all the grimace of his country ; ho is the complete Canton of the
" Clandestine Marriage" The contemptuous leer of a black footman, serving chocolate, is evidently directed to

the singer, and forms an admirable contrast to the die-away lady seated before him ; who, lost to every sense but

that of hearing, is exalted to the third heaven by the enchanted song of this pampered Italian. On the country

gentleman, with a whip in his hand, it has quite a different effect : with the echoing tally ho ! he would be

exhilarated ; by the soft sounds of Italia, his soul is lulled to rest. The fine feeling creature with a fan suspended

from its wrist, is marked with that foolish face of praise, which understands nothing, but admires everything—that

it is the ton to admire. The taper supporters of Monsieur, en papillote, are admirably opposed to the lumbering

pedestals of our mummy of music. The figure behind him blows a flute with every muscle of his face. A little

black boy, in the opposite corner, examining a collection of grotesque china ornaments, which have been purchased

at the sale of Esquire Timothy Babyhouse, pays great attention to a figure of Acteon, and, with a very significant

leer, points to his horns. Under a delineation of Jupiter and Leda, on a chiua dish, is written Julio Romano 1

The fantastic group of " hydras, gorgons, and chimeras dire," which lie near it, are an admirable specimen of the

absurd and shapeless monsters which disgraced our drawing-rooms, until the introduction of Etrurian ornaments.

The pictures in this dressing-room are well suited to the profligate proprietor, and may be further intended

as a burlesque on the strange and grossly indelicate subjects so frequently painted by ancient masters—Lot and

his Daughters ; Ganymedo and the Eagle ; Jupiter and Io ; and a portrait of the young lawyer, who is the

favourite, the cicisbeo, or more properly, the seducer of the Countess.

E
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papal choir, condescends to warble an Italian canzonet for a hundred guineas ; while Signior

Tootleini, the great operatic flautist, also condescends to accompany the etiolated castrate^

on pretty much the same terms.

Little Mumbo Jumbo, in the turban and the flowery coat, is emptying' out a basket of

china—hideous, bizarre, absurd, but significant withal—which has just come home from

some sale-rooms ; having probably cost a sum that would startle the equanimity of such

households as cultivate economy in any decent degree.

Jumbo, who has cost a " trifle," but who has cost much less than the magnificent

Mr. Medlar, with his brace of calves fit for Telamones; and who, at the least, repays

his keep and cost by his exhaustless good temper, and his childish simplicity, and love of

harmless fan :—Jumbo, who came over from Barbadoes in one of the old merchant's ships,

and was transferred to my lady the Countess's grand house, along with Mistress Taffetas,

and who is an angel—somewhat dark, I admit—compared with that she-Machiavelli :

—

Jumbo, I repeat, is making a lip at that queerly-dressed lady in the gipsy hat, the lace-

edged stays, the damask gown, so amply hooped, who rolls her eyes in ecstasy, and who

languishes and dies away, with the rising and the falling cadences of that emasculated

melody which the signior is delivering himself of—and in that protruded lip, so full of

the comic gusto of contempt; and in those dancing eyes, the black pupils rolling with

unrestrained glee in their white grounds, one might read a comment not far short of

u pointing" a moral, if one only considered him more curiousi3r
.

My lady has seen some of Lely's meretricious pictures, very likely ; and in her

voluptuous deshabille, rivals, at least, one of them by a liberal display of bosom, regardless

of the leer of the womanised Swiss valet, who glances down over her shoulder. I am

anxious to know what has brought this to pass, for it was not so before.

Example—force of precept—Madame Modish's lessons? Signs of surrender—the

presence of that handsome young dog, Silvertongue, in whom she now confides so wholly

—what is it? What does it mean

?

There is a fatuous gallant, en papillotte, who might be criticising Orpheus, only that the

ineffable vacuity of thought expressed upon his simply serene countenance forbids. I see

a stout gentleman of ton—no question of that, by the fan dangling from his wrist—who

would fain be thought a connoisseur—but is not ; and I see the portly fox-hunter, soothed

to slumber by the dulcet strains, for which he has no ear, and who dreams he is taking

t'other bottle with the irascible Squire Western, at the Hercules' Pillars, on the Oxford road,

and who is in pursuit of his daughter Sophia.

" Methinks, madame," said Counsellor Silvertongue, in that low under-tone of confidence

which at times means so much, because it conveys so much, not only to those who are

listening', but also to those who are on the watch—" Methinks this is much more to

the purpose, than to surrender one's-self to a grief that is useless ; to a despair that has

no hope
"

u And of meeting ruin in the midst of laughter and sweet sounds," added the Countess,

with a levity that partook of recklessness. " Well, sir, I don't deny but that it may be so.

At all events, my lord cannot congratulate himself upon being adequately amused for
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his outlay; since the clatter of wine-glasses, and the clinking- of the dice, cannot contain

much music in them."

" Not to add, that it argues a taste as false as it is weak, to neglect the company of

one so witty and so fair as yourself," said the lawyer, gallantly.

"That is very true," she answered, but with a wearied air; " only that you have told

me that before ; and you know that repetition loses flavour."

" That is because you have the sense to be above mere trivial flatteries ;" and he

assumed a frank manner and bearing.

"No, on my faith, I cannot say that," said the Countess; " I am quite woman enough

to relish being told that I am handsome—that I am good-tempered—and the like."

" Well, upon my honour, madame, you put up, with surpassing grace, with that

which would otherwise drive most women past all patience."

"Pray you, what is he now singing?" said the lady, with an inclination of the head

towards the singer: " I have, as you know, but little French, and no Italian."

" It is a ritornella" replied the Counsellor, with the air of a thorough connoisseur;

" and the words are rendered—and, truly, with much aptness

—

' Love in those eyes for ever

plays
!'

"

" Why, la ! you now," she exclaimed, laughingly, " one would think, on my troth,

that it had been selected with an express purpose/'

" And if it had been ?" he eagerly broke in.

" Why, I fear it might be ineffective," she replied, in a tone somewhat frigid.

"Ah, you are cruel!" he sighed, "}^ou raise my hopes only to let me sink into

despair."

"It is possible; but my hopes are so much like despair, that I cannot convey to

another what I find so difficult to entertain myself."

" And yet you are but one in a hundred of women of rank and fashion who have the same
grounds of complaint; and, being neglected by their husbands—to be uxorious is not the

fashion now, not the mode,—and left to their own resources, find out methods of recreation

for themselves."

" I am afraid they are not of a very virtuous kind," remarks " my lady" tranquilly.

" What would you have?" asks Mr. Silvertongue, in a mood of lofty forgiveness to all

sinners. " You know a little naughtiness adds a relish to a slip of—the foot. The pretty

French lady who wished it was something slightly wicked to drink a glass of water, only

desired to give that insipid beverage a little flavour."

" If you had thirsted amidst the arid sands of the desert for a draught, and but the

richest liqueurs at hand, I doubt if you would call water insipid."

"Ha! hem!" ejaculates the Counsellor, who thinks the Countess is hazarding

remarks which partake of a philosophic tendency. He tries his hand at making1 a

random observation, not much to the purpose; and while the Countess exchanges a

h\\ words with the enthusiastic lady in the Pamela hat, and Pompey makes another

bigger "lip" than ever at the singer, who trills himself into a state of beatitude, and is

perfectly beaming i\ the serenity with which he receives the plaudits of his audience
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refreshments are handed round. Coffee, slightly laced, is not refused by the fairer portion,

who have nerves and the vapours, " my dear ;" while the fox-hunter wakes up, and empties

a huge cup of claret as a porter would drink a quart of beer; and the sedate gentleman

in hair-papers, lost in his intellectual vanity, is trying- to get on shore somewhere, being- for

the most part very much at sea ; while the usual bustle and interregnum, preparatory to

ag-ain resuming- the concert, takes place. The Counsellor is thinking of a new mode of

attack ; and as—thanks to Madame Modish, who has forced herself into the Countess's

confidence, and holds her, to a certain extent, at her mercy—he has made considerable

advances in " my lady's" graces, he is not likely to lose either the time or the opportunity

before him.

The concert commences once more ; once more the conversation is carried on in the

same under-tone between them. Mr. Silvertongue has to be wary, very evidently ; but he

has not studied the art of intrigue for nothing.

a I see you have a handsome new screen here," he says, pointing to one behind him,

and speaking of it so lightly, that it is scarcely possible to think it can carry a covert insi-

nuation—" It is positively elegant."

" Yes ; the toy caught in}'
- attention when I was cheapening some china—save the

mark!—in Hanwa}r Yard ; ar.d the drawing amused me;" replies the Countess, with a care-

less look towards it, as if it had already lost its attraction, and the novelty of the thing was

over and done.

" It is the picture of a masquerade, as I see. If the semblance amuses you"—and the

Counsellor emphasized the words

—

u what must the reality be?"

u Truly—the distraction, and the diversion might—but—no
"

u You would not go ?" he inquired anxiousl}r
.

u I can't see what should induce me," was the vaguely indecisive answer,

tt You might see
}

rour husband there—you may detect him in his crowning- infi-

delity," whispered the tempter; as the indignant blood lighted up burningly in her

face.

i( If I thought that—oh ! if I thought ! " said the woman, hoarsely, as she clenched

her hand, with a fierce gesture

—

" I would not hesitate long."

" I happen to know that such would be a certainty," continued the Counsellor.

" There is a masquerade, then ?" she asked.

u Yes, at the Queen's Theatre, in the Haymarket."

"To-night?" she asked, almost eagerty.

" Yes, to-night," answered the Counsellor.

" Then I will go," said the Countess, in a tone of decision which rendered further

remark unnecessary. " I will go—hush ! no words—get me a mask—a domino. Taffetas

shall bring them to me; and my chair shall be at the lobby entrance at ten—it is under-

stood."

" It is."

"Then, let nothing more be said now. If he -but no, I will forswear heroics for the

present. The fitting time will come."
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And so the levee dragged its slow length along. The visitors came and went. They

gossipped, they twaddled, they talked scandal ; and the concert went on by fits and starts.

The visitors ate, drank, departed—the day wore away— Mistress Taffetas brought the

mask and the domino from the house of Madame Modish. Where was that house ?

—

what was

that house? I am afraid to touch on this matter; and—the Haymarket being a-blaze with

links, lamps, torches, and flaring tapers—my lady's chair stands at the entrance, by that

half alley, half arcade place—with many others waiting also; and is impatient for the

comin<r of the Counsellor—a hundred tremendous struo-o-les and convulsions goinff on within

her breast—not one of which is sufficient as a monitor; and, above all, the dread resent-

ment of an abused, injured, neglected wife—neglected for some Doll Tattersheet, living in

noisome lodgings, which the oaths of the foot-guards reach ; and she is now reckless, indeed

—desperate—daring', and—a woman !

Put jealousy, and a sense of contempt—put the knowledge that a woman worthy of a

man's love is cognizant of the fact, that a husband neglects her for the most unworthy of

her sex, and understand— if you can—the sublime extent of the condonation, if she grants

it ; if not, put all this into that surging, raging bosom, and think—if you can, also

—

what a terrible creature you make of her.

Around rang the riotous sounds of the masked revellers—chairmen and coachmen coming

into collision, and cursing with true Haymarket gusto. The orgia had already commenced.

The unsexed "Maenads" were already reeling. The infection of pleasure, run into riot, was

drawing them into the Saturnalia, one by one. Wild laughter, expletives, coarse wit, were

mingling together; and in the gathering press, and under the light of the smoking torches,

and the smell of the burning* oil of the flaring lamps, the Counsellor came in his mask and

his domino, and recognising* the chair occupied by the Countess, uttered the pass-word

agreed upon, and presently they were in the heart of the assembly—brilliant, gallant,

gay, and picturesque, as well as bewildering and incomprehensible—with the thunder

of the drums, the braying of the trumpets, the groaning of the big viols, and the shrill

treble of the fiddles pulsing* together in one vast burst of harmony.

" He is there—look—you know his gait, his walk—you " he whispered in her ear,

pointing to one who wore a long* piece of dark drapery—like nothing that I can think of

—by way of image ; but which, under the circumstances, is termed a domino.

" Yes—I see him," she says ; and he feels her hand quiver with a tigerish tremulous-

ness on his arm—" I see him—and she

—

she—who is with him—who— what is she?"
u I must not—I dare not tell you," said Mr. Silvertongue.
u He is whispering to her ; they are going :" and she made an attempt to rush towards

him, but the Counsellor held her with an iron grasp.

"You may avenge him," he whispered.

" Yes, deeply, bitterly ; oh, my heart, my heart ! I am ill ; take me forth, out of

this. Stay, we will follow them ; and—and " And just as she was sinking* to the ground,

in a dead faint, overcome with the heat, the feverish clangour of the place, and the choking

sense that had suspended the very beatings of her heart—he had led her without, and she

was freely inhaling the cold breeze blowing down the narrow passage behind the theatre.

bS
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Coraus and his motley crew, gone mad, were howling" around them. Beaux and belles

group in twos and fours, in that wild queer costume with which the mimes and tl:e mummers

bedecked themselves; male and female were promenading the streets, the piazzas, the

arcade, the tavern entrances : coachmen wrangling, chairmen fighting, the gallants

flushed with wine, and hot with choler—having their swords drawn, and lunging*—not with-

out damage done, and much cuticle scarfed and cut;—a melee—a powdered pandemonium
;

and in a coach the lost pair were driven off, stopping at a bagnio—the "Key" in

Chandos Street : and the ghastly termination of this tragic story—oh, my reader !—is fast

approaching.

" Whom the gods foredoom, they first make mad," is an old saying; and it is not the

less terrible that it is true.

CHAPTER V.—" MISERERE."

The Earl had not g'one off on this occasion upon that wicked expedition suggested bv the

wily law}Ter. He had quitted his partner after a glass of punch at the u Feathers," and

turned into St. James's Square, and thence by chair to the "Thatched House," where play

was deep and high, and as broad as long—that is to say, a cube of destruction and devilry,

take it in any form you will.

At this place comes to him a note from a sleepless she-tigress, who wishes to wash her

hands in something far hotter and redder than tepid water—a note brought by a thing that

is neither boy nor monkey, but one of those parodies on human nature, who possess all the

instinctive cunning* of the ape, and is otherwise as foul as mischievous.

" My lord," who is elegantly dressed, having on his laced coat, his powdered toupee, and

hat, and wearing his diamond ring, and his brilliantly hilted sword and handsome buckles

—

has a gay and debonnair look ; and, as he leans back in his chair, flinging an oath at the

cards, and tossing off his glass of claret—he looks— what he is—an elegant specimen of the

young English nobleman of the period, who was born to his high condition as by a consti-

tutional law of nature—who found the world created for the obvious purposes of his amuse-

ment, relaxation, and other forms of dissipation; and sufficient for every passing moment is

the sparkling folly thereof. He was bent, under all circumstances, on making the best of

his present—for his past was easily forgotten—and his future might take care of itself.

The flashing girandoles flung a full light upon the table, with its green baize, its dice,

cards, and clinking glasses. Wines of varied hues, and of the richest vintages, shone ruddily

in the veins of the cut and chased crystal. Forms of men, elegantly clothed, with eager

attitudes, sat around the board ; and while the eyes of some sparkled with cupidity, others

were dull and leaden in their cavernous depths, or beginning to lighten up with an insane

fire, as, with a throw of the dice or a turn of the card, ruin stared its victims in the face.

AVhile the game was at its height, a liveried attendant, with a submissive air, handed

the Earl the note which had been brought by the messenger, who vanished as soon as he
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came. As the attendant handed the note to his lordship, the latter lifted his eyes from

the table with an impatient gesture, and said

—

" Plague take it, rascal ! why do you bring* me this news V
" Zounds ! to interrupt gentlemen in their play !"—broke in a truculent gentleman,

who feared a turn of luck; and, bullying' being' much in vog'ue, patronised it accordingly.

The footman, who was accustomed to be freely caned on any occasion when the gallants

were flushed with excesses, or furious by losses at play, with the true and fawning servilitv

of his tribe, sought to deprecate the wrath of the nobleman by stating the injunctions he had

received to deliver it without the loss of a moment.

" Come, my lord," said his antagonist, " it's from some bona-roba or other. Open it at

once, and done with it;" and the Earl acted on the hint.

" ( A stranger warns you that the honour of your wife is in peril. Go to the masquerade

at the Queen's Theatre, and look for two persons—the one in a violet, and the other in a

yellow domino—you will easily recognise them. Watch them—follow them—and you will

soon learn that the one is your countess, and the other is her lover—Counsellor Silver-

tongue.'
"

The strange pallor, the dark look, the start, and the rigid gripe of the hand upon the

paper, added to the tremendous oath which the Earl gave vent to, told those around him

that something very unusual had happened, and whisperings and questioning looks went

freely round.

" What the devil can it be," said one; "sure 'tis not a writ?"

" No; 'tis not that, by the shape of the paper. More like 'tis from some cursed dun, as

if gentlemen cannot have their play without interruption."

a Some wench from Drury, or rany I perish else," cried a third.

" It's a challenge, for a guinea, egad !" whispered a fourth.

"I should like a bout in Leicester fields," added a fifth, as he clapped his hand on the

hilt of his sword.

" Gentlemen," said the Earl, as he rose to his feet, with a face sternly pale, and speaking

in a dr}' low tone, "excuse me if I leave you at the moment. Colonel—we'll continue the

play another night. I must be gone. A lady, you must understand—I am waited for at

the masquerade."

" Confound the jade !" growled the Colonel, tt the main would have been mine, and

now " And, cursino- under his breath, he bowed his assent to the Earl's arrangements.

"Hey, then, for the masquerade !" cried a younger gallant, who cared less for gaming

and wine. " Who'll make one, and join me in a night adventure?" Two or three closed

with the proposal, and hastily left the house to obtain dresses.

"Hark you !" said the nobleman, in the meantime speaking to one of the waiters in

the lobby ; " attend to what I tell you, and a guinea is yours."

" Oh, my lord " began the other, when he was cut short.

"Listen ! get me a domino from the masquerade shop in St. James's market—a mask

—a ticket—hold ! there's another fminea,—and a chair to wait for me without. Lose not a

moment, if you would keep your skin whole ; I will wait in this box until you return."
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And, taking* his seat, calling* for some wine to tranquillise, if it would, the hot, fierce tur-

moil of his thoughts, the messenger went on his way to do his errand.

Yes; for the first time in his life, perhaps, my lord beg*an to think ; and little was the

satisfaction which came therefrom. In his own way—which was a vulgar way enough

—

he had done his neglected wife as much justice as his apathetic and selfish nature allowed

him. He had never doubted her purity—her virtue—for a moment* and this, not because

her goodness might be inherent, and a quality of her own—alas! he had found but few of

her sex, in his own circle of life, possessed of any;—but because he was content that she

would be so—because she was his wife—that she must of necessity preserve her honour,

because his own was implicated in it. It never occurred to him that there could be a mutual

obligation in the matter—that the domestic virtues involved sacrifices on his part—which his

own glaring* infidelities might provoke her to retaliate. Not for a moment, and not even now.

His hot vengeful blood was seething in his veins, and making his heart throb again; while

his wrist and hand, which were almost unnerved by his debaucheries, grew rigid and firm as

steel. Oh, to see his friend !

—

his friend! ha, ha !—(and he laughed a short bitter laugh)

—

stark and stiff on the ground before him, with the life-blood dripping* off his sword's point!

Oh—to squeeze his heart dry !—oh—to kill him a thousand times over ! And what for her ?

Schemes of a veng'eance so dire and so blood)' were forming with such fantastic and

frightful rapidity in his- brain, that he could not definitely seize one of them; and, as he

drank glass after glass, the wine only tended to confuse him the more.

By this time his messenger had returned. Soon he was in his disguise, and borne away

in the chair ; and soon he was in the very midst of the blinding* lights—of the motley half-

maddening tumult; and through the din of the music and the roll of the drums—the shuffling*

of the dancers' feet—the bewildering* kaleidoscopic colours, forms, and things everlastingly

changing*, and taking* multifarious combinations—through the soft laughter of the women,

and the curse of the hiccupping" " Mohock," who is impatient to be at his savagery—through

all that weighs and presses on the brain and the sense, a dreadful definite idea haunts the

man; and the damning* words of the vile scrawl are before him in letters of fire:—the one

is the " violet domino," the other is the u yellow domino;" and the one is his wife, and the

other is her paramour; and he who cared for nothing, cares now for that honour about to

be sacrificed and lost; and—and are they there—does he see them at last? As the loud

crescendo of the violins, and the dulcet strains of the flutes rise and gather, and the g*reat

viols and violoncellos give forth greater depth and louder volume, he pushes his way through

the crowd to watch, to concoct his scheme—which will have so different an ending; and

then he is intercepted, whirled away, by a change of current in the human tide : and this

time he resents no push, no rude thrust, no observation that, at another time, would have

cost a meeting behind Montague House, or at Tuttle Fields ; but now he is subjected to one

sleepless, murderous sentiment alone.

TJiey are not in the floor among* the dancers : but halls, and chambers, and supper-

rooms—some private, and others more open to the public—contain promenaders and

feasters ; and eagerly he seeks among* these, one after the other. He is cautious not to

remove his mask; he takes the precaution, too, of altering* the manner of his usual g*ait and
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walk— of changing the tone of his voice even; for, though he wants to find them, and to

keep them watchfully in his eye, it is not his intention to defeat his purpose hy alarming

them there—by intercepting- them on that neutral ground, as it were, where he has proof

of nothing, save that his wife—and the wives of a hundred others—is at a masquerade; and

so become a laughing-stock, as mean a creature as a city alderman jealous of his rib. No,

no; to watch, to hunt them, to follow them to the last, and then—caught flagrante delicto—
drive his keen sword through the faithless wife and the false friend; and so kill their souls

as he had slain their bodies, and his huge revenge would be as sweet as the cup of his

wrongs was full; for, blind—deaf to all and everything* save the one object in hand, it did

not occur to him that she might have cause to watch him, as he had reason to follow her.

And it was so; for lest accident should occur to mar the plans which the Counsellor had

formed, he had prepared for every contingency.

Madame Modish had received her instructions from the Counsellor, and was acting her

part up to its extremest limits. While the unhappy wife was clinging to the lawyer's arm,

and both were looking out for the common object who was to be detected—overcome by

the heat, the crowd, and not a little agitated at such probable consequences as she was

enabled to get a confused glimpse of—he had led her into one of the smaller supper-rooms,

elegantly furnished, and where the tempting viands were sumptuously laid out.

" I tremble, I faint !" murmured the Countess, in reply to a question put to her by her

companion.

" Titke a glass of this iced punch," said he—handing her one, and pouring* out for

himself a tumbler of frothing claret; and by dint of pressing her with the cates within

reach, and the partaking of a second glass of the deliciously insidious liquor, the Countess was

beginning to feel a languor not unpleasing to experience, steal over her, as she sat on the

couch ; and, as they were alone, ventured for an instant to loosen the strings of her mask,

in order to obtain a little air.

A man in a dark domino steals past the doorway ;—but one glance is enough ; and the

face behind that black mask is as the face of a demon, since all the malignant passions of

our fallen nature are stamped upon it, in one concentrated look of the deadliest kind.

u It is she !" he murmurs. u Oh, my lady, my lady, wait till by-and-bye !" and

clenching his hand, the Earl draws away—but never to take his gaze off that door which

he is watching from a remoter nook, and whence he expects them to issue every moment.

He is lost in a dim, vag'ue reverie, and does not heed the crowd pushing and thrustino-

their way past him. Only one thing he knows. Tliey are in that supper-room—into which

others are crowding* now—the violet and the yellow domino; and he will know them—oh,

yes, he will know them when they come forth. He thinks it strange, however, that they

remain there so long. He did not dream of another way of exit.

Suddenly a hand was laid on his arm. He turned sharply and half angrily round,

and beheld a female of ample rotundity, and whose figure and face were disguised by mask
and domino, so that recognition was not possible. A whispered, asp-like voice came
hissino- in his ear :

—

"Well, my lord, have you seen them? 7'
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" Them !" repeated his lordship ; but, not to be thrown off his guard, he added,

"Whom?"
" Oh, do not trifle ;

you know whom I mean ?" eagerly whispered the female

" You know me, then ?" he asked moodily

" You are my Lord des Mouline "

" Hah !" and he in turn removed his mask ; not remarking* that, at the instant, he was

himself an object of scrutiny to three persons ; neither did he hear the sobbing" outcry of a

woman, saying, " It is he, then ! It is he ! Oh, my heart, my heart ! Come away—away !"

But, in reply to the masked woman with the portly figure, he said

—

" Since you know me, then, you know my purpose here."

' Yes—oh, yes—I know it well enough ; and I repeat—Have you seen them j my lady

the Countess, and my silver-tongued gentleman ?"

" They are in that room," said he, pointing towards the supper-room, where he had not

Ion a* since seen them.

" You are mistaken, they have quitted that," said the woman icily, and, so to speak,

spitefully ; " one would think a man's jealous eyes could not be cheated easily."

" Nor can they be," he furiously replied.

"Then go and look for yourself once more," she retorted, with a taunting laugh.

Replacing* his mask, he strode to the door, and looked in. It was true. The violet and

the yellow domino had disappeared, and he stood there gazing wildly upon each of those

who now crowded the supper-table.

He uttered a cry of rage; and turning to his informant, exclaimed, "Accursed hag

!

what hand have you in this ? Whither have they gone ?"

" Take a chair, and follow them to the ( Key,' in Chandos Street— a bagnio you know

but too well f and with a laugh she disappeared in the crowd. In another instant my lord

was in a street, and hailing a chair, which was presently borne away.

While Counsellor Silvertongue and the Countess, meantime, were seated together in the

supper-room, and he was recounting his gallantries, which certainly jarred upon her nerves,

a portion of the tapestry at one end was lifted up, and a lady of considerable en bon point—
Madame Modish, in fact—entered. The pair gave a start, and the Countess guiltily replaced

her mask, as the third domino advanced, and said

—

" Have you seen him—I mean my lord ?"

The Countess gave a short cry, and shuddered.

" No," replied the Counsellor. " Is he here, then ? Since you forget, I do not know

what domino he wears."

u I have pscertained all that," replied the go-between. " So follow me, and I will show

him to you ; he is making an assignation now, and will very likely go to the Turk's Head,

in Duke's Court ;" and they both rose to their feet.

They went forth by the way Madame Modish had entered ; and by a circuit usual in'

theatres which have crooked passages in them, leading from place to place, the Countess came

within the body of the building, and saw the Earl with his mask off, talking to a stout female.

Then she gave a moan, and the Counsellor hurried her forth in haste.
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The scene again changes.

It is night—a dark starless night, and only the pale yellow flame of flickering oil-lamps

shed a feeble light upon the dark streets, and seem to point out, with an intenser depth

of blackness, the yawning* entrance to those awful courts and alleys which are the terror

of the town ; where midnight often gives birth to murder, and whence issue forth those

dreaded creatures—the harlot and the thief—lost creatures both, and who carry on their

dreadful trade with impunity ; the more so, that passers-by hasten from these localities, and

only the unwary, the ignorant, or the reckless are left there to prey upon.

Chairs pass to and fro, containing elegantly dressed beaux, femmes-galantes, hastening, if

not homeward, to their several assignations. Chairmen come into collision, and quarrel

;

heads are broken, swords are unsheathed, the watch is called for, and, after a brief scuffle

and some hurts done, the dark streets fall into a lull again ; the glitter of links and torches

in the Haymarket and Piccadilly is lost in the fogs and the mists of night; the confused

noises of the masqueraders are stilled ; and at the door of a house throughout which a

mysterious silence reigns—the notorious u Key," in Chandos Street—stop two chairs.

From these get out a male and female. The door is noiselessly opened and closed, and pre-

sently the Counsellor and his inamorato are in a chamber alone ; and by the fire in the

grate, and the taper on the table, it is evident that they have been expected.

Into that unholy chamber no good angel can ever enter. It stands on the cold

threshold without, and weeps and wrings its hands ; but even the grace of heaven, with all

its majestic benigmity, cannot reach its tainted recesses. True, there are times when death

has cleansed and perfumed it. True, when it has become the stepping-stone to the

grave, and some imperilled soul lifts up its clasped hands in repentance and remorse

at the eleventh hour—then, and then only, can a glimpse of heaven visit it; otherwise,

the darkness of the pit of doom is not greater, thicker, and more impervious than

the pale ghastly daylight which is excluded with such zealous care by those who are

its inmates.

For a moment let us glance round the chamber which is to be the scene of such a

tragedy, and note its heterogeneous contents.

Its tapestries, its pictures, its bare floor, its heavil}- curtained bed—its furniture alto-

gether, offer an incongruous spectacle enough, as if its general dinginess and lack of

harmony in every part signified its baser uses.

The light is on the table—there is a sepulchral hush—a baleful silence reigning there,

which bodes no blessing to the slumber of the guilty pair.

The hurried sound of a man's footsteps on the stairs startles both. She sits up, all of a

tremble, in the bed. He leaps out into the floor, and seizes his sword just in time to make

one fell and fatal lunge full at the breast of him who forces the door in by a thrust, and

receives the weapon of his enemy up to the very hilt!*

That awful night-shriek ringing through the house, piercing the walls, and reaching

* Note to Plate V.—Our exasperated peer, suspecting his wife's infidelity, follows her in disguise to the

masquerade, and from thence traces these two votaries of vice to a bagnio : finding they have retired to a bed-

room, he bursts open the door, and attacks the spoiler of his honour with a drawn sword. Too much irritated to
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the shuddering' passers in the street—what dreadful horror does it forbode !
" Murder !

murder! murder!" it shouts aloud.

" Oh God ! my husband !—killed ! murdered ! and by my means too !" cries the shriek-

ing- wife, with clasped hands, a face of ashy pallor, and dropping- on her knees, just as the

Earl is sinking—falling"

—

has sunk, has fallen, into the collapse of death, and lies very still

on the floor, the bloody gash on his breast, and the sanguine drops oozing forth, and staining

the shirt : and with him all is over

!

Still the dreadful shrieks rise and reverberate throughout the house ; and the watch are

at the door ; and the assassin has escaped for the present b}
T the window ; and the affrighted,

half-maddened woman is kneeling* beside the corpse, and wringing her hands, calling* upon

heaven for help—we may call for that too late !—and she shrieks and sobs over that flaccid

corpse, with its face so hideously white, and its breast so hideously red ', and—and—the

watch break open the door

!

But the horrid deed is done—the catastrophe is over !—help comes too late. The

curtain must fall, to rise present^ upon the last act of the tragedy.

He is borne away, and will sin no more.

She, too, is carried thence ; and it were well had she died in her cradle, and been

be prudent, and too violent to be cautious, he thinks only of revenge; and, making a furious thrust at the

Counsellor, neglects his own guard, and is mortally wounded. The miscreant who had basely destroyed his

peace, and deprived him of life, is not bold enough to meet the consequences. Destitute of that courage which is

the companion of virtue, possessing no spark of that honour which ought to distinguish the gentleman, and
dreading the avenging hand of offended justice, he makes a mean and precipitate retreat. Leaving him to the

fate which awaits him, let us return to the deluded Countess. Feeling some pangs from a recollection of her

former conduct, some touches of shame at her detectiou, and a degree of horror at the fate of her husband, she

kneels at his feet, and entreats forgiveness.

" Some contrite tears she shed."

There is reason to fear that they flow from regret at the detection, rather than remorse for the crime: a

woman vitiated in the vortex of dissipation is not likely to feel that ingenuous shame which accompanies a good
mind torn by the consciousness of having deviated from the path of virtue.

Alarmed at the noise occasioned by this fatal rencontre, the inmates of the brothel call a watchman

:

accompanied by a constable, this nocturnal guardian is ushered into the room by the master of the house, whose
meagre and trembling figure is well opposed to the consequential magistrate of the night. The watchman's
lantern we see over their heads ; but the bearer knows his duty is to follow his superiors, conscious that, though
the front may be a post of honour, yet, in a service of danger, the rear is a station of safety.

Immediately over the door is a picture of St. Luke : this venerable apostle, being a painter, is so delineated

that he seems looking at the scene now passing, and either making a sketch or a record of the transaction.

On the hangings is a lively representation of Solomon's Judgment. The countenance of the sapient monarch is

not sagacious, but his attitude is in an eminent degree dignified, and his air commanding and regal. We cannot
say that the Hebrew women who attend for judgment are either comely or fair to look upon. Were not the

scene laid in Jerusalem, they might pass for two of the silver-toned naiades of our own Billingsgate. The grisly

guards have a most rueful and tremendous appearance. The attractive portrait of a Drury-lane Diana, with a
butcher's steel in one hand and a squirrel perched on the other, is hung in such a situation that the Herculean
pedestals of a Jewish soldier may be supposed to be a delineation of her legs continued below the frame.

Our Counsellor's mask lies on the floor, and grins horribly, as if conscious of the fatal catastrophe. Dominos,
shoes, &c, scattered around the room, show the negligence of the ill-fated Countess, unattended by her femme de

cliambre. From a faggot, and the shadow of a pair of tongs, we may infer that there is a fire in the room. A bill

near them implies that this elegant apartment is at the Turk's Head bagnio.

The dying agony of the Earl, the eager entreaty of the Countess, the terror of mine host, and the vulgar

dignity of the constable, are admirably discriminated.
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laid by loving hands in her coffin—tender tears, and a mother's fond kisse3, being hers

to the last.

Ah me ! poor thoughtless Prue—perhaps more sinned against than sinning—may thy

expiation find thee pardon

!

CHAPTER VI.—"DIES HUE."

Great was the commotion—fearful the shock—immense the scandal, the small talk, the

gossip of the town, on the day after this hideous tragedy had occurred. Had it been a

duel, now, there would have been eclat about it, and the world might have simperingly

condoned the sin because it had "mode" "ton" and "fashion," to plead. But to be

vulgarly handled by Sir John Gonson's myrmidons—to have, on the one hand, a murdered

man, on the other a mad woman—for " Prue's" hysterico passio bordered on lunacy—reduced

the thing to a mere vulgar horror. It was a horror, however, that made the gallants

stop short in their career—that for the moment made the wife, halting on the verge of

guilt, to tremble and turn back;—a horror that created dismay, doubt, and suspicion;

and, while it produced contrition, confession, and paralysed the town in its wild chase

after excitement and dissipation, was to be even more than a nine days' wonder from the

after-events to follow.

If we pay a visit to Squanderfield House, a few days after the tragedy and the trial

were both over, we shall very likely learn what has taken place in the interim.

Squanderfield House looked very dismal that morning, with aspect of mute mourning;

its closety drawn blinds, its hatchments, and other signs, intimating that the life of the

establishment was extinct, and only some few parasites left to pick up such stray articles

as haste or neglect, arising out of anxiety, had left about. The valuables were not many, it

is true. In dismal, silent rooms, sheriff's officers and their helpers had charge of the furniture

and the pictures. The plate was at the house of certain Lombard merchants ; and everything

bore signs of a great convulsion—of a breaking*-up—a sort of moral earthquake, producing

chaos ; while the few domestics left, went about with silent steps and scared faces ; and if

at times the echo of a closing door rang with a ghostly hollow sound through the house,

or a voice was slightly raised, falling discordantly upon the ear, the affrighted listener

would turn his head hnlf round, and glare fearfully about, lest the spirit of the murdered

man, who might still have business to complete on earth, should cross his path, and blast

him with his shuddering presence. '

But that poor spirit was at another tribunal, and his body lay under a weight of carved

marble, in a sumptuous family mausoleum in the grounds of De Mouline Hall, far away in

the wooded glade of a picturesque English county. Burlington Gardens had put on

mourning for the dead Earl, and wore a demure and highly moral look ; and blinds were

drawn down, and shutters closed to, and the streets were silent ; and in the recesses of those

f 2
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grand and gilded drawing-rooms, and in the velvet depths of those rose-tinted and volup-

tuous boudoirs, there were haggard faces and dread whisperings ; and until the dead man

was borne away in the huge mourning ark with the gay feathers—after it had lain in

ghastly state, and everybody guessed how the handsome Earl would look on his catafalque

—

sleeping under his gorgeous baldaquin ,—every one would guess, I say ; for the}' would

see the closed eyes, the purple mouth, the white face; and know, too, that on the breast was

to be found that significant gash, u not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church door,"

but which was quite enough: and so the guilt}' ones shuddered, and kept within doors, and

—

and—wondered what the poor wretched wife was then thinking— doing—saying !

In a snug-looking room, apart from the great outer hall—a table being* covered with

funeral baked cates, and flanked by decanters and stout-bellied bottles, holding comforting

strong waters—was gathered a group of persons, male and female ; the leading personages

themselves beino- none other than Mr. Medlar and Mrs. Abigail Taffetas ; the others beino;

the butler, a housemaid, and a garrulous'
1

old lady, who visited from family to family, but.

whose office was never distinctly known, save that she was of the Mrs. Amble breed, and

commanded a larger stock of family news and family intelligence than any female under the

dignity of a a monthly nurse ;" which news she liberally exchanged wherever she went,

carrying back with her, in return, a larger amount of that commodity ; and, losing nothing

by the way, formed the staple of that entertaining tea-table chat and scandal which, be-

ginning in the kitchen, found its way through my lady's maid to the upper circles of the

establishment, and helped to give to the card-table of duchesses not an inconsiderable

attraction.

•''And so the poor Earl's buried, eh !" sighed Mrs. Amble, sipping her cordial, and

lifting up her eyes. "Ah me!"—shaking her head piously—"he was a sad scapegrace

—

and as handsome a rake for you, my love, as any I know."

"And so generous—so liberal

—

such a nobleman," said Mrs. Taffetas, taking' a glass of

wine which Mr. Medlar handed her; adding tearfully, "Ah, many will feel his loss."

" A—w—ya—as," hesitated Mr. Medlar, stroking his chin, as if unwilling to commit

himself too far ; and in his glossy black, and with his powdered hair (Mrs. Taffetas was in the

deepest and most becoming " family" mourning), he looked as if he could have done duty

for Mr. Shroud, the great undertaker, and reflected a larger degree of monumental glory

on that individual's establishment than mio-ht be thought of. " Ya—as—many will feel his

loss—I shall." Mr. Medlar here, with a glass of wine ench, handed the smaller fry of

menials from the room.

" Ah, I'll be bound you will," said Mrs. Amble, wagging her head knowingly at him

;

" and vou too, Mrs. Taffetas."

" Yes," almost sobbed that faithful slave; " but I shall miss my lady most, just when

-when I have, as it were, got—got
"

" Got her into your power, my dear," suggested the buxom hag. " Oh, I know, bless

you. Well, it was a pity, after all. Are the secrets worth knowing?"

" I don't think Mr. Silvertongue acted in a very gentlemanly manner," remarked

Mr. Medlar, gravely ; and, in fact, his air of importance grew more and more impressive.
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« Why—in seducing- his wife, do you mean?'' asked Mrs. Amble, with a sublime indiffer-

ence as to the morality involved in her way of putting' the question.

"Oh—de—ar—no—oh—no !" Mr. Medlar raised his hand in lofty scorn. 'That of

course not. Intrigue is the distinguishing trait of us people of rank and fashion
;
and if my

lord had his tastes, I don't see that my lady was to be interfered with."

"Then how do you mean, Mr. Medlar?" asked the waiting-woman, fixing- her cold cat-

like eyes upon him. " .Do you mean that " She paused.

"I mean in attacking- him the way lie did—pinking- him, you know, without ' by your

leave.' Now, it could have been beautifully settled—settled with eclaw, as we say—behind

Bucking-ham House ; but to kill a man like a pig- !—i" wouldn't have done it—no, I couldn't

have done it!" and, carried away by this protest and burst of emotion, our g-entleman

daintily refreshed himself with some claret.

"Perhaps not, my dear Mr. Medlar," responded the jocular old lady, drily ;
" perhaps

not. A g-ood many sensible people wouldn't; but it is so, you see. Pray what have they

done with my lady the Countess ?"

" She have been taken, all in spasms, and in a dreadful way, to her father's house in the

city. I wanted to g-o with her, but they woo—would—wouldn't have me," sobbed the tender

Mrs. Taffetas : "and, my dear, they took her case of trinkets—and she had on her rings

—

one a real diamond—her case and satin g-ownds—the mean thing's—and "

" And so it's all over here for you, then, is it ?" asked the old lady—a world of meaning

in her shrewd moist eyes.

"Yes; only me and Mr. Medlar think of " She stopped at a warning- look from

that g-entleman.

" Think of setting* up tog-ether," said the arch lady :
" well, you have had a little expe-

rience in matters, and may do very well; and I'll warrant me you have a little capital

put by to start in the world with. Ah, well, well
!"

" But, Mrs. Amble," asked Mr. Medlar in turn, " have you heard any news about us

from without?"—jerking- his thumb towards that exterior world, separated from them only D}

closed doors. " You see, we haven't been out much of late ; we owed a duty, you know,

to the departed."

" Oh yes— such news, my dears! Fancy that old jade, Mrs. Hecate—she who had so

g-ood an understanding- with Doctor Misaubin in the Lane ;—well, 'twas she broug-ht the

murdering- mischief about ; for she confessed all—went raving' mad ; and this morning- took a

knife, and—and—ug-h ! I can't tell you." But her face suddenly shrinking- in—suddenly

becoming- white—suddenly filling- with a vag-ue, ineffable, indefinable, but tremendous dread,

told the additional horror added to the catastrophe.

They were silent; the three looking- with a strang-e expression the one at the other, as

much as to ask—what would happen next ?

And there are moments when the mystery of Life, g-rowing- into Death—no matter how

—and Death, at the same moment, ceasing- to exist ;—there are times when this lies as in a

.
i ealed packet—a casket to be wrenched open ; and so doing-, we know then what will happen

next:— not till then—not before.
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A knock at the door, and Mr. Pinchbeck—dolefully changed from the jaunty Pinchbeck

of old—entered, and, strange enough to say, was received with marked coldness by those

within. His powder was soiled, his ruffles were limp, his attire disordered. He had a

restless look ; but all his graces had fled, and left him a very seedy-looking gentleman's

" gentleman" indeed. Quite a faded bouquet, in fact.

" I wonder you can show yourself here, sir," said Mr. Medlar, in a tone of reproof.

" I thought you may wish—might like, to hear the news," murmured Mr Pinchbeck

abjectly, and making the faintest effort of a fine bow to Mrs. Amble.

"The news ! what about?" cried that lady eagerly.

Mr. Pinchbeck shook his head, sighed, drew forth a soiled cambric handkerchief, put it

to his eyes, and replied

—

" My master 's tried, found guilty of wilful murder, and is to be—to be hanged by the

neck at Newgate next Monday morning !"

Another climax to the dreadful tissue already woven in the loom of fate ; the woof

black as midnight, the warp in threads blood-red ; and the three who had, directly and

indirectly, been engaged in the evil business, felt that they too were criminal.

Mrs. Taffetas shrieked and fainted. Mr. Medlar, only somewhat whiter, applied

himself to the cordials.

" Pray, Mrs. Taffetas, permit me—my salts," said Mr. Pinchbeck, tenderly running to

the rescue ; but a strong hand put him violently aside.

" That will do, sir," broke in Mr. Medlar, grandly. " We've had enough of }'Ou, sir,

and of your master too."

" Why, Mr. Medlar, this to an old friend !" stammered the annoyed Pinchbeck, looking

at the other's dangerous frown.

« Don't 'old friend' me, }
tou—}'ou rascal }

Tou ; and remove your hands off that lady's

person," cried Mr. Medlar, his voice rising, and his manner showing every indication of

commencing an attack upon the dismayed Mr. Pinchbeck.

" Oh, go
;
you had better go," said Mrs. Taffetas, casting' a look upon her chevalier,

whose eye had began to take a very fixed and gloomy expression.

u Thank you, I think I will do so," said Mr. Pinchbeck, meekly advancing to the door,

which was just then violently opened.

It was Mr. Honesty, the old steward, who stood sadly and sorrowfully altered in form

since he was last beheld ; but there was a noble anger—almost electric—flashing from

him, as he significantly pointed to the door.

u Go forth, all of you, harpies and knaves—pimps and bawds that you are," ne cried;

" you, sirrah, stand there to give tongue to your fustian at me, and by this light I'll drag

3
tou out myself!" Mr. Medlar felt small. " Come, mistress, tramp ! Away, you Bartlemy

ape, you, with your mouthing. Go ! and a good riddance !"—as Mr. Medlar followed

Pinchbeck—" and the rot seize your bones, and the leprosy your flesh ; and see you filch

naught on your way, for there are those at the door to search your bundles—and—and may

I never see you more !"

And now exeunt omnes the minor characters—some of whom, however, may be met
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again. And now for the " last scene of all that ends this history"—which is less eventful

than shameful—but big" with a tragic ending*, notwithstanding*.*

This scene takes place in a chamber of the old merchant's house in the city, and while

the alderman and ex-mayor has been hugging himself on the fact that his daughter is a

countess, and that he has a lien on broad lands j that, while clearing off the liabilities of the

House of the Des Moulines—of the proud Earls of Squanderfield—he has gone on in his old

plodding way, posting up his ledgers, dealing on the mart, living in a still more penurious

and restricted manner than ever. He has closed up most of the gloomy old chambers of his

mansions, save one room for his daily uses, and a contiguous bedroom or so : his establish-

ment, once of some importance, has been diminished ; his domestics dismissed, save

one half-witted wretch, in a cast-off coat, a deal too wide for him; and an aged woman

who lights his occasional fires, and sweeps his hearth—so desolate and lone now ; though a

look at his ledgers consoles him : and he knows nothing—or would know nothing for a long

time past—of the riotous orgies that go forward at his haughty son-in-law's house; while

she, the poor young wife, knows also that there is little sympathy for her distress in that

* Note to Plate VI.— TJie death of the Countess.—The last sad scene of our unfortunate heroine's life is in

the house of her father, to which she had returned after her husband's death. The law could not consider her

as the primary cause of his murder ; but consciousness of her own guilt was more severe punishment than that

could have inflicted. This, added to her father's reproaches, and the taunts of those who were once her friends,

renders society hateful, and'solitude insupportable. "Wounded in every feeling, tortured in every nerve, and seeing

no prospect of a period to her misery, she takes the horrid resolution of ending all her calamities by poison.

Dreadful as is this resolve, she puts it in execution by bribing the servant of her father to procure her a

dose of laudanum. Close to the phial, which lies on the floor, Hogarth has judiciously placed Counsellor Silver-

tongue's last dying speech, thus intimating that he also has suffered the punishment he justly merited. The

records of their fate being thus situated, seem to imply that, as they were united in vice, they are companions in

the consequences. These two terrific and monitory testimonies are a kind of propitiatory sacrifice to the manes

of her injured and murdered lord.

Her avaricious father, seeing his daughter at the point of death, and knowing the value of her diamond ring

(determined to secure this glittering gem from the depredations of the old nurse), coolly draws it^from her finger.

This little circumstance shows a prominent feature of his mind. Every sense of feeling absorbed in extreme

avarice, he seems at this moment calculating how many carats the brilliants weigh.

A rickety child, heir to the complaints of its father, shows some tenderness for its expiring mother ; and the

grievous whine of an old nurse is most admirably described. These are the only two of the party who exhibit any

marks of sorrow for the death of our wretched Couutess. The smug apothecary, indeed, displays some symptoms

of vexation at his patient dying before she has taken his julep, the label of which hangs out of his pocket. Her
constitution, though impaired by grief, promised to have lasted long enough for him to have marked many

additional dittos in his day-book. Pointing to the dying speech, he threatens the terrified footboy with a punish-

ment similar to that of the Counsellor for having bought the laudanum. The fellow protests his innocence, and

promises never more to be guilty of a like offence. The effects of fear on an ignorant rustic cannot be better

delineated ; nor is it easy to conceive a more ludicrous figure than this awkward retainer, dressed in an old full-

trimmed coat, which, in its better days, had been the property of his master. By the physician retreating, we are

led to conceive that, finding his patient had dared to quit the world in an irregular way, neither abiding by his

prescriptions nor waiting for his permission, he has departed, casting an indignant frown on all present. Every

ornament in his parlour is highly and exactly appropriate to the man. The style of his pictures, hia clock, a

cobweb over the window, repaired chair, nay, the very form of his hat, are characteristic.

Thus has our moral dramatist concluded his tragedy, and brought his heroine from dissipation and vice

to misery and shame, terminating her existence by suicide ! Erora the whole, we may form a just estimate of the

value of riches and high birth, when abused by prodigality, or degraded by vice.

The above-mentioned series, it may be necessary to say, graced the National Gallery for some years. They

have since been removed to the Kensington Museum. Where next—let any spirit-rappist tell who can.

G
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selfish heart ; until one day, like a thunder-clap, comes to him the news that the Earl is

slain—murdered by the man that has dishonoured his daughter; and she is brought to his

house to die !—for on that face, where terror and unrest, agony and the undying remorse,

have set their seal, death is written far too indelibly to be mistaken. A room was assigned

to her, with the river running beside—the river of Time also flowing—with the old city

bridge in the distance ; and the bridge she must cross ere long, at hand ; and the old man
is busy on the mart—busy as ever.

And yet death lingers—will -not come in answer to her frantic calls, to her prayers,

which freeze the listener ; for life is so hard to endure ; and something that she cannot bear,

fastens itself upon the heart and brain, and tortures her to madness.

The ambitious, the saving, the prudent city merchant,, seems little moved. The

doctor calls—sends in his drugs—shakes his head—and, oh ! the weary, weary life to her

!

She moans and cries wildly at times for her child, and it is sent for; yet, almost ere

it is brought

—

it is too late! For at one hour, when her fate was busiest, and the dreaded

dark Sister was hovering at hand—when a dreadful calm gave to her past ravings a sem-

blance of returning- reason—she bribed her father's shambling attendant to obtain for

her a lethal draught—but a few drops in a phial—and drank it off at once.

Then the shriek of pain was wrung out of her, and the small household came hurrying in.

The old nurse, her aged face expressing deep feeling and sorrow, brings in, and holds up, her

child to the half-averted gaze; and the doctor is sent for, and the old merchant hurries in

to take his part in the closing comedy of life ; whilst her Night of Darkness draws on

apace

!

The grotesque horror of that scene is at its height. The poison is working apace in her

veins. Her parting lips, frothy and purple, give utterance to some awful words. As the

father draws the ring off her hand, and calculates its value—for with advanced age avarice

has become a passion—she says—hear it, oh Heaven !

—

" Our— father—forgive !

"

It is all over now. Her temples will throb no more—her heart ache no more—she will

not sin nor sorrow more—never—never more !

" Cover her face—it dazzles !

—

she died young l

I have here but faintly echoed the painter's great story ; and how far short it is of the

original, I know but too well. Let the reader turn, from time to time, to the artist's mar-

vellous epic, and acknowledge how it grows upon him ; not from a mere admiration of the

limner's art—for that is too evident and palpable—but from the sensibilit}T
, the pity, and the

terror—the three tragic elements—which are awakened. The exquisite beauty of the ori-

ginal paintings (now fresh and fair as ever) are acknowledged by all. In such a transcript

as this, it is necessary to pause somewhere ; and here, giving* time for reflection, I stop, ere

leading the reader to another series and a different subject.



INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS.

CHAPTER I.—THE TWO APPRENTICES.

It would be idle to remark, that the genius of Hogarth approaches nearest to that of Shakespeare

of all men who, by the innate bent of their genius alone, have made human nature their study,

and measured its height and depth. His philosophy is as profound ; his pathos as deeply touching

;

his humour is of a most unctuous kind ; while a strong sense of the ludicrous makes his observant

eye twinkle again, as he seizes its salient points, and transfers them to his canvas. I do not

here profess to be cicerone to the artist—the notes of the commentators sufficing for all de-

scriptive purposes ; but there is so much of dramatic vitality in his pictured stories—so much

of unspoken narrative suggested, that I adopt at once their combined significance, and proceed

to lay before my readers the story of the " Two Apprentices."

\ji The principles of Good and Evil—as illustrated by " Industry and Idleness"—are naturally

involved in the narrative; and ruin and shame on one hand, and success and honour on the other,

are presented with all the emphasis of contrast. Still it may be put, as worthy of consideration

—

would not the calm monotony of a good man's life appear insipid, if a zest were not given to its

tranquil flow by the turbulent life of the wicked? By consequence, and in order to have

" Frank Goodchild," we must have poor fore-doomed " Tommy Idle." If the Mansion House

was built for one, the gallows was erected for the other. Both were institutions adapted for

certain purposes ; and how was young " Idle" to disappoint a frenzied mob who looked for their

Saturnalia at Tyburn, by becoming repentant midway in his career ?

In that case we should have had no such pictures, and the artist might have remained in

embryo. The villany of " Iago" has active and palpable uses, else " Othello" would have lived

a happy, tranquil life ; but where would the tragedy be ?

It seems, then, that evil exists as a necessity; but for all that, it is neither proper, right, or

prudent to argue for its existence or perpetuation.

In a trading, a commercial, a manufacturing community, industry becomes one of the car-

dinal virtues. "Work" being a condition of existence, he who does it best receives honours and

rewards—prosperity being a just compensation for his exertions. Idleness is rewarded by the

same law, and in equal proportion ; and as there is an universal understanding held regarding

this doctrine—as all classes of men are agreed, that "he who will not work, neither shall he

eat;" so we need not beg the question on setting forth. How the two antagonistic principles

are developed constitutionally in both our heroes, remains to be shown ; and we proceed to

introduce them in due form to the reader.

In the pleasant village of Bow, there dwelt two married sisters ; the one known as Mrs.

Idle, married to a man of this name, who soon after quitted the locality to live in the neighbour-

hood of Smithfield, where he exercised the calling of a drover, and travelling much between the
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market-towns and the metropolis, was very seldom at home. This nomadic and half vagabond

life causing him to be often absent, in some degree accounts for the lack of that early tuition and

example which naturally affected the career, in after-life, of the only son that was born to them.

The mother was a neatly-dressed, patient, and industrious creature, working night and day,

to keep them in food and shelter ; for the tavern habits of the husband, and the periodic fits of

indolence which made his earnings worthless, rendered dependence upon him utterly useless.

And so they struggled on, while the boy grew up a big, hulking lad, receiving such education at

the charity-schools of the ward as his truant habits and intractable nature would allow him ; but

promising little comfort, in future days, to the fond and anxious mother. When he was some

eight or ten years of age, she found herself a widow ; and now, indeed, her struggle for an exis-

tence was not so severe. The drover's drunken death relieved her from one heavy pressure ; and

she concentrated her energies all the more now, in order to wean her boy from the evil ways he

was fast falling into, and of saving him, ere it was too late, from an end her trembling heart

told her would assuredly follow, unless he made a stop in his downward career in time.

The other sister, married to an industrious and thriving carpenter, named Goodchild, still

dwelt in the pretty rustic village of Bow ; and life passed with her as happily and contentedly

as an affectionate husband and a good son could make it—for she, too, had been blest with one

boy, a frank, ingenuous lad, whose open face and honest look predisposed one in his favour at

once.

The sisters met but very rarely. The dissolute Joe Idle—whose tastes ran upon dog

matches, rat pits, the baiting of bulls, and other pursuits incidental to those denizens dwelling in

the purlieus of Smithfield to this day—had nothing in common with Edward Goodchild, the

carpenter of Bow. The surly envy of the drover made him treat the home tendencies of the

mechanic with disdain. The carpenter cared not for the society of one whose appetites were

so coarse, and whose language was so vile, as the drover's. There were occasional times when

Mrs. Idle, yearning for the fresher air of the country, would take her boy on a visit to Bow,

in order that the cousins, nearly of an age, might not grow up quite estranged from each other

;

and walking along the grassy roads, and between green hedges, would endeavour, in her simple

way, to inculcate some lesson into the lad's breast ; and having Nature, with her sunshine and her

waving trees—the summer flowers and the waving corn to back her—there were times when she

almost hoped she was successful. The refreshing cup of tea in the happy home at Bow—though

it made her heart ache to contrast it with her own home, lying in one of those squalid alleys

contiguous to Cloth Fair—was sweeter to her than if the humble table had been loaded with

all the luxuries of the rich; while the great topic of conversation between the mothers— the

absorbing theme, how their boys were to get on in the world—supplied both with matter of

deepest interest until sun-down ; and then it was time to return to their domicile in the city.

These visits were, however, unfrequent enough, for many reasons ; and to the sorrow of

both—of Mrs. Idle especially—the boys did not get on satisfactorily together ; and, for a

considerable period before the drover's death, these had been entirely suspended.

By this time, Tommy Idle had begun to display those traits likely to distinguish him in

after-life. Skulking, whenever he could, from all daily duties that had a semblance of

regularity and order, his truant feats and his bad example had procured his dismissal from
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school as one utterly incorrigible ; but this he took good care to keep his mother in ignorance

of. He did not fear her : he did not particularly love her. The dull apathy of his father had

become a portion of the lad's inheritance. lie only did not like to be talked to with the

trembling lips and the tearful eyes of his mother. It wearied him : her prayers worried him

;

her lessons were tedious. Already accomplished in the small trickeries of the street gamester,

he was a master of "ring-taw;" but that gave, as yet, little scope to his diplomacy and

cunning. At "toss-penny" he could cheat with much refinement; at prick-in-the-ring he

distanced competition ; at fly-in-the-garter he was considered "prima prigg"—to use the

" pedlar's French" (thieves' Latin) of the period. While she thought he was at his lessons, he

was learning the pedigrees of fierce bull-dogs at Hockly-in-the-hole (a frightful suburb, lying

at the foot of Back Hill, Hatton Garden), or hunting maddened bullocks through Cow Cross.

Instead of attending to his school tasks, he was at a Whitechapel boxing-match, or delirious

with delight over a main of cocks, in some of those hidden dens known only to the initiated.

In fine, Tommy Idle was, at the age of twelve, a thoroughly trained London vagabond.

His street acquaintances were numerous, and the worst of their class. He knew the younger

filchers, and the older "clapperdudgeons;" for the locality of Smithfield swarmed with beggary

and crime, whilst being in the very midst of civic wealth and plenty ; and there were those

already—"high-tobies," " nab-cheats," and meaner scoundrels—(since, in scoundrelism, there

are degrees)—who were interested in the training up of the younger generation to follow in

their footsteps, for the simple reason that they were useful for professional purposes. Tommy
Idle was in this predicament.

Frank Goodchild, on the other hand—a pretty, delicate boy at first, who grew stronger and

more robust day by day—was, in all respects, the very antipodes of his cousin Tommy, and

likely to march on in the world by a very opposite path.

He took willingly enough to such learning as the small parish school at hand afforded

him. Education, in those days, was a matter of mere rote; which rote was very limited in

its extent and circumference. The schoolmaster was at "home"—very much at home indeed;

and did not then dream of going " abroad." Still, Frank got on at school. He was teachable

and tractable. He learnt to read, to write, to cipher. Old books came in his way—dry and

dusty enough: but the lad had a thirst to know more; and his success in beating out

one secret after another from the arcana of knowledge, was commensurate with the efforts

he made. Here and there, in cottagers' houses, old books turned up unexpectedly; and

small Frank, as the "scholar atte le Bowe," was welcome to all the curious old chronicles

and quaint chap-books, chiefly of a Puritan descent—and not less scholarly for that—which

the neighbours around could rummage for him.

Frank, in fine, was a "good" boy, getting on with his schooling, such as it was: a

treasure at home ; his father's pride, and his mother's pet and comfort. But, with all the

shortcomings of his luckless cousin Tommy, it is difficult to believe that the widow's love for

her scapegrace was not a million times greater than her sister's admiration of her good boy

could be. She stormed the very gates of heaven with her earnest, heart-felt prayers ; and he—
he would come between, as it were, at that solemn hour, and darken the angel-face of hope

by some backsliding or other. You see easily, dear reader, that much more can be said about
G 2
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(I don't say for) evil than can be said for virtue. A "good" boy is so soon summed up, and

even disposed of : but a naughty, or rather, a wicked boy, requires to have so much said and

written of him and for him ; and Tommy Idle may be a hero after all.

The boy Frank was as naturally ingenuous as he was by nature industrious. A family

living close at hand were, almost one and all, engaged in weaving, having the house furnished

with looms, and obtaining work from the great establishment of Mr. West, of Spitalfields,

who kept many hands upon his premises. Frank Goodchild was in the habit of visiting this

neighbourhood ; and, possibly, the complications of the loom] caught his attention. With the

facilities which the carpenter's shop afforded him, he made a working model of a loom, that

the weaver himself highly praised, and which he kept beside him ; exhibiting it, with kindly

pride, to any who called upon him—intending to show it some day to his employer, the rich

Mr. West, whom, he doubted not, would take an interest in the young artisan who had so

cleverly put it together, and with an expectation that possibly something might come of it.

As he conjectured, in fact, so it turned out.

On a certain day, the silk merchant in question called at the weaver's house on business

;

and, on a shelf in Mr. Treadle's work-room, he saw the identical model loom which young

Frank had made. Curious about the matter, and delighted with the ingenuity of the lad—as

the story of its being made went on, he expressed a desire to see him ; and, the carpenter's

house being close at hand, Frank was sent for, and presently stood in the presence of the good-

tempered, well-clad gentleman, who was so wealthy, and who employed such a number of

people. All Frank's intelligent replies pleased Mr. West immensely,

" Would you like to be a weaver, and make such beautiful silken stuff as this ?" asked Mr.

West, when his little loom had been thoroughly examined, and made to work.

" Oh yes, sir ; for then I could earn something " But the boy paused.

" Earn something ! yes ; if I am not mistaken in you, you will earn your way to indepen-

dence before many years go by," said the merchant, with a decision of tone that made

the eager lad's heart palpitate.

" I have taken a liking to this boy, Treadle," said Mr. West, apart, to his worker ;
" and

if his parents have no objection, we will settle the matter of his apprenticeship to-day. Do you

think they would wish to place him in my employ?"

" I should say they would be delighted, sir," replied Treadle ;
" but you had better see the

boy's father ; he's in his workshop."

" Then he's in his right place," said the methodical man of business, briskly, in return.

" I will go there, and see him in person ; and come, Frank, you shall also go with me, and

speak for yourself; and, if you will be my apprentice, you shall."

Delighted—oh, how unspeakably delighted was Frank at this intimation ; for it was his

ambition, for a long time past, to become Mr. West's apprentice.

To cut this part of the narrative short, Francis Goodchild was apprenticed to_Mr. West,

of Spitalfields, within the week; the worthy merchant remitting the usual premium, and

paying, himself, the fees at Weaver's Hall, Basinghall Street, before the week was out. Accord-

ing to general custom, and necessitated by the distance from Bow, Frank thenceforward lived

in his master's house.
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What, in the meantime, was the widow doing with her son ?

On the following Sunday, Mrs. Idle, with her big lad—sulky in looks, munching apples that

he had furtively picked up from a stall overturned by him and his companions on Snow Hill

(a clever street trick, concocted by himself, under the auspices of one Billy Garland), and

looking somewhat of a ragamuffin, despite the widow's efforts to turn him out decently—took

a walk to her sister's at Bow, with the despairing hope of settling what she should do with

him, through the medium of a serious consultation with Mrs. Goodchild.

Frank's mother, full of the good fortune that had accrued to her son, through the benevo-

lence of the silk merchant, told her what had occurred, and proposed that he—Tommy Idle

—

should be apprenticed also.

" Oh, if it could be done—if it could be done, Jane,'' said the widow, with clasped hands,

and her eyes brimming with tears, " how happy I should be
!"

" He is a good man, and a kind," said Mrs. Goodchild ;
" and as he has really taken such

a fancy to my boy, he may, out of his generosity, do as much for Frank's cousin ;
' and my

John' (that was the way the kindly wife spoke of her husband) shall go to Spitalfields

to-morrow, and speak to Mr. West about it."

That, too, was done; and Mr. West, touched by the tender, motherly earnestness of the widow,

warmed by the honest representation of the carpenter, and pleased with the assiduity of his

apprentice Frank, whose example he thought might do the young pariah (Tom) some service

—

for they did not disguise the fact that he had fallen into bad company—agreed to take the boy

on the same terms ; and, within a few days, Tommy Idle was fellow-apprentice with his cousin

Frank, and working at their looms in the same room.

Behold them, then, as they sit at their allotted tasks ; and admit that the contrast between

both, stamps at once the unmistakable characteristics of " Industry and Idleness," which are here

pourtrayed.*

Tommy has been by this a considerable time at his loom : and, although he is disinclined to

labour, he is by no means wanting in sufficient common intelligence to master the more intricate

manipulation required by his tasks. He is yet young ; but the evidences of dissipated habits beo-in

to stamp themselves upon a countenance that might have been refined into something little short of

handsomeness;—a bluff face it may be; but with open, unshrinking eyes, and a frank look, the

* Note to Plate I.—The first print (Dr. Trussler remarks) presents us with a noble and striking contrast in

two apprentices at the looms of their master, a silk-weaver of Spitalfields : in the one we observe a serene and
open countenance, the distinguishing mark of innocence ; and in the other, a sullen, downcast look, the index of

a corrupt mind and vicious heart. The industrious youth is diligently employed at his work, and his thoughts
taken up with the business he is upon. His book, called the 'Prentice's Guide, supposed to be given him for

instruction, lies open beside him, as if perused with care and attention. The employment of the day seems his

constant study ; and the interest of his master his continual regard. "We are given to understand, also, by the
ballads of the " London 'Prentice," "Whittingham the Mayor," &c, that hang behind him, that he lays out his pence
on things that may improve his mind, and enlighten his understanding. On the contrary, his fellow- 'prentice,
with worn-out coat and uncombed hair, overpowered with beer, indicated by the half-gallon pot before him, is

fallen asleep ; and from the shuttle becoming the plaything of the wanton kitten, we learn how he slumbers on,
inattentive alike to his own and his master's interest. The ballad of " Moll Flanders," on the wall behind him,
shows that the bent of his mind is towards that which is bad ; and his book of instructions lying torn and defaced
upon the ground, manifests how regardless he is of anything tending to his future welfare.

[The chiaroscuro of this picture is worth remarking. On the one hand, the light is warm and sunny ; on
the other, it is Bombre and cold—sinistral and significant to a degree.—En.]
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face would be " English" enough to please the most captious. Only Tommy can't look you

straight in the face ; and the face itself lacks honesty of expression.

But, the previous night, he has been at a low orgie at the " Dog and Duck," St. George's

Fields ; and with his new-chosen companion, Billy Garland—better known by his cognomen of

" Hempseed"—has made one more determined step in advance of his downward road. A com-

pound of gin and beer has been found necessary to slake his fiery thirst ; and while humming

over a hideous flash ballad, entitled, "Moll Flanders"—a cantiniere, cut-throat, and camp-

follower of Marlborough's army—he has dozed off to sleep, cursing woof and warp ; while the

merry " click" of Frank's loom soothes his sottish repose.

At that moment Mr. West looks in, and is horror-struck : for the extent of Tommy's short-

comings has not yet been known to him ; and soon he rouses the youth to his senses.

" Tommy Idle, thou art well named ; and Tommy Idle thou wilt remain all thy life ; but,

sirrah, thou idlest not here. I'll have thee to the Compter, and whipt ;" and, summoning his

foreman, he gave stern instructions concerning his idle apprentice, which were fully and incon-

tinently carried out.

CHAPTER II.—THE APPRENTICES' SABBATH.

Spitalfields was, in its day, famous for the rich and costly fabrics that were there manufactured

by a colony of French refugees, who fled over from France, in order to escape the persecution

consequent on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, in the time of Louis XIV. These poor

Huguenots (Protestants), who were pursuing with skill and success the arts of peace—driven

from the mother country—to its great subsequent loss—and establishing in our midst the source

of enormous wealth, founding the fortunes of many an opulent city house—finding in this locality

shelter, protection, and a home—made that once unimportant hamlet a vast and flourishing

communitv.
w

With the many transmutations and innovations, however, which time produces, this once

industrious colony has become all but extinct ; and new localities, combined with other inven-

tions, have brought about its decadence. The " Spitalfields Weaver" is now a term synonymous

with abject poverty—of active industry grown old, crippled, and neglected.

A few relics here and there remain of the establishments and workshops which were once

clustered closely together—street after street, square after square—easily recognised by singular

windows, horizontally extended, in order to obtain plenty of light for the weaving of the exqui-

site fabrics and costly tissues then daily turned out. The houses wear a crazed and sadly dila-

pidated look now ; we experience a pang on witnessing the tottering walls, the broken panes, the

lifeless look they exhibit. Street after street, too, is disappearing ; the French emigrant is gone.

Both make room for a newer generation, for another order of industrial activity. The last

weaver totters mournfully, as if graveward. Soon, the " place that knew him, will know him no

more." JRequiescat in pace !

It was cheerful, then, to see the lower parts of the windows bedecked with boxes and
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flower-pots, filled with shrubs, sweet plants, and odorous flowers. It was pleasant to see the sun

flashing on the lengthened rows of glass ; to hear the shuttle go merrily in the work-room ; to

hear the carol of the finches, the full-throated song of the throstle or the blackbird, or the loud

trilling of the lark ; for the hard-workers of this neighbourhood loved birds, and flowers, and

sunshine very dearly. Clouds of pigeons, too, wheeled round and round in the air, or clustered

on the eaves and house-tops. And there were cool nooks, too, where the shady linden and the

spreading sycamore rustled in the breeze. The streets were clean, the people thrifty. Industry

brought them plenty, till Time's kaleidoscope was turned, and all things changed with it.

Mr. West's establishment in Fashion Street (close by where the church now stands ; if,

indeed, it has not disappeared), was among the largest of its kind in the whole of that

populous district. lie employed the greatest number of hands, besides giving out a considerable

amount of work to do. His warehouses, offices, dwelling and work-rooms, were all together,

under one roof, as was then the custom. Behind the house was a green and shady garden, of

considerable extent. Most of the houses had them : many still remain, very pleasant to look

down into from the hot upper rooms, in the summer. Here Mrs. West, and her blooming

daughter, loved to saunter on breezy afternoons; or, seated beneath an embowering elm, ply

their several tasks. While the matron was engaged with her needle, the young damsel was,

perhaps, engaged with a book—chiefly of devotion, when it was not one of the good Mr.

Richardson's interminable, but edifying stories. Here, 1 can vouch for it," pretty Fanny West

read the affecting story of Pamela from end to end. To be sure, she took her time about

it; but then, it was so delightful to find "Virtue rewarded" at last, and in so characteristic

a manner. Sometimes, too, she would debate interesting portions of those honest, prosy

fictions with her mamma, in order to show that stately matron how well she understood the

persecuted maiden's difficulties ; or discursively launch forth in praise of " Sir Charles

Grandison." It was in this garden the eyes of Frank Goodchild first fell upon her ; and, from

that moment—but let us not anticipate.

Tommy Idle had, in due form, been taken before the mayor, at the Mansion House, as the

good merchant had threatened : and the latter having explained to his worship what a bad boy

Tommy was, the apprentice, after due admonition and stern reprimand, was ordered to be taken

to Bridewell, and there soundly whipped. Apprentices were dealt with roundly in those good

old times; but now they can defy the gaoler's lash, and twit their masters to their faces.

Tommy Idle roared lustily as the scourge fell with practised skill upon his shrinking hide. He
prayed for mercy ; he vowed he would be good ; he swore to be revenged ; he cursed and

howled, and shrieked for pity ; but the gaoler had his orders, and the full tale was told out.

I scarcely think this was the way to deal with a lad of blunted sensibilities like Tommy.
I think there were other forms of appeal left open, which were not tried. Tommy Idle did

not get the benefit of any doubt, you see ; and though the young vagabond did, perhaps,

deserve what he got for his treatment of his poor mother (who did not know of his punishment at

the time, and all but cried her poor old eyes out over him afterwards), yet I think that Mr.

West went, at first, a step too far, and made a naturally bad boy simply reckless.

It may be assumed, that this present writer is in favour of Tommy Idle, as the type

of naughty boys, and of wild and naughtier apprentices. He cannot say "No;" he dare

H
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not say " Yes." What, I ask, is the use of the " fatted calf," if there is no prodigal son ?

What degrees of gladness are we to rush into, if all our lads are " good, better, and best." A
thorough scoundrel must be, somehow, devil-born, though a woman, fit to be the mother of the

Gracchi, were his mother. Don't we read of the angels that descended from heaven, and

married with the daughters of men ? They begat Titans, it may be, and " Vikingirs;" and others

descended lower, and the "type" got blurred, and degraded, and blotted out little by little, and

the angelic nature is lost sight of. I don't like Tommy Idle because he is such, but simply

put in a plea for the wretched lad, whom you can see at once is doomed from the very begin-

ning ; and this I conceive to be somewhat of a hardship.

Tommy, of a verity, took after his father ; which proves that dispositions are hereditary.

As for the widow herself, she was the very reverse of her name—full of energy, and indefatigable

in her daily duties—always neat, always clean in dress and person ; while Tommy had always a

ragged aspect, and a dirty look. Poor Tommy ! He was fast going to the bad ; but was it his

fault that he inherited his father's vices, his indolence, his low tastes, his viler tendencies ? The

painter, it is true, scorned to compromise matters ; but we may bestow our pity on him none

the less that the great master saw nothing to mitigate in the matter.

The reader need scarcely be told how, when his mother heard he was in prison, she besieged

the silk merchant with prayers and entreaties ; and how Mr. West, out of a stern sense of duty,

argued that it was all for the boy's good, and that the only kindness which could be done,

was to treat him with strictness and severity. You may be sure that she sobbed over him, and

felt his bruises to be her's, and that she pitied him so tenderly, that Tommy was convinced he

was the most ill-used fellow in the world ; and would never have gone back more to his work,

save for a wholesome dread he had of a further whipping, and a knowledge that his master was

not a man to be trifled with.

Frank Goodchild, in the meanwhile, was rising rapidly every day in his master's favour.

He was so polite and assiduous in his endeavours to please Mrs. West, that the good lady

declared him to be quite a paragon ; and, as he was now on terms of friendly intimacy with

Miss Fanny, read moral lessons with her, carried her prayer-book to church—became, in fact,

a favourite in the household, and indispensable to the merchant himself—that his life was one

round of happy industry and contentment ; and the goodnatured lad had only one drawback

to his felicity ; and that was, the sad conduct of his cousin Tommy.

Frank, in fact, took every opportunity he could find of urging the other to a better course

;

but that young outlaw only accepted Frank's^advice with sneers and insolent sarcasm.

"You would find Mr. West a kind and indulgent master, Tommy," Frank would say, "if

you wrould only exert yourself a little to try and please him."

" Oh, of course," sneers Tommy, " we know all that; and what a good boy you are—quite

a model ; aint you now ?"

" Why, I only do my duty, Tom ; and, as I must do it, you see it's best to do it willingly,

instead of being made to do it, or else taken before Hem !"

" Sent to Bridewell, and whipt," growls Tommy, his eyes flashing. " Curse you, with your

mealy words; why don't you speak out, and fling that into my face ?"

"Nay, don't be angry," cries Frank, with the tears coming into his eyes; " I didn't mean
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to say it, indeed I didn't ; but do, dear Tom, try and be a better lad, for your mother's sake

:

you will find yourself much happier
"

" I should be happier if I hadn't so much preaching and snivelling. I wish the loom was

burnt, dashed if I don't; and I want to go and see a sculler's match at Wapping."

" Think of your duty, Tom. Mr. West will expect that piece of work done."

" Duty be hanged ! If you wasn't such a sneaking fellow, I could run and see the race,

and be back, and get it done before he comes into the work-room. .But you—you'll tell him,

of course you will ;" and Tommy looks hot with spite and rage.

" If he asks me, I must tell him the truth, Tommy," returns Frank, mildly.

" Oh, how very good we are !" sneers Tommy, afresh. " Oh, we can't tell a little fib for the

world, can we? Get out! You call yourself a cousin! Why, before I'd be so mean, I'd—

I'd go and hang myself."

And so Frank took little by his motion but abuse ; and Tommy would fawn upon him for

a shilling, which Frank lent willingly enough at any time ; only stipulating that Tommy should

not spend it at the tavern; for his tastes had grown more and more depraved. To this

condition Tommy would subscribe with strong asseverations ; and presently he would go forth,

on seme pretence or other, and, in the companionship of Billy Garland, and of a knavish-looking

personage, strongly suspected of being more than cousin-german to a highwayman, spend

Frank's money at the "Magpie and Stump;" or, over a greasy pack of cards, wrangle, and

curse, and drink, until every copper was gone.

Lo ! how Frank Goodchild, in the fulfilment of his duties as an apprentice, spends his Sab-

bath ! There is the consciousness of the week's labour over, its work done, and its duties dis-

charged, to sweeten and heighten the half-divine rest experienced in the house of prayer.* There

is the gracious contact of that fair, ingenuous face, out of which there seems to stream forth a

very effluence of beauty. Look at the youth, with his handsome countenance and brown curls

!

The head of the far-famed Clyte is not lovelier than Fanny West's : for all that there is a

girlish simper upon it. The unapproachable " Sebastian" of Guido is not a finer type, though

higher in the heroic degree, than the lad himself is. But Frank Goodchild is all that the artist's

fond fancy painted him ; and one can almost imagine him to be lost in a momentary sense of

* Note to Plate II—This plate displays our industrious young man attending divine service in the same pew
with his master's daughter, where he shows every mark of decent and devout attention.

Mr. Hogarth's strong bias to burlesque was not to be checked by time or place. It is not easy to imagine
anything more whimsically grotesque than the female Falstaff; a fellow near her, emulating the deep-toned
organ ; and the man beneath, who, though asleep, joins his sonorous tones in melodious chorus with the admirers
of those two pre-eminent poets, Hopkins and Sternhold. The pew-opener is a very prominent and principa
figure: two old women adjoining Miss West's seat, are so much in shadow, that we are apt to overlook them:
they are, however, all three making the dome ring with their exertions.

"Ah ! had it been King David's fate

To hear them sing "

The preacher, reader, and clerk, with many of the small figures in the gallery and beneath, are truly ludicrous

;

and we regret their being on so reduced a scale that they are scarcely perceptible to the naked eye. It was
necessary that the artist should exhibit a crowded congregation ; but it must be ackuowledged he has neglected
the rules of perspective. The print wants depth. In the countenance of Miss West and her lover there is a
resemblance. Their faces have not much expression ; but this is atoned for by a natural and pleasing simplicity.

Character was not necessary.
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awful transport, lest the happiness dawning upon him in the distance—and that not far off—

should be too much to bear.

The Idle Apprentice has, unhappily, not benefited, as we have seen, and as we might

easily conclude, by his incarceration in Bridewell. To this place, says an old chronicle—" to

this hospital, strumpets, pickpockets, vagrants, and disobedient and incorrigible servants, are

committed by the Lord Mayor and Aldermen, as are also apprentices, by the Chamberlain of

the City; who are obliged to beat hemp, and, if the nature of their offences require it, to

undergo the correction of whipping."

Our forefathers had much faith in the rod, and used it with considerable freedom. They

did not "spare it;" but it is an open question whether many a child was not "spoiled" by it,

though Solomon was pleased to question it. Tommy, you see, was whipt to his heart's content,

and a little more than he liked, and came out no better than he went in—if anything, much

the worse.

The good folks in office in those days, had, doubtless, very good intentions; but they

carried them out badly. The young apprentice was not fit company for the brazen prostitute,

the pickpocket, and the footpad; but he was thrust among them, notwithstanding; and it was

through this that Tommy Idle made an acquaintance which lasted through his brief life, and

brought him to grief.

Can it be believed, that while we look at the graceful picture just pointed out—the

" Industrious Apprentice" honoured by sharing the hymn-book of his master's daughter—in

that scene of truest peace and placid joy in the church, and which solicits our notice because its

repose is in such harmony with the lesson intended to be conveyed—that the audacious and

'•eckless Tommy Idle is playing at toss-penny in the churchyard, on the brink of a newly-

opened grave, and with all the dread and noisome emblems of mortality scattered around him,

such as would startle and shock a nature not quite so dulled and hardened as that of his

companions ? And yet it is so.*

* Note to Plate III.—As a contrast to the preceding plate, of the industrious young man performing the

duties of a Christian, is this, representing the Idle 'Prentice at play in the churchyard during divine service. As
an observance of religion is allowed to be the foundation of virtue, so a neglect of religious duties has ever been

acknowledged the forerunner of every wickedness ; the confession of malefactors at the place of execution being a

melancholy confirmation of this truth. Here we see him, while others are intent on the holy service, transgressing the

laws both of God and man ; gambling on a tomb-stone with the off-scouring of the people, the meanest of the human
species

—

shoe-Hacks, chimney-sweepers, &c. ; for none but such would deign to be his companions. Their amusement
seems to be the favourite old English game of hustle-cap ; and our idle and unprincipled youth is endeavouring to

cheat, by concealing some of the half-pence under the broad brim of his hat. This is perceived by the shoe-black,

and warmly resented by the fellow with the black patch over his eye, who loudly insists on the hat being fairly

removed. The eager anxiety which marks these mean gamblers, is equal to that of two peers playing for an estate.

The latter could not have more solicitude for the turn of a die which was to determine who was the proprietor of

ten thousand acres, than is displayed in the countenance of young Idle. Indeed, so callous is his heart, so wilfully

blind is he to everything tending to his future welfare, that the tombs, those standing monuments of mortality,

cannot move him : even the new-dug grave, the skulls and bones, those lively and awakening monitors, cannot
rouse him from his sinful lethargy, open his eyes, or pierce his heart with the least reflection ; so hardened is he
with vice, and so intent on the pursuit of his evil course. The hand of the boy, employed upon his head, and that

of the shoe-black, in his bosom, are expressive of filth and vermin ; and show that our hero is within a step of

being overspread with the beggarly contagion. His obstinate continuance in his course, until awakened by the

blows of the watchful beadle, point out to us, that a stripes are prepared for the backs of fools ;" that disgrace and
infamy are the natural attendants of the slothful and the scorner; and that there are but little hopes of his
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The shoe-black, the sweep, young " Gibbet/' and Billy Garland chuckling, in the pleni-

tude of their mirth, at seeing how the young cheat is being, in turn, overreached, are expres-

sive contrasts, in their way, with those in the foreground of the former picture.

There is a low and revolting aspect of vilest criminality about the dangerous group, on

which the eye does not delight to dwell. There is a sullen gloom and uncleanliness about

the whole, significant of the tenebrous night coming on and closing in. There is a look

of eager greed, of baffled cunning, of the gamester's losing hazard, on the face of the Idle

Apprentice, which no one can love to gaze on, and cannot study without pity. There is a sense

of doom overshadowing him ; and the sinister look of Tony Brush is not without a meaning.

Soon the beadle comes round, and sharply disperses them. Soon the solemn organ peals

out the voluntary, and the decent congregation flows forth. Mr. West, with Mrs. West on his

arm, make a stately appearance. Frank Goodchild, with the timid hand of the trembling

Fanny resting on his, comes after. His neat clothing, his good looks, his inexpressibly happy

smile, tell the great joy he feels. The Idle Apprentice, in all the repulsive horror of his low

caste, stands before them ; and, this time, a sense of darkness and eclipse falls over Tommy
Idle's heart and soul.

CHAPTER III.—THE CKOSS-ROADS.

Some years have gone by now since we observed the start which the two lads have made

in their divergent course. They have parted at the cross-roads of life; and, some day,

following the same path, they will meet again; but, ah me! how altered, and under what

different circumstances.

Plodding on, year by year, cheerfully at his loom, we may suppose that Frank Good-

child has become an accomplished workman, and grown keen in the knowledge of textures

and their material; that silks, piled velvets, lustrings, and lustres of all kinds, are familiar

to his touch. As one, therefore, who, as a " worker," had gone through every degree of

the craft, he was competent to judge of the workmanship of others, and to act as his g'ood

master's foreman, and ready to accept the responsibilities of his further confidence, when it

should please Mr. West* to bestow it upon him. And now he has it fully; and there is no

bar to his becoming, in time, the owner of pretty Fanny West's plump white hand.

alteration, until he is overtaken in his iniquity by the avenging hand of Omnipotence, and feels, with horror and
amazement, the unexpected and inevitable approach of death. Thus do the obstinate and incorrigible shut their

ears against the alarming calls of Providence, and sin away even the possibility of salvation.

The figures in this print are admirably grouped, and the countenances of the gamblers and beadle strikingly

characteristic

[The present editor cannot but think that Dr. Trussler is a little severe in his animadversions. Surely these
are no " off-scourings of the people ," and if so—where lies the utility of the good Doctor's holy functions ?]

* Note to Plate IV.—The Industrious Apprentice, by a discreet and steady conduct, attracts the notice of his

master, and becomes a favourite : accordingly, we behold him here (exquisitely continued from the first and second
prints) in the counting-house (with a distant view of the looms, and of the quilsters, winding quills for tho

shuttles, from whence he was removed), entrusted with the books, receiving and giving orders (the general reward
of honesty, care, and diligence), as appears from the delivery of some stuffs by a city porter, from Blackwell-hall.

By the keys in the one hand, and the bag in the other, we are shown that he has behaved himself with so much
prudence and discretion, and given such proofs of fidelity, aa to become the keeper of untold gold—tho greatest

H 2
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One night—to go back a space—it so happened that Tommy Idle, after having shown,
by his general inattention during the da}', how little his loom was interesting him; and
having, in his usual manner, hurled back his cousin Frank's excellent advice into his teeth,

and cursed him for an " officious prig ;" he went sullenly forth, taking the opportunity of his

master's back being turned ; and, threading his way by Long Lane and Smithfield, along

the tortuous paths formed by Fleet Market, found himself at last in a region behind the

Bridewell he knew so well—as the wolfish glance, and the imprecation cast against its walls,

proved. This place, which he arrived at by a flight of steps leading towards the river-

stairs, was known as Hanging-Sword Alley, and formed a precinct of the ancient Alsatia,

then known as Salisbury Square ; and retaining, up to so late a period as that we treat

of, many of its old lawless and ferocious characteristics, until, as a " Sanctuary," it became
broken up for ever.

Here, in dark and dismal streets and courts, were to be found taverns, which decent

citizens avoided as they would the haunts of fiends—if men brutalised by debauchery,

professors of every grade of crime, pickpockets, thieves, bullies, and highwaymen, can be

other than such. Here, therefore, to one of the high head-quarters of this lawless race

—the "Rose," kept by one Dan Ware—shall we follow the footsteps of our hero-
Tommy Idle.

The " Rose"—a huge red-cabbage-looking smear, painted on a projecting sign—was not

without meaning, since it conveyed the secrecy

—

sub rosa—which was expected to be the

law of the place ; and, considering its nature and kind—while spies were athirst for blood-

money—while Bow-Street runners, and officers in various disguises, were ready with eager

grasp to seize some of the frequenters of this " house of call"—who found there, for a time

at least, shelter and security—secrecy became a thief's virtue ; and " honour" was a word

that had, to them, a positive significance.

mark of confidence he could be favoured with. The integrity of his heart is visible in his face. The modesty and
tranquillity of his countenance tell us, that though the great trust reposed in him is an addition to his happiness,

yet that he discharges his duty with such becoming diffidence and care, as not to betray any of that pride which

attends so great a promotion. The familiar position of his master, leaning on his shoulder, is a further proof of

his esteem; declaring that he dwells, as it were, in his bosom, and possesses the utmost share of his affection—cir-

cumstances that must sweeten even a state of servitude, and make a pleasant and lasting impression on the mind.

The head-piece to the London Almanack, representing Industry taking time by the forelock, is not the least of

the beauties in this plate ; as it intimates the danger of delay, and advises us to make the best use of time, whilst

we have it in our power ; nor will the position of the gloves, on the flap of the escritoire, be unobserved

by a curious examiner—being expressive of that union that subsists between an indulgent master and an indus-

trious apprentice.

The strong-beer nose and pimpled face of the porter, though they have no connexion with the moral of the

piece, are a fine caricature, and show that our author let slip no opportunity of ridiculing the vices and follies of

the age, and particularly here, in laying before us the strange infatuation of this class of people, who, because a
good deal of labour requires Borne extraordinary refreshment, will even drink to the deprivation of their reason,

and the destruction of their health. The surly mastiff, keeping close to his master, and quarrelling with the house-

cat for admittance, though introduced to fill up the piece, represents the faithfulness of these animals in general,

and is no mean emblem of the honesty and fidelity of the porter.

In this print, neither the cat, dog, nor the porter are well drawn, nor is much regard paid to perspective

;

but the general design is carried on by such easy and natural gradations, and the consequent success of an
attentive conduct displayed in colours so plain and perspicuous, that these little errors in execution will readily

be overlooked.
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Stumbling along* a dark passage, and finding" a door at the end, jralonsly watched at all

times by a grim janitor, Tommy Idle went on, and, tapping- thereat, the light of a candle

shone in his face; murmuring also a pass-word, which was immediately responded toby

giving* him admission ; and, as quickly closing* him in, he found himself in a chamber that was

no whit better recommended by its company. It was long* and wide ; and, though extensive,

low in the roof, which was strongly raftered. A hug*e fire-place, with its slung kettle and

cooking* utensils, partly enclosed by settles and seats, flung* forth both light and heat. On

two or three dingy oaken tables stood foul and guttering* candles, dimly lighting the far

recesses; while a combined odour of reeking* punch, tobacco, and questionable cooking*,

rendered the close atmosphere sickly and oppressive, and unbearable to any but such as were

acclimatised to that noisome den. A sinister caution characterised the whole assemblage;

while, as if to g'ive this greater force, the groups were separated, as by clannish instincts

and divided interests—sitting* apart, each one not interfering* with the other.

Windows opened, on the one side, to a dismal cavern of a back-yard, to which a door in

the corner led also ; and probably this was a way of facilitating* escape by the rear, should

the officers attack them in front. A second door, at the extreme end, led to the staircase

;

and from the entrance-way, a long*, low window, belonging* to the bar, ran right along*,

where glasses, rummers, bottles, keg*s, punch-bowls, and various "mugs" were seen. The
" mug*" which contained the customer's ale had in those days a political meaning*, and

denoted one of the two strong* and turbulent parties of the state. Red curtains, over the

windows, in part concealed the landlord's bar from the common room.

Replying* to a brisk salutation made by one of them, who sat in a recess by the fire—two

of whom we have before met in the churchyard—Tony Brush and Billy Garland ; otherwise

"Gibbet" and "Hempseed"—Tommy Idle advanced, and took a seat among* them; tossing

off, as he did so, a g'lass of that frightful liquor which was just then beginning to madden

its victims, and to decimate the population.

The third individual, who was introduced to Tommy Idle by his young friend with the

patch over his eye, was one Mr. Nightrider. who also added, that but for his (Captain

Nightrider's) continued absence from town up to the present evening, he should have been

proud to have brought about their acquaintance much sooner.

tt Very glad to see you, indeed, Mr. Nightrider," said Tommy, warmly ; " I've heard

of you before."

"I'm proud to see you, sir; you look a lad of spirit, you do— sink and confound me!"
exclaimed Mr. Nightrider, stringing a number of sparkling* epithets together, more

remarkable for their vivacity and force, than for their elegance : and Tommy was delighted

with his new friend—a man of forty, with one keen eye—the other hidden bv a patch,

which, with his rusty wig, was evidently meant for disguise. His face was not the most

prepossessing, and his mouth was sensual ; while his look was sinister. An athletic frame,

wiry and active—suggestive of horseback and the open air—were points in his favour. He
wore a broad-skirted coat, a soiled neck-tie—a very faded sort of "steenkirk," in fact

—

knee-breeches, and jockey-boots ; a hanger by his side, and the butt of a horse-pistol peeping

forth at times and with some ostentation, completed the individual.
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" Stap me," he went on ; but I have missed the times—been rusty—living" retired-
j»

" On your little property at Reading—eh, Captain ?" said Tony Brush, with a merry

grin.

" Ah, you rascal !" laughed the Captain ;
c< see what it is to be fly and clever.

Well, yes, I did a little in the sporting line down the Brighton way : there was a yellow

bag missing ; and, sure enough, I was obliged to account for it."

"How very inconvenient, to be sure," said Billy Garland.
u There must be a good deal of excitement in such a life as yours—plenty of fun,"

hazarded Tommy Idle, admiringly.

" Fun !" ejaculated the highwayman ;
" oh yes, you may say that. To wear ruffles and

a hanger—to powder your hair, and sport diamond buckles—to take a ride across Black-

heath, and pick up a purse or two from the coach coming over Shooter's Hill; and then

back to town, and shake your elbows at the ' Young Man's,' or ' Nando's,' by Paul's,

and make merry over ( Mum' or ( cheny-brandy ' at the ( Rose;'—sink me!" cried the

highwayman, blithely ;
" but this would be something like life, and show one's-self a buck

among the first
( bloods' of the town."

" Ah !" sighed Tommy, « I should like it ; but
"

"Like it!—you shall like it. Now, neither young Gibbet here, nor Hempseed, have

much style about them. You have. They'll never be dimber coves. You will become dis-

tinguished ; I can see it. I'll drink to your health ! You drawer; do you hear?" he con-

tinued, with a string of oaths, " Make us some punch— a crown's worth—nay, nny ; all in

good time. We gentlemen of the town can help one another, or plague on't !" He added

this as poor Tommy was making a feeble motion towards his pocket ; and took out a handful

of money, which he spread ostentatiously before the gloating eyes of the apprentice. " Now
fill up ; healths all round ! Aha ! this is what I call life ;" and the jolly robber struck the

table till it resounded again, calling the attention of the dirty card-players, the seedy cheats,

and the ruffian raff a moment to him ; who now immediately turned away, to follow their

dark pursuits over again.

" My friend here has an idea of being put up to something," slily insinuated Billy

Garland to Captain Nightrider; but Tommy overheard him. "We must have a little

talk about it."

" I thought so ; I could swear it : and it's a cursed shame that a lad of spirit and bold-

ness should be kept down by these city churls ; checked in his pleasures by some gouty old

square-toes. Zounds !" continued the robber, " but I'd let out at his expense, and take a

double revenge out of his till, I would."

This was a forcible way to put the case, certainly; but Master Garland clenched it by

a statement, that Tommy Idle was perfectly willing to do so.

" That's right ; and he's a silk merchant, is he, my dear?"

" Yes, Captain ; and the richest in all Spitalfields."

" It's beautiful ; the lumber is so portable, and the swag worth ever so many mopusses,"

remarked the other, using the vernacular of his profession. "And what a pity it is to lose

time ! Couldn't we pay a visit to-night ?"
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"To-night!' 7 Tommy shrunk appalled. This was forcing* matters a little too fast.

He stammered out some objections ; but these were overruled.

u Oh, what a lovely night it is ! No fear of Oliver tattling* to-night. Only hear the

rain lash the window, and the wind drown the sound of the watch in the streets, and blowing

the links out ! It
7
s darkman7

s holiday, and footpad or high-toby man can make his game

all his own. Come, be pluck}' ; let's know all about it. Now or never, is the time ! Have

you left a bolt unslipped in a lower shutter?"

" Yes !" whispered Tommy, all aghast ; for the robber's prescience confounded him.

"There is a garden can be easily got to; and the window opens to some low leads
"

" Wlvy, then, we've only to walk quietly in, and the thing's done. Do you happen to

have a duplicate key ?" continued the highwayman with a wink ; " to have greased a bolt

here, and loosened a bar there— eh? Come, speak out—you're among friends."

But Tommy Idle, who had done one Or more of these things, and who had, as we may
without doubt infer, been planning some such means of supplying his wants, was as much

aghast as if a magistrate had been cross-examining: him.Do O

"You know the passages, too; and can find your way barefoot and blindfolded, eh?"

continued the other with a wink.

" Every one of them, and the ware-rooms and the counting-house," replied Tommy

—

rendered desperate now, and rising with the fresh courage the liquor he drank was infusing

into him.

" And there are some fabrics woven, I s
7
pose ; silks and velvets, and the like ?

77

" Pieces worth a guinea a yard ;—velvets of the costliest kind possible," returned

Tommy.

"Why, burn me! a small bundle a-piece will give us a clear two hundred to share ;

—

and no time shall be lost," cried the energetic highwayman ;
" so get 3'ourselves ready for

action, my lads—do you hear? What have you got, Gibbet?" he asked.

" A lantern," said that youth, taking one from beneath his vest ;—" a lantern, all ready

trimmed, and a stout centre-bit."

" First rate ! I see you're a workman, you are; and I've got a jemmy, a file, and the

keys ;" and he patted his coat significantly as he spoke :
" now you, Hempseed, must see to

the rest."

"All right; Fee got a couple of small sacks readv:" and he, in turn, showed his

bundle.

" Why this is business, sink me !" cried the higlnvayman rapturously. " This is what

I loves ; and now I don't know as there
7
s anything else wanted. Let me think !"—and he

put his hand to his forehead, and began to ponder.

"Any watchman on the premises?" he asked, looking up.

" There's always somebody supposed to be ready to wake with any noise ; but, on such

a night as this, there will be nobody on the rounds, I'll warrant," returned Tommy, begin-

ning to take heart of grace.

"Why, by all a queer cove's chances of the ( nubbing cheat,' here is a windfall ready

to our hands ' 0, my eye! here would have been a piece of work thrown away if I hadn't

I
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taken to it so kindly ' Stop !—Isn't there a pewter-room at hand ; I mean, where the}- keep

the plate ?" added the highwayman, a little impatiently.

" But an old porter sleeps in a chamber on the landing", with a loaded blunderbuss,"

said Tommy, who grew hot and cold by turns, and felt that some ground of security was

slipping* from under his feet, as he experienced the rapid power of decision developed by

Mr. Nightrider.

" Bah ! If you haven't taken out the priming-, or loaded it with sawdust, by this time,

you're not the lad I take you for. There's too much of the ( gnostic' about you, I know !"

he added : " and—bah !—yes, I see—I'm right."

" You must be the devil, I think," said Tommy, as they moved to g*o.

"That'll do," said the other, with a quick, stern, and business-like air. "No more

game ; but on your pins, and ready to pad it ; we must go separate wa}r
s. Listen !" And

directing the other two which way to go, where to meet, and what, meanwhile, they were

to do, he turned to his tool, and said

—

" And now, Master Tommy Idle, as I mean to make a man of you, and to prevent any

putting back in the matter, you go with me; and if I fancy that you are g'oing to make a

mash of this matter, I'll put an ounce bullet through your skull, though I be carted off to

Tyburn the next minute. Come !"

These stern, few, but significant words over, the robber paid for their liquor, and both

set forth. It was, in truth, a wild, wet, windy night—dark and dismal to a degree; and

the frightful valley of the Fleet was not easily crossed ; but on they went, nevertheless,

facing the blast and the driving rain, and avoiding the gullies running down Snow Hill

like a mill-stream—the quagmires, kennels, and the dark suspicious nooks, where the

desperate or the outcast were crouching—and so on by Long Lane and Sun Street ; and

presently they met together in a corner by the church ; and the four, each having his work

cut out for him, commenced operations.

Over the garden wall went the highwayman and his agent, and on to the outhouse

leads, and in, by practised skill, through the window—then down into the ware-room noise-

lessly; and the bolts were drawn, the front door unbarred, the two others let in, the

door put to, and the dark lantern lit; and soon they were in among the treasures of the

silk merchant, and beginning to clear the shelves.

In truth, everything seemed so feasible and so easy—all went on with such noiseless

precision—the bundles were so easily made up and stowed away, that Tommy was not a

little astonished to find how easy the whole of the burglars' operations were.

It is a chilling, almost awful thought—that of a household slumbering peacefully-

enfolded in that rest which the still midnight brings ; and lulled, as it were, by that sense

of security which custom makes familiar to us. The father and the mother are dreaming,

perchance, of their children ; the young are wrapped up in Elysian visions ; the angelic

watchers climb up and down the ladder of heaven ; and Sleep's twin brother—Death—is

busy, too, in his harvesting ; and a quiet fills the air which cannot be described or defined.

And yet stealthy footsteps creep about the stairs, and crouch about the chamber

—

haggard men, with pallid faces, fierce eyes, and firmly-set lips ; out of whose ready hands,
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grasping- the knife and the pistol, murder is ready to start forth at the surprise of an

instant ! Rapine prowls about the silent rooms. The ruffians stand, weapon in hand, by

the bedside of the beloved. A whisper—a start—a word—and the horrid deed is done 3 for

murder was rife in those days, on the plea that dead men tell no tales.

The two youths have their bundles on the stairs, ready to descend. The highwayman

and his associate (the young- burglar apprentice, Tommy Idle) creep upward towards a

room with a strong' door ; for there the city merchant locks up his plate.

But some instinct of peril conveys itself to at least one of the sleepers. Frank Good-

child, who sleeps above stairs, is restless—wakes—hears, despite the boom of the storm

without, an unusual and suspicious sound within. He listened an instant with every

faculty awake, and distinctly heard a grating- noise coming* from the direction of the plate-

cupboard below. Jumping" at a conclusion he could not very well fail in doing-, that there

were thieves in the house, he sprung* out of bed, hurried on his clothes, and lit a lamp he

had in the room. Then, seizing- a heavy life-preserver, he stealthily descended the stairs,

and just as the Captain, with consummate skill, had mastered one of the bolts of the door.

Frank stood a moment paralysed ; for, in the person of him who held the lamp, he recog--

nised his lost cousin and fellow-apprentice, Tommy Idle ! He uttered a cry he could not

repress. Both started to their feet.

" Discovered, by all the devils !" shouted the robber furiously. " Then take that for

your pains!" and drawing- out his pistol, aimed at Frank, and fired; but, fortunately, his

hand swerved, and the youth was unhurt.

"Tommy! you here—and with this man, too!" Frank had exclaimed. "Haste!

—

away !—quick, or }
rou will be taken !"

" Missed him, by g-ad !" cried Captain Nig-htrider, and then turned and fled too, down

the passage.

But Frank was not prepared to let him g'O in this manner. Rapidly he decided that

Tommy should escape, if he could ; but that the elder ruffian must be seized ; and, by

this time the shot and the shouts had alarmed the house ; and the inmates, half-clad,

were hurrying- out of the bed-chambers ; the porter, with his useless blunderbuss, adding- to

the crowd; and the hubbub and the uproar became confounding-.

Frank made a dart at the flying* robber, and struck him heavily with his weapon.

The Captain fell, g*roaned, and was speedily secured, when his arm was found to be broken.

Then he was picked up, and taken to the watchhouse ; in due time to take his trial, to

receive his sentence, and, finally, to his finis! and Captain Nig-htrider appears no more in

this veracious chronicle.

Look now ! oh, reader ! at the adverse fate which attends on the hapless Tommy.*

* Note to Plate V.—Corrupted by sloth, and contaminated by evil company, the Idle Apprentice, having tired

the patience of his master, is sent to sea, in the hope that the being removed from the vices of the town, and the

influence of his wicked companions, joined with the hardships and perils of a seafaring life, might effect that refor-

mation of which his friends despaired while he continued on shore. See him, then, in the ship's boat, accompanied

by his afflicted mother, making towards the vessel in which he is to embark. The disposition of the different

figures in the boat, and the expression of their countenances, tell us plainly, that his evil pursuits and incorrigible

wickedness are the subjects of their discourse. The waterman significantly directs his attention to a figure on a
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Mr. West, at Frank's intercession, has so far slackened pursuit, that opportunity is given

to Tommy Idle to escape ; and Cousin Frank helps the defiant wretch—furtively, too

—

for the forlorn widow's sake. Lo ! he goes on his dark voyage, to mingle in other scenes

of strife and bloodshed ; while, regardless of his mother's tears, and the reproaches of the

rude boatmen, he takes little heed of the appalling spectacles which line the river's side.

The pirate, swinging in his chains, moves him not. He is on board—the ship sails

away. The bereaved mother returns to her sad home ; and her heart breaks and breaks,

and her tears scald her, and flow evermore ; until, for her too, all is over

!

CHAPTER IV.—HOW EACH APPRENTICE "MAKES HIS BED AND LIES ON IT."

To pursue the fortunes of Frank Goodchild, which we clearly see are running* in an even

groove ; to show how the additional City establishment came to be removed in immediate

contiguity to the " Monument" and Fish-Street Hill," would necessitate our entering into

the history of the silk trade, which, for some five years after the date of our last chapter,

might have been in a finely flourishing* condition. Lacking the requisite statistics for this

purpose, we trust in our own resources, and in finding*, as natural consequences, fate,

fortune, and circumstance aiding one who continually aids himself—at last bringing to

him the prime result of every honest endeavour— the reward of ever)' sing*le-hearted aim

in life.

By consequence, therefore, Frank, in addition to his merits as a tradesman, as a

representative of a great " City House," acquired a standard approaching to the heroic.

How he had engaged, single-handed, with the burglars, armed and masked, with all the

dreadful accessories of loaded pistols, drawn hangers, terrific housebreaking tools, and such

volleys of oaths as would have furnished a holiday salute from the Tower, were matters

gibbet, as emblematical of bis future fate, sbould be not turn from tbe evil of his ways ; and tbe boy shows him a

cat-o'-nine-tails, expressive of the discipline that awaits him on board a ship : these admonitions, however, he

notices only by the application of his fingers to his forehead, in the form of horns, jestingly telling them to look at

Cuckold's Point, which they have just passed ; he then throws his indentures into the water with an air of con-

tempt, that proves how little he is affected by his present condition, and how little he regards the persuasions and

tears of a fond mother, whose heart seems ready to burst with grief at the fate of her darling son, and perhaps

her only stay ; for her dress seems to intimate that she is a widow. "Well, then, might Solomon say, that " a

foolish son is the heaviness of his mother ;" for we here behold her who had often rejoiced in the prospect of her

child being a prop to her in the decline of life, lamenting his depravity, and anticipating with horror the termina-

tion of his evil course. One would naturally imagine, from the common course of things, that this scene would have

awakened his reflection, and been the means of softening the ruggedness of his disposition—that some tender

ideas would have crossed his mind, and melted the obduracy of his heart ; but he continues hardened and callous

to every admonition.

The group of figures composing this print has been copied by the ingenious Lavater ; with whose appropriate

remarks we conclude our present description. " Observe," says this great analyst of the human countenance, " in

the annexed group, that unnatural wretch, with the infernal visage, insulting his supplicating mother; the predo-

minant character on the three other villain-faces, though all disfigured by effrontery, is cunning and ironical

malignity. Every face is a seal with this truth engraved on it :
' Nothing makes a man so ugly as vice ; nothing

renders the countenance so hideous as villany.'
"
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which multiplied upon their recital in the lower regions and the drawing-room of the

Spitalfields merchant's house during- the long- winter-nights, until the narrators and

listeners shuddered as they crept to bed, and heard the shutters blow to, or the vanes creak,

or even the mouse " chirp" behind the wainscot. The young- city maiden looked admiringly

upon him at church, as the awful version of the veracious " Mercury" of the day brought to

her recollection the tremendous struggle he had gone through. It assumed all the air

of a bulletin ; and Frank, the proportions of a general. It was a victory ; and many more

honours than he really cared for, were thrust upon his shoulders. To do him justice, how-

ever, he bore them very meekly.

" Frank, my dear boy !" said the merchant to him, in the fulness of his heart, and while

entertaining a large party of city tradesmen at his house ; to whom, over the wine and the

punch, he told the history of the attempted robbery

—

u Frank, I scarcely know what to say

to you, my dear boy. As you have been the best of sons to your happy parents, you have

been among the best of servants to me. Faithful and assiduous, honest and industrious

—

gentlemen, I put him before you as the model of what our city youths should be" [he was

interrupted with cheers, from sundry gentlemen with vast flanks and jolly faces] :
" he is a

credit to the trading spirit of the city, and I am proud of him," continued the excited old

merchant, lifting up his glass. " Your health, Frank—your health, my boy !" he said,

while a moisture twinkled in his eye; and, as it was known that Mr. West was a

temperate man, not often given to the demonstrative mood, his sincerity Was the more

unquestionable.

" Gentlemen, to-morrow he becomes my partner, and the house will be known as the

firm of West nnd Goodchild; aye, my partner. The papers are drawn out, and they will

be then properly attested and signed."

" Huzza !" responded the guests, as they emptied their glasses, and turned their looks

with hearty congratulations to where Frank sate—his cheeks hot and crimson as those of a

maiden, with the modest blushes of ingenuous youth. t

" On this day month," continued Mr. West, " I invite you to his wedding with my
daughter ! Yes, gentlemen, the honest and industrious apprentice marries his master's

daughter!" And he would have proceeded further, if a deafening storm of applause had not

interrupted him. Presently he resumed

—

" He brings me talent, ability, and fidelity for a dower," added Mr. West. " I

consider these a fair equivalent. He loves her ; and I know my little Fanny's will coincides

with my wishes: and now, Frank, go ask her for a tune on the harpsichord; and let us

have some tea, and pass round the wine, and " And, fairly out of breath, he finished his

speech—a speech we hold to be more to the purpose than any ninety-nine out of a hundred

that we chance to hear.

And what had pretty, palpitating Fanny West to say to this—save that all which

was said of her lover filled her head with a joyous distraction ; and she is as proud

of him as though he were a real Prince of Wales opening the ball at Guildhall, and the

Lord Mayor with Gog and Magog (the tutelary guardians of the city), then and there

presiding. 1

2
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On the occasion of that same feast just spoken of, and which was given in honour of

the apprentice's freedom, pretty timid Fanny was not out of sight or hearing. There was

a room beyond, across the landing of the staircase—where, I warrant you, good Mrs. West
was making the wives of the aldermen of the ward, and the ladies of other civic potentates,

comfortable over cake and tea, and laced cocoa ; and the door was on the jar, and the words

of the respected speaker came to her ears, as also to those of the fair Fanny's, which were

burning with a sense of joy and delight, arising from the hearty compliments of those around

her. Why should the silk merchant's daughter reject that little inuendo which paired her

with the Industrious Apprentice ? Mrs. Silkworm had an unmarried daughter, too ; but

honest Silkworm had no such apprentice. "Very well," thinks Fanny, with an indig-

nant pout; u why should she object to Frank—why make remarks upon me?" says the

little lady : and if she isn't right, I next put the question to all human nature.

The mansion in which our friend, Frank Goodchild, seems to be now so much at home

—

as is proved by his deshabille—by the way, how could they have worn those odious night-caps?

—and where Mrs. Fanny Goodchild, with a happy smile, is sipping her matutinal chocolate

—

is possibly more substantial than magnificent in exterior; but we can answer for the cozy

warmth, the city comforts, the roaring plenty within. And here the new branch of the

enlarged firm of " West and Goodchild" is to be found also.* The cup of Frank Good-

child's felicity must be nearly full by this ; and one might be tempted to dread its overflow

—knowing, as we do, how near to ruin is success—how near to desolation is the triumph of

life—how mutable is all around us ; and how brief is that happiness we have taken so much

trouble 10 make sure of; and that we know not, at the moment of our greatest joy, what

woe lies in the next brief coming minute. Perhaps the happy and fortunate man receives

gratulations with a joy not unmixed with fear ; and, if so, gratitude for the good received

forms not the least portion of his exultation.

Down with the curtain, in order that it may rise upon other scenes, in which Tommy
Idle plays his part.

Tommy's bravado was pretty soon taken out of him, as may be imagined, before

he had been many hours on board the trading-brig that was sailing for the Guinea Coast.

While gazing vacantly about him, and being thrust aside, hither and thither, by the nimble

seamen—a cut across the shoulders from the b.oatswain's cat—a big, hirsute ruffian, with the

* Note to Plate VI.—The reward of industry is success. Our prudent and attentive youth has now become

pertner with his master, and married to his daughter. The sign, by which this circumstance is intimated, was at

first inscribed, " Goodchild and "West." Some of Mr. Hogarth's city friends informing him that it was usual for

the senior partner's name to precede, it was altered.

To show that plenty reigns in this mansion, a servant distributes the remains of the table to a poor woman

;

and the bridegroom pays one of the drummers, who, according to ancient custom, attend with their thundering

gratulations the day after a wedding. A performer on the bass viol, and a herd of butchers armed with marrow-

bones and cleavers, form an English concert. (Madame Pompadour, in her remarks on the English taste for

music, says, they are invariably fond of everything that is full in the mouth.) A cripple, with the ballad

of "Jesse, or the Happy Pair," represents a man known by the name of Philip in the Tub, who had visited

Ireland and the United Provinces ; and who was then a general attendant at weddings. From those votaries

of Hymen who were honoured with his epithalamiums, he received a small reward. To show that Messrs.

"West and Q-oodchild's habitation is near the Monument, the base of that stately column appears in the back-

ground.
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limbs ami strength of a giant, and possessed of a natural ferocity whi h made the boldest

quail—which cut h second time repeated, with frightful imprecations, on his body and

limbs, made Tommy writhe and quiver in every nerve from the excruciating- anguish accom-

panying- it.

u Now, you lubberly whelp, way aloft there, and lay out."

He pointed upward as he spoke, and indicated to the dismayed Tommy that he must

climb those quivering shrouds, and cling for very life (as he thought) to the swaying yards,

as he saw the others do. Utterly broken down by this, and showing a nature so dastardly as

to change the boatswain's cruelty into sheer contempt—a fact which our hero profited by,

without being squeamish as to its origin—he wept and blubbered ; and as the heaving of

the ship brought on an attack of sea-sickness, he was allowed to roll into the lee scuppers, and

lie there weltering, until a seaman dragged him, like a limp bundle, down below, and, pouring

half a pint of fiery rum down his throat, plunged him into a state of stupefaction, which

lasted for hours, but which ended his first initiation in the horrors of the sea.

Tommy soon began to comprehend, that however much disposed he was to be idle, he

was in the wrong place to attempt it. The boatswain's rattan ; the unnecessary bru-

tality of the crew (for it was composed of the worst class the crimps of Wapping could

supply on an exigency); the seamen's contempt for the lubberly, cowardly landsman

—

made Tommy's life on board one dreadful penance. But, somehow, he managed to com-

promise matters; and, by his frothy oaths, and mouthing in the vein of " Parolles," he

managed to become their butt and zany, and was tolerated for the vices he found it useless

to conceal.

Down in the forecastle, some one or two gaol-bird-looking members of the crew, who

seemed to have served a longer time on board the hulks than in the regular service, would

spin yarns about sea-rovers and piracy; of the Spanish Main; the Keys of Cuba; of

doubloons and Spanish dollars; of orgies at Jamaica; of the dusky beauties of the West

Indies; of oceans of punch, hogsheads of wine—tons of tobacco being the staple; and all

of a sensual, tempting, and luxurious tendency; so that the gloating and greedy eyes of the

listeners testified their admiration and envy of the same; and a burning wish to enjoy and

partake in these delirious pleasures possessed them, one and all. None more so than Tommy

Idle : his animal nature was awakened to the utmost. " Why didn't they become free-

booters," he would say, "and storm and plunder undefended seaports, and fill their pockets

with golden pieces, and revel, without stint, in the arms of sin?" This, as may be guessed,

was coming about.

These perilous wretches—the agents of the savage boatswain himself—were successful in

their attempts to undermine the fidelity of the crew. One day, in a tropic latitude, far away

at sea—far from the eye of man, and heedless of the dazzling, overpowering eye of heaven

shedding a golden light upon the ghastly deed—the murderous work was done. The

captain and the mate were slaughtered, and thrown overboard. Tommy, for his useless-

ness and doubtful treachery, was near following them ; but he had shown himself such a

ready and willing hand in the butchery, that his life was spared. The trader taken into a

foreign port—the cargo sold—was then fitted up with an armament, under Captain Death's
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command ; for so the boatswain was now denominated. The vessel set forth on a cruise,

hoisted the black flag1

, and began to make herself renowned in her new profession.

It is needless to follow them through their various proceedings. One short sketch will

indicate the nature of their wild life—a brief course enough, as the most experienced

knew; but as they were thorough dare-devils, who lived up to the letter of their creed—

a

" merry life and a short one"—and met their fate without flinching-, the consequences were

laughed at, and their course held on.

They had cruised about the East Indian seas, had taken prizes, had committed atro-

cious crimes, had rioted on spoils, and been as successful as wicked men with unscrupulous

hearts and pitiless hands could be, for a time ; and next began to make sail for the West

Indies, as much to change their cruising-ground, as to remove from a latitude that was by

this time growing- too hot for them ; for they had heard of a fast-sailing- man-of-war brig-

being on the look-out for them.

They happened to capture a vessel having a clergyman on board ; and struck

with one of those ferocious whims characteristic of their lawless lives, transferred him to

their own ship, on the plea of wanting* a chaplain—Captain Death swearing, by oaths

strong enough to make a ring-bolt of the anchor-flukes, that he would have prayers said on

board.

Corporal Trim, we recollect, averred that " they swore terribly in Flanders" in his time.

To do more than say that the oaths, blasphemies, and impieties of a gang of pirates were

not to be approached by a whole army, with batteries to back it, must here suffice. Tommy
Idle was by no means backward in the wretched rdle he undertook to play.

One evening their ship was sailing so listlessly along, that she seemed becalmed rather

than making any progress on her wa}^. The carpenter proposed a bucket of punch * the

cook seconded the motion ; the crew applauded the idea ; and Tommy Idle, who was fond

of drinking, incontinently entered the store-room, supplied himself with the materials, had

them brought on deck, and brewed it stiff and strong under the awning, which kept the

fearful tropic sun from broiling the very brains in their skulls.

Captain Death, on his quarter-deck, was no heedless observer of their proceedings. To
have interfered at the moment would have been perilous to him—daring, desperate, and

determined as he was known to be. He only smiled a sinister smile, laughed a bitter laugh,

and muttered, " You fools, you'll have it hot enough before long. There's a squall brewing

on our weather quarter, and the gun-brig is coming tack-and-tack to leeward; and

between both, the devil will have to help you !"

According to custom, when no especial duty called on them to desist, they drank deeper

than usual ; while fresh buckets were brought, and the throng squatted or reeled on the deck,

as the torrid air made them pant and sigh, and the strong liquor caught the brain, and

lapped round it like fire ; and then, when the whole southern sky grew black in a moment,

and broke forth into a blinding eye of light, and the wind howled, and the waters raved,

and the drunkards rose and reeled about the decks, and the sails were in rags, and the brave

ship a mere mastless tub, rolling and wallowing in the trough of the sea—going like

a mail-train, however, before the wind—the captain himself keeping a steady helm, or
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